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Fire setter sought 
A blonde teenage male is the 
RCMP's chief suspect aftertwo 
fires at Safeway\NEWS A6 
Library bonus 
The library has hit the $65,000 
mark to help pay for its expansion 
' project\COMMUNITY B1 
Enough 
Terrace Timbermens' generosity 
ended at this year's Oldtimers 
tournament\SPORTS 
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Chip hits fan over Orenda sale 
By JEFF NAGEL 
ORENDA'S TIMBER lleenee 
should be taken away if  the com- 
pany doesn't keep its promise to 
the northwest, says Terrace 
mayor Jack Taistra. 
He spoke out last week against 
a proposed buyout of  Orenda 
Forest Products by a New York- 
based syndicate. 
The plan is to divert 0renda's 
northwest imber to Gold River 
on Vancouver Island, where OFP 
Acquisition Corp. wants to re- 
open a closed newsprint mill. 
The idea is getting a co01 recep- 
tion in the northwest, where 
Orenda has logged for nearly 10 
years on the promise of establish- 
ing some kind of processing plant 
in the region. 
Talstra was a strong supporter 
of Orenda's plans to build a $410 
million high-tech pulp and paper 
mill south of Lakelse Lake. 
Orenda has so far not come up 
with the financing needed for the 
mill. It has asked the province for 
a loan guarantee but has been told 
it should first demonstrate finan- 
cial support. 
" I f  Orenda cannot live up to its 
initial commi~ent, it seems to 
me they do not deserve awindfall 
out of this," Talslra said. "Either 
they live up to their anticipated 
commitments or they return the 
timber supply to the province and 
let somebody else do it." 
More than half of Orenda's 
wood is vital to Skeena Cel- 
lulose's pulp mills at Port Ed- 
ward, just outside of Prince 
Rupert, Talztra noted. 
More on Orenda: 
[] Repap, Orenda tangle in war.of words, Page A5 
m Company execs poised to cash in, Page A5 
[] Orenda to test n3obile chipper, Page A5 
And any remaining wood in.the 
licence not needed in Prince 
Rupert should be used to set up 
some kind of value-added plant in 
the region, he said. 
"The wood should not go out 
of our region," Talstra added. 
Talstra said Terrace councillors 
hope to meet with their counter- 
parts in the region to prepare a 
regional consensus position on 
Orenda should a proposed licence 
transfer go to public hearings. 
"To have any chance of being 
heard at all we have to be togeth- 
er and speak with one voice and 
speak as loud as we can," he 
said. 
A lso  angry at the idea of 
Orcnda's wood going south is 
Nisga'a Tribal Council president 
Joe Gosnell, who said he's 
astounded the idea hasn't drawn 
mass protests yet. 
" I f  I was a worker in a mill in 
Port Edward, I would be'up in 
arms," Gosnell said. "I would 
expect people to parade in the 
[] Heritage gown 
IT'S HERITAGE Week next week and Miss Terrace candidate Kylle Oman sets the tone by 
wearing an antique 1939 Ivory bridal gown. The gown was originally worn by Mary Brownlle, 
mother of Terrace resident Marllyn Davies. Kylle's veil is from Montreal, vintage 1897. The 
ensemble will be just one of several to be featured Feb. 26 at the Terrace Regional Museum 
Society's "100 Years of Fashion" revue, It opens at 2 p.m. in the arena banquet room. 
streets. Why not? Their jobs arc 
threatened." 
Orenda's forest licence in the 
Mezladin area falls mostly within 
the Nisga'a land claim and the 
Nisga'a have long protested the 
rate at which Orenda has been 
cutting timber there. 
Gosnell also expressed oubts 
as to whether Orenda is adequate- 
ly replanting trees there. 
He said the rate of logging 
should be reduced and said the 
Nisga'a are "absolutely op- 
posed" to the timber or fibre 
going elsewhere in the province. 
"We think it should be retained 
in the region to pioteet he jobs of 
people here," Gosneli said. 
Both Prince Rupert city council 
and Stewart mayor AMy Burton 
also oppose transfer of the wood 
outside the region. ~ : 
Orenda had.initially proposed a
mill much closer to Stewart, but 
abandoned that plan and proposed 
the mill site near Onion lake, be- 
tween Terrace and Kitimat, 
After that, Stewart mayor Andy 
Burton says he strongly doubted 
Orenda's commilment to any part 
of the northwest. 
"They've been playing silly 
bugger with us and Terrace for 
the last six years," Burton said. 
But he suggests Terrace was 
blinded by the possibility of get- 
king a big-money mill. " I  tried to 
tell them 'Don't be fooled - -  they 
did itto as'." 
Burton also said any proposed 
change in Orenda's liceace Is an 
opportunity to ensure northwest 
mills have a secure wood supply. 
City blasted 
1 
for fee h ike  
, , . . . . , 
By MALCOLM ]IAXTER Committee. :",~ 
justify a huge hike in Aquatic heads Kettle Reay akd Graham 
Centre user fees •for youth groups Kay said the increases will make 
it more difficult for moderate and 
low income families to use those 
facilities. 
While commending the city for 
gi~,ing price breaks to families on 
social assistance, they asked 
council comiderthe impact of the 
proposed lncreasea "and the fu- 
ture implications for the well 
being of the community as a 
whole." 
Both presentations were 
referred to this Friday's recrea- 
tion committee meeting, to be 
held in council chambers st noon. 
Meanwhile, Terrace Minor 
Hockey finds itself frustrated 
with the situation. 
President Brian Downie ex- 
plained the group finds itself 
caught in a vice: on one side the 
threat of sharply increased fees 
for use of the ice, on the other a 
continual whittling away at  the 
number of Ice hours they get. 
It's gotten so bid, he  added, 
there were suggestions the orga- 
nization may have to reduce • the 
number of players It will take 
next season in an effort to lm- 
prove the quality of hockey for 
those who are allowed to register. 
"It's depressing," Downie ad. 
mitred. 
" I  don't think ice users are 
given credit for the contribution 
they make to the community," he 
continued. 
Pointing out young people here 
need something to do over the 
winter, he said minor hockey did 
a good job of providing fun and 
teaching team work and skills. 
Another source of discourage- 
ment for ice groups is council's 
hardlinc position on s second 
sheet of ice. 
Noting his own team has played 
35 of its 40 games this season on 
the mad, Downle said that was 
It's very 
strange 
THE BEST intentioned legisla. 
tion can sometimes produce 
bizarre results. 
Take the Freedom of Informa- 
tion-,ancb='P-roteetioa:.of~P~ivaey 
Act and the B.C. Winter Games. 
Responding to the usual pro- 
event request from the Ter race  
Standard, the games office sup. 
plied the names of all Terrace 
athletes participating and their 
sports. 
But a covering letter pointed 
out that under the Act, the sex 
and ages of the athletes could not 
be included. 
That, explained games execu- 
tive assistant Glenda Rue, is be- 
cause those details are considered 
"personal information". 
And under the act, personal in- 
formation provided to a govern- 
ment institution for a certain pur- 
pose cannot be passed on to an- 
other institution - -  including 
newspapers - - for their purposes. 
Rae admitted the games events 
sometimes throw up a contradic- 
tion. Having complied with the 
Act by withholding specific iden- 
tification of the athlete's gender, 
it then gives it away by noting the 
individual is competing in male 
or female hockey. 
Asked why athletes cannot be 
asked to sign u waiver allowing 
the information to be released, 
Rue said that would be "an ad. 
ministrative nightmare." 
The reason was most registra. 
tion forms were completed by the 
team manager or zone representa- 
tive for the particular sport. 
"The athletes don't see the 
form," she said, adding it was 
therefore not possible to get a sig- 
nature from each athlete. 
Rue also pointed out there were 
potentially serious• implications 
from the release of information 
that could identify someone, 
She confirmed an athlete or 
their legal guardian could ask that 
even their name to be withheld. 
Rue recalled an occasion when 
this had happened, a single 
mother asking the name of her 
make no sense, says a Blueback 
swim club official. 
Club president C, andice Kerman 
made the statement after a close 
examination of last year's city 
budget and projections for 1995. 
The club is up in arms over dry 
plans to increase ~e youth group 
pool rental fees by 38 per cent in 
~uly. 
In a presentation to council, 
Kerman questioned-the city's 
own figures. 
She pointed out the 1995 
budget ~ which includes the July 
hike - -  predicts total pool 
revenues will be $346,567. 
Yet that figure is nearly $1,000 
less than the pool actually took in 
last year. 
"What is the rationale'/" she 
asked council, 
And noting pool revenues in 
1994 were $31,000 higher than 
originally forecast, she asked 'if 
council would apply that surplus 
to this year's operations. 
That, she pointed out, would 
reduce still further the amount o 
which the taxpayer subsidized.the 
pool. 
Kerman also wanted to know 
why other youth sports groups 
such as softball, baseball and soc- 
cer were exempt from paying 
maintenance for their fields. 
"This appears to be a direct dis- 
criminatiou against hose children 
who use structured indoor 
facilities," she suggested. 
Charging the proposed rate in- 
creases had little or no relation to 
operating costs, she added, 
"They simply provide council 
with a means to gouge a few 
select taxpayers of this com- 
munity." 
The recreation user fees in- 
creases are also cause for concern 
for the Terrace Child and Youth 
child not be published, both tiring and expensive. 
Watershed restoration plans to accelerate 
THINGS WILL be better in pains'" in 1994, its inaugural needed to stabilize banks and year was u proposed in place on a district" by what gets approval and money.-would be Possibiel.io draw up a 
'95 year. - rehabilitate streams, organizational change In 1994 district basis Backed up by Once a project is approved timetable ol~.'woi:ktbl e done 
That's the prediction of For the most part, he said,. Although $2.2 million had assessment of projects-was technical assistance from the at that level, he added, over a:peribd.~6t'yel/i's~ ' . 
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Watershed Restorat ion  c~osmg, om logging roads -- .sJgnincantly less than that had were only four, and often jtlst example .... they  ~vill assess district level, , eould-i~0riitie!'j~hlm 'at the 
,.ro,.ram smaply oecause the plans to do been spent because of kw. ~r.re . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  -- ,~- . . , ,o. , '  • ' ' ' Johnston said the re ra Envirdilm~eni ~ mlh'isi Office i 
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aoaressmg aSunday session !hose  pr.ojeets had already uncompleted projects owmg to entire regon ' districts l~nd forward their wl l la ls0 focus on complete Smtthers ..... , . . i . ,  . 
of the Skeena Watershed De~oawr:~e7 UsPoamnea ~pepr~ved,o. oW~aetrhser proble,nls and Costs o f  That .had  proved "an  findings to the regional staff, assessments o f watersheds .as  ~Ho'wever,i• he,. cautioned, 
t ;ommit tee .s  weekend _ . ,  . . . . .  g t , S coming In unoer ouaget impossible task, . he added- . Re.ion in turn will decide a .whole ratherthanitust nui'ts bef0re ~ thaf Contact ts made 
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News Gun regs no solution 
THE FEDERAL government's conducted in 1993 found more In Brief proposed gun control legislation thnn S0 per cent of the guns nsed 
is more smoke than substance, in criminal activity had been 
charges Rod and Gun member- smuggled into the country from 
ship chairman Terry Morris. the United States. 
Addressing arecent chamber of "He (federal minister Allan 
Budget on TV commerce luncheon, Morris era- Rock) is blowing smoke at us, 
phasized some of the provisions trying to fool us that he's doing 
TONIGHT BRlTISHColumbians the government was introducing something. 
get a chance to air their views on as new were already in place. "Taking all our guns away is 
the economy and suggest what For example, the legislation in- not going to keep a single, 
kind of budget the province eludes a mandatory five year jail solitary gun out of the hands of 
should bring down this year. term for using a weapon in cent- criminals," he added. 
The hour-long ,'electronic town mission of a crime to be served As for declaring certain 
hall meeting" will air on BCTV consecutively to any other weapons prohibited because of 
beginning at 7 p.m. sentence, the way some people used them, 
The show will feature premier Morris pointed out existing Morris maintained, "What we do 
Mike Harcourt, finance minister legislation already provided for a should determine what happens to 
Elizabeth Cull and University of one-to-five year term, also con- us, not what we own." 
B.C. ptofessom ]on Kesseimau seeutive. As an example, he applied the 
and Angels Radish. "Prosecutors never push it," he same logic used in the gun legis- 
Viewers firom around the pro- added, saying they frequently lation to the ownership of cars. 
vince will be able to phone in and agreed to drop the weapons of- That would mean the govern- 
put questions to the panelists, fense in exchange for a guilty ment, having seen statistics that 
plea to, for example, a robbery showed a certain make of car was 
Seminars to charge, involved in more accidents than 
Rather than ge to the time and any other, could declare that 
out l ine  WRP expense of drawing up the new vehicle prohibited. 
THE WATERSHED Renewal legislation, the govemment could Therefore, yon could find your 
simply have told the court system car confiscated by the 8overn- 
Program (WRP), financed under to implement the law that was al- ment even though you had done 
the province's Forest Renewal 
BC, will be the subject of a series ready in place, nothing wrong. 
ofseminarsneatmonth. As for claims the legislation Morals also pointed oat the 
There will three distinct semi- will keep guns out of the hands of registration of guns is not pro- 
criminals, Morris noted an posed to begin until two years 
hare, one  targetttng forest Ontario Provincial Police survey after legislation is passed and 
workers, another the general pub- 
lic and the third for those inter- 
ested in developing or being in- 
volved in monitoring WRP I"tnw~ilrl'--'l--,, gets projects. 
In Terra=, the general public the go-ahead 
gets its turn Wednesday, March ' COUNCIL HAS approved plans 
8, 7-9 p.m. 
to construct a conUoversial dry Project managers put in a full 
kiln on Terrace Pre-Cut's Braun 
day ~ 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. ~ St.property. 
March 9 and that ew*.,dng the 
However, the development 
series closes with a 7-9 p.m. see- permit o be issued will lay down 
siou for forest workers. 
Anyone interested intaking part a series of conditions which 
owner Me Takhar has to abide should phone Carmen Wheatley by: 
at (604)847-8833 or fax (604) [] A two-metre solid fence must 
847-3537. 
be erected on the south side of the 
Fire agreement property. []  No processing of raw logs 
will be permitted on-site. gets first test [] Exterior fmlsh of the control 
A LOADER FIRE on Braun's Is- room will match the f'mish of th; 
land last week was the first test of kiln. 
the coordination of  area 
firefighters under a new fire pro- 
tection agreement. 
Terrace fire chief Randy Smith THE  e3tgur#/ t 
said a man there was welding on 
a loader when sparks ignited ";~ 
so~e.m~a~rial:beside it, which in : .i,:;.'.;y.:;Xhe,:lrj.e~cliiest " Inn"  town!  a~__~-~^ 
turn ignii~d~)~!  ~ei!,~.der.: j , ,  ,. Make our p!acei'Your Place" to enjoy an evening 
~e" said the man had enough "of intimate dining with reasonable prices! 
fire extinguhhers on hand to put 
For the Month of February Terrace and Thomhill fire 
fighters arrived minutes later to ' ;.. ~) • .~,~ . . .L~= ,~,~,.:,~.... ?^~ ,  
cool the smoking loader. .." • -:. ~ • q 
The fire protection agreement ~ ~ ~ . ~  
ensures Braun's Island and some " ' 
rural areas nmlh of Terrace are ,'~S~....'~.,~: . '~', .'~:. ,:- 
protected 
" I t  worked very wall," Smith 
said. "Thor, hill was fight on the 
ball. They were right behind us. 
Had it been an actual fire, there 
would have been a good 
response." 
Tires blown 
AIR B.C. flights blew tires on the 
Terraceairport runway two nights 
in a row last week. 
Both planes landed safely, but 
passengers were delayed. 
Air B.C.'s evening flight 559 
From New Orleans 
Bayou Oysters Creole 
in Brochette Gumbo 
, $6.95 $5.50 
Shrimp 
Etouff6e 
served with 
Jambalaya rice 
$15.95 J 
f 
Blackened 
Halibut 
"Cajun Style" 
served with wild rice 
and melon salsa 
$15.95 
~irloin Steal~ 
& Oyster 
Brochette 
with fresh vegetables 
& baked potato 
$15.95 
• J 
on Feb. 12 was the first to blow a 
tire when the Bae146 touched 
down at 6:55 p.m. 
The same thing happened the 
next evening when another 
BaeI46 blew a tire upon landing. 
Air B.C. spokesman Hal 
Reserve Early for Valentines Day. 
King Crab legs Special for the whole weekend- Feb, 10 to 14 
Open For Lunch For Reservations- 635-9161 
OUT OF TOWN- TOLL FREE 
Tuesday- Friday 11:30 a,m,-2:00 p,m. 1-800-513-9161 
Dinner FAX e35-9~s2 
Cameron said in each case the 
company chartered another plane 
and flew two mechanics and two 
replacement wheels up to Ter- 
race. 
Passengers continuing to' Prince 
Rupert were sent by bus. Pas- 
sengers flying out to Vancouver 
were shifted to Canadian Ab- 
lines. 
The maht landing gear consists 
of a pair of wheels under each 
wing, so loss of one tire isn't crit- 
ical. 
Rec cards 
get relook 
THERE'S BEEN a huge response 
to the city s offer of flee recrea- 
tion passes for people on social 
assistance. 
"The popularity of the recrea. 
tion card pass has talcen recrea- 
tion staff by surprise," said coun- 
cillor Ed Graydon. 
The program was launched on 
the basis it wouldn't be an extra 
cost to the city. 
"It now appears there will be a 
cost to the city and that's what we 
will be addressing," committee 
chairman Rich McDaniel said. 
even then be phased in over a/'we 
year period. 
"'If it's so important, why not 
do it right away?" he asked. 
Morris suggested the answer 
was a licensing system similar to 
that used for drivers. 
Like driving tests, there would 
be various levels, the lowest al- 
lowing ownership of a .22 
calibre, the highest a permit to 
carry s gun for personal reasons. 
with driving, the individual 
would have to prove competence 
at each level to be licensed. 
F(," .. ,c i.j,.,..tion o. ~-TR IMARK 
Trimark~ R5P Mutual Funds contact: MUTUAL FUNDS 
\VE MANAfIr. 
"I~) OLrlPERFORM. 
Great Pacific Management Co. Ltd. 
C.G. (Bud) Hallock 
5133 Agar Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 H9 
635-4273 
M~wtunjs~auditcdbyEn1st&Y~u,1g.ChartcwdA((~mltaI]~s'mrh~storicahm""a~c~"qJ~undcdtota~ I 
rates of wt.n~ and rrflcct changes i .  .nit value a.d distributions t" i vestal. Thcy di m t take il to I 
ac colvlt sales chm#.s or ad.linistrative fces payabh' l,y unitholdcrs which wo, Id have rdt Cod trttu'ns 
Past pelfi,rmancc does .or guarantec fittu~c trsults. ~bm u.it valc and im.,cstnwl~t r¢/tltTi wil fl ct ' I 
ate, h.portant i ffomzation about a.y mut,al fiold is co.tained in its simpl~ed pmspec us Re~ d ),our 
I.vspecnls cmrfidly before investing. Yo. Can obtain i,ne fi-O.z the fi.ancial adviser listed above. I 
Designed by Trtnlark Investment Man;Igemenl Inc. I 
NORTHWESTCOMMU?ITY COLLEGE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN B.C.  
present 
Natural  Resources  Future Training 
Needs for Year 2005 
COMMUNITY MEETING 
I ii!;~r~instolrmi~ng session for discussing natural resources ~ I i ~c~ti~n~ an:d training needs for your community,s futurei i I employment opportunltiesin ~ ~i 
Terrace 
Kitimat 
Prince Rupert 
For more 
Influence and help create opportunities for you and your children. 
WE NEED YOUR VISION. ATTEND AND PROVIDE INPUT. 
Time: 7:30 p.m. 
Coast Inn of the West Thursday, February 23 
River Lodge Recreation Centre Tuesday, February 28 
Charles Hayes School Thursday, March 2 
information, contact Harold Reedy at 847-3671 
THIS YEAR 
MAX. ~ PCPN SUN 
2.2 -5.0 1,5 
-2.9 -8.2 8,6 
-6,2 -10,1 0,7 
-5,8 -8.9 0,4 0,6 
-4,9 -8.5 0,2 1,4 
-7,4 -11.0 0,2 0,9 
-9,2 -12,3 6,1 0,0 
IIII 
or Norma Kerby at 635-6511 
Feb. 95 
1i 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
LAST YEAR 
MAX. MIN. PCPN. SUN 
2.8 -0,2 9.4 0,0 
2.6 0,0 36,4 0.0 
0.8 -0,9 4.2 0,2 
-0,5 -2,3 16.4 0,0 
1.5 -1,4 7.4 0.6 
0.6 -2,1 TR 2.0 
-0.8 -3,0 0.4 0,7 
ROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
Winter is upon us once again with snowfalls and freezing temperatures. Because of 
bridge decks, they ice up faster and more frequently than roads. 
Reduce your speed to suit conditions. Even with sand and salt, roads may still be 
slippery especially if the temperature changes suddenly. 
Please watch for and obey traffic control signing. To report road hazards, call 638. 
8383 during office hours. After hours, please call 1-600-665.5051, 
~ ~ YEAR 
1975 22.2 1983 
1975 36.4 1994 
1979 47,4 1985 
1956 68.8 1985 
1956 16,8 1974 
1956 27,9 1954 
1986 16,2 1988 
DALLY RECORDS 
MAX_.__.=. YEAR MIN, 
7.7 1993 -22.2 
8.3 1983 -21.7 
10,6 1987 -19.0 
6.4 1993 -22.2 
7.2 1983 -25.0 
6.5 1981 -18.3 
7.2 1970 -18.6 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY: 
.NECHAKO~_~ ~~.~~ NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
/ j / 
/'7 
Your Road Maintenance Contractor 
An Environmental Citizenship Message From Environment Canada 
Many of our communities chlorinate their drinking water to kill bacteria. Although chlorination can also form harmful by-products, its benefits are much 
greater than the small risk of health effects from these Compounds. 
i 
I 
i 
l 
I 
i 
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The Magnificent Eleven 
s n,or  heat 
aTexan roundul: 
T~S PROVINCE is too. sinai 
forlocal Zone 10 Senior athletes. 
.S0 they've decided to mosey o~ 
down to San Antonio, Texas thil 
spring where they hope to rustle 
few medals. 
The nOrthwestern iders for th( 
Canadian posse will be compcti. 
ng i n the pool, horseshoe pit 
track and field events at the U.S 
National Seniors Sports Classi¢ 
= Vi taking place May 17'24. 
Just to get the invitation, the 
- magnificent eleven had to prove 
', theyare among B.C.'s best. Only 
: w'mners of gold and silver medals 
at ~e  B.C. Senior Games were 
eligible to be invited. 
And Zone 10 athletes corralled 
their fair share of those at the 
Prince Rupert games last Septem- 
ber. 
Regardless of whether they can 
repeat hat performance in San 
Ant0nioi Zone 10 Seniors mem- 
be~ Alie Toop says the athletes 
will f'tM the trip worthwhile. 
"I think you learn a lot from 
something like this," she said, of- 
fering the chance to discuss dif- 
ferent raining methods as an ex- 
ample. 
And there's the experience of 
competing against different 
athletes, top cal~re ones at that. 
Toop said a change of scene 
was, the main reason Zone 10 
jumped at. the San Antonio 
games. "We wanted to go' some- 
where else to compete apart from 
the annual (B.C.) games." 
Having heard about he Texan 
event, the Zone asked if it could 
take part "and they said sure," 
she added. 
That was the easy part, how- 
ever. Estimating the travel costs 
at $i5,000, Toop said everyone in 
the Zone - not just those going to 
San Antonio ~ has been hard at 
work tiying to raise the money. 
And this has meant taking on 
LOOKING FOR new challenges, eleven Zone 10 Seniors including Pat and Bud Kirkaldy (above) 
are planning to take on the stiff competition to be found at the US National Seniors Games In San 
Antonio, Texas, Bud is the co-ordinator for the B.C. contingent. Athletes from Ontario, New Bruns- 
wick, Manitoba and Alberta are also expected to attend the American games scheduled for May. 
new projects. 
Each year the Zone raises 
money through bake sales, raffles 
and running food concessions. 
However, Toop explained, the 
Games regulations tate money 
from activities normally mn by 
the Zone can only be used for 
travel to the B.C. Games. 
She said tickets are now being local businesses and individuals. 
sold for an additional raffle in Any sponsor who donates $200 
which all the prizes, including the or more will have their name 
first prize of a totem cawed by  placed on the jackets the athletes 
Randy Tait, have beendonated, will wear at the Games, she 
Seniors have also been running added. 
a coat check at Hanky Panky's, Anyway wishing to contribute 
will be getting the proceeds of an to Seniors for San Antonio can 
upcoming K-Mart 'Jeans Day' call Toop (635-2723) or Pat 
and are soliciting donations from Kirkaldy (635-9505). 
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News In Brief 
Unpaid traffic fines targeted 
THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT is hiring collection agencies 
to track down more than $129 million in unpaid traffic f'mes. 
Judging by government statistics, those agencies will be busy be- 
cause more than 500,000 people have so far evaded ~yment. 
Collection agencies will be able to garnishee wages and bank ac- 
counts and seize vehicles and property. 
"These new measures will help ensure full recovery of outstand- 
ing traffic frees and make British Columbia roads safer by enforc- 
ing good driving habits," said highways minister Jackie Pemcnt. 
Up until now, the government's only power to collect unpaid fines 
is to refuse to renew driver's licences. But renewals are required 
only every f'we years. 
Nearly three-quarters of those who have unpaid fines are under 
the age of 35 and the average amount is $260. Approximately $75 
million in fines are paid each year. 
The province is going to introduce l gislation this spring allowing 
it to charge interest.on unpaid rifles. 
Stewart to hold by-election 
STEWART IS going to have a by-election, the second one in less 
than a year. 
Cou,cillor David Willan has resigned because he's taken an ac- 
counting job with the Cn'brslter copper mine at McLeese Lake near 
Williams Lake. Elected in the 1993 general municipal election, 
Willan was an accountant at Weslmin's Premier mine. 
Nominations opened yesterday and close March 3 for the by- 
election which will be held April 8. 
If past elections are an indication, between 70 and 80 per cent of 
eligible voters will turn out, says Stewart administrator Brian 
Woodward. 
"We've traditionally had the best turnout for municipal elections 
in the province," he said. 
A by.election was held last year to fill a seat vacated when coun- 
cillor David Blais was killed in a plane crash. 
Border post doubtful 
STEWART MAYOR AMy Burton doubts if a plan by the United 
States to collect fees for foreigners entering that country will be put 
fit place at the crossing between his community and Hyder, Alaska. 
" I 'd be amazed. I don't hink the money collected would ever be 
enough to pay wages," said Burton. The plan by U.S. President Bill 
Clinton is to collect for each person and each vehicle entering the 
United States. . • 
As ~e situation stands now, the majority of the cross border traf- 
fic between Hyder and Stewart is made up of Americans, said 
Burton. 
Some of that raffic is generated during the summer months when 
the Alaska Marine Highway System runs a ferry connecting Hyder 
with other American communities on the Alaska Panhandle. 
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Hot times 
: IF YOU saw Skeena NDP MLA Helmut Gies- 
: brechtbundled up last week it wasn't because of 
the north wind. Instead, Mr. Giesbreeht was 
wearing an asbestos suit and proving false that 
old saying, "If you can't stand the heat, get out 
of the kitchen." 
In "this case the kitchen is Mr. Giesbreeht's 
', Skeena riding and the heat is the volcanic explo- 
, sion: stemming from his government's cancella- 
tion of the Kemano Completion Project. 
It's rare in B.C.'s extremely politicized atmo- 
• sphere to have both business and labour ally 
themselves on any issue. But that's what's hap- 
pened here as a result of the project cancellation. 
Business leaders responded by letters and union 
members by staging a protest in front of Mr. 
Giesbrecht's Terrace office. 
Mr. Giesbrecht expected the business com- 
munity reaction. The protest was another matter 
altogether because it came from a sector the 
NDP has traditionally regarded as a friend. In the 
world of politics, just as it is anywhere else, you 
simply don't embarrass your friends - -  at least 
in public. 
Some of the reaction comes from Mr. Gies- 
brecht's muted defenee of the Kemano decision. 
Consider his statement hat it would 'have been 
foolish for the government to ignore the wishes 
of a majority of British Columbians who wanted 
the project killed. That's true politically but hard 
to explain up here at Kemano Ground Zero. 
To  Mr. Giesbreeht's credit he's hanging in 
there ~ asbestos uit and all. Last week he Said 
he wouldn't be a "doormat" on which any 
group could collectively wipe its feet. 
That's a good sign. Mr. Giesbrecht is by nature 
academic and introspective ~ "~6"~irifles 'hoI~ 
""usua!l, tv., asso~ q ted ~' with" the" bombast" Of,,_"oliti,,~._,: 
o~t more tire and brimstone on hm part just 
might be enough to counter the growing percep- 
tion that he's in political trouble. 
Wait a minute 
SECOND EDITORIAL 
WAIT. WAIT. WAIT. Before considering any 
further the matter of transferring the forest 
licence of Orenda Forest Products, there's one 
important issue hanging. 
And that's exactly how much wood is up there 
in the North Kalum Timber Supply Area. Study 
upon study suggests the amount being cut there 
now can't continue. 
The province's chief forester is to make a deci- 
sion on new annual allowable logging limits 
based on those studies. That decision was to 
have been made last year but there's now no in- 
dication of when it will be made. 
It simply doesn't make sense for forests minis- 
ter Andrew Petter to ponder the Orenda licence 
transfer request without first knowing what the 
Noah Kalum cut is going to be. 
If, for instance, the cut is reduced, permitting 
Orenda's new owners to move wood out of the 
northwest will simply add to an already shaky 
fibre supply situation. 
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Practice what you preach 
VICTORIA - -  I start my 
news fix by reading the Vic- 
toria daily over coffee. On my 
way to the press gallery, I 
listen to the 8 a.m. news on the 
CBC. Once at work, I skim 
through the two Vancouver 
papers and the Globe and Mail, 
if it's available. 
The morning of Feb. 15, for 
the first time in days, there was 
no mention on the front page 
of the federal budget. Un- 
fortunately, the respite didn't 
last very long. The CBC news 
devoted what seemed like the 
first 10 minutes to the budget 
that was still two weeks away. 
I have become accustomed to
the pro-budget news routine. 
Without fail, it goes something 
like this: "Finance Minister 
Paul Martin does not rule out 
tax increases." The deficit, he 
says, must be brought under 
control. 
Enter the anti-tax brigade, 
which appears to have 
organized meetings in just 
about every town across Cana- 
da during the past weeks. 
"Finance minister warned not 
to increase taxes." 
Next come the special inter- 
est groups. The arts com- 
munity says the finance minis- 
ter would be making a big mis- 
take to reduce federal support 
for the arts. Aids support 
HUBERT BEYER 
groups warn Ottawa that the 
whole country will get infected 
with HIV if Martin doesn't 
come through with the usual 
grants, 
Provincial govemnents, too, 
get in the act. They don't want 
Ottawa to cut back on transfer 
payments to the provinces. 
And on it goes. With tiresome 
predictability, every special in- 
terest group hnaginable 
doesn't want to take a cutback 
in funding. Meanwhile, C~na. 
dians to the last man, woman 
and child are screaming for 
deficit reduction. 
What seems to escape most 
people is that in order to get 
the country's financial mess 
under control, some sacrifices 
will have to be made. The 
demand for federal deficit 
reduction is meaningless 
without everyone's willingness 
to pitch in. But nobody seems 
to be in the mood to do that. 
Did I say, nobody? :Not so. 
On the op-ed page of my daily, 
in the same Feb. 15 edition that 
didn't have a front-page story 
in the federal budget for a 
change, there was a contr~u- 
tinn from Trudy Newbury, 
featuring a sure-fire way to get 
the country's Fmcal woes under 
control. 
Newbury is no economist, 
which should make her scheme 
actually more credible. She is a 
student at the University of 
Victoria, studying toward 
entrance into a Masters in 
Counselling and Psychology 
program. She's also the single 
parent era 14-year-old boy. 
She would like every Cana- 
dian to contribute $10 a month 
to the government topay down 
the debt. In no time fiat, she 
says, the debts will be wiped 
out, And she practices what 
she preaches. 
"My son and I have made a 
commitment o the country 
that has blessed us so gener- 
ously over the years. Together 
we will be giving Canada $240 
a year (12 post-dated cheques) 
towards paying the deficit 
"That's just two people, an 
only parent and a 14-year-old 
boy. I invite you, our neigh- 
bours and friends, to show the 
world what one country can do 
when it starts pulling together 
and working for good." 
I realize, of course, that here 
is an army of economists out 
there, ready and willing to 
pounce on such a simple 
scheme. Mind you, these are 
the same economists who are 
all in favour of debt-reduction 
and elimination, but on some- 
one else's back. 
I have no idea if it could 
work or not, but what im- 
presses me is Newbury's will- 
ingness to do something about 
the deficit problem, and that 
she's willing to make a per- 
sonal sacrifice to achieve the 
goal of making Canada debt- 
free. 
Nor does she seem to be con- 
corned that she niight be the 
only 0no donating $20 a ni0iith 
to Canada on behalf of her son 
and herself. When she sees the 
deficit figures, she says, she 
can tell herself, "Hey, that 
would be $10 more if it 
weren't for me." 
As far as I am concerned 
Newbury's proposal weighs in 
more honest and more con- 
vincing that any of the dozens 
of tax protest meetings that 
have been held these past few 
weeks. 
Mair ban plan not needed 
WHO NEEDS a plastic 
surgeon to lift drooping eyelids 
when every newscast imparts 
startling revelations. Last week 
delivered some bogglers. 
First, word came the provin- 
cial government is building a 
$250,000 roadside biffy in 
southern B.C. Made of con- 
crete blocks and heated around 
the clock, the rest stop will 
have running hot and cold 
water, and fans. 
"For highway safety, 
motorists need a comfortable 
rest station", a spokesperson 
said. Sure. And once word gets 
around, it will become an over- 
night pad for deadbeats who'll 
roll out their sleeping bags and 
camp free overnight. There'll 
be drinking, vandalism... 
Next, we learned that federal 
fisheries minister Brian Tobin, 
the Newfoundlander who 
presided over the cod 
moratorium that nlade welfare 
recipients out of hardworking 
fishermen, had splffed up his 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
office to the tune of thousands 
of dollars. His centerpiece is a 
$6,000 conference table. 
Then, Vancouver police 
charged a man after they 
raided his house and found a 
$2 million cache of stolen 
goodies. Along witl~ 147 guns, 
many of them Uzis and Ak. 
47s, 53,000 round of ammuni- 
tion, VCRs and other hi tech 
equipment, he had three stolen 
sports cars, So awed was the 
court, he was released on his 
own recognizance without a 
dime of bail. 
A lower mainland library 
board cancelled library shelf 
space for all free publications. 
The board took this slippery 
step to block display of one 
gay publication the board 
deemed offensive. 
But it took Terrace council to 
braid my eyelashes into my 
eyebrows with their motion 
making Terrace a "Rare Mair 
Free Zone." Do you have any 
idea how hard it is to braid 
short hairs while bent double 
laughing7 
Rattled by Harcourt's dcci. 
sion to kill Alcan's Kcmano 
project __ a move Raft Mair 
advocated - - council banished 
Mair from their sandbox. How- 
ever, mindful of the many 
chamber of commerce mum. 
burs who profit from tourism, 
council graciously permitted 
Muir to walk Terrace streets 
and hunt and fish here several 
years ago. 
Council also doesn't want 
Mair hollering down their rain 
barrel. They "encouraged" 
CJFW to cancel Mair's talk 
shows. 
Besides brain scan, council 
may need chiropractic treat- 
ment They could dislocate 
their shoulders yanking the 
welcome mat from under Mair 
with one hand while grasping 
for his wallet with the other. 
It's doubtful northwest resi- 
dents appreciate council's 
censorship on their behalf. Nor 
should residents be deprived of 
programming because council 
doesn't happen to sce eye to 
eye with a radio host's ut- 
terances. 
One thing is sure. Having in- 
terviewed countless experts 
and partisans on both sides of  
the Kemano question, Rafe 
Mair should have a more 
balanced perspective of the 
Kcmano project han a council 
intolerant of opposing views. 
you Loo  
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Trading shots J Remember other victims, 
The kidnapping, sexual assault and murder of Melanie Carpenter 
has left many people across the country shaken and outraged. The 
result of violence has a face. The creator of tragedy has a face. 
THE FIRST 
_ •shots were fired 
last week in 
what could be a 
war over the 
planned sale of 
Orenda Forest 
Products and its 
forest licence. 
A New York-based investment 
syndicate wants Orenda's wood 
to help re-open a dosed new- 
sprint mill at Gold River on Van- 
ccuver Island. 
But Skeena Cellulose, which 
buys pulp fibre from Orenda, says 
it'also needs the wood to keep its 
two pulp mills at Prince Rupert 
operating. 
It said losing the Orenda wood 
would lead to the closure of its 
Prince Rupert B mill and the loss 
of up to 250 jobs. 
Orenda vice president Frank 
Foster questioned Skeena Cel- 
lulose's statements, saying the 
company purchased nowhere near 
the amount of fibre it said it did. 
Reports last week indicated 
Skeena Cellulose purchases 
100,000 cubic metres a year and 
has ~ an option to purchase up to 
another 100,000 cubic metres. 
That amounts to about 9 per 
cent of the requirements of 
Skeena Cellulose's two Prince 
Rupert pulp mills. 
Foster said Orenda's figures 
show Skeena Cellulose bought 
79,000 cubic metres from last 
spring up until the end of January 
and 37,000 cubic metres in the 
period before that. 
"We have tried to refrain from 
discussing customer relationships 
and so on but we feel Repap 
(Skeena Celldlose's parent com- 
• pany) is fear mougering with 
respect to fibre," said Foster. 
k 
Frank  Foster  
He was particulurly curious 
about Skeena Cellulose state- 
ments that Orenda wood makes 
up 30 per cent of the supply for 
the former's Prince Rupert B 
mill. 
"We know that the mill has a 
capacity of one million cubic 
metres annually. Our sales to 
them come nowhere close to 
that," said Foster. 
And if Skeena Cellulose needs 
fibre, said Foster, it has additional 
supplies through a minority 
ownership position in Buffalo 
Head ForestProducts. 
.'I'bat. _ conrpany,,., logs :, .in the 
Stewart area, just as does Orenda. 
Skeena Cellulose has a 49.5 per 
cent stake in Buffalo Head. 
Pat  Ogawa 
"We understand that Buffalo 
Head last year sold 80,000 cubic 
metres of pulpwood fibre to third 
party interests. I f  that's the case, 
how can Repap say they have a 
shortage," Foster said. 
Skeena Cellulose Prince Rupert 
pulp mill manager Tom Boughner 
said the company singled out B 
mill in its worries 'over losing 
Orenda wood because it is the 
more vulnerable of the two mills 
it operates. 
Arriving fibre first goes to the 
A mill and then to B mill, he said. 
I f  we are to run a shortage, it s 
felt onth .~fw ' g e B side e cant et 
the fibre we needlhat's where the * 
impact is. It's just not viable to 
run it at 60 per cent capacity," 
said Boughner. 
Another Skcena Cellulose offi- 
cial, Terrace-based Pat Ogawa, 
said Orenda is concentrating on 
the past when there was a low 
demand for pulp and paper pro- 
ducts and not the present. 
He acknowledged that Skeena 
Cellulose didn't purchase Orenda 
fibre up to the level indicated in 
its sales contract. 
"In past years we may not have 
bought as much from Orenda. 
That's changed. You know there 
was a surplus of fibre accrued in 
the past," said Ogawa. 
"Last year we closed B mill 
down for the first quarter. How 
we need every chip we can get," 
he said. 
• As evidence of Skeena Cel- 
iulose's fibre shortage, itjust last 
week told Orenda it wants to buy 
all of the 100,000 cubic metres as 
called for in its contract for the 
coming year. 
And it wants to exercise the op- 
tion to take another 100,000 cubic 
metres, 
The contract between Skeena 
Cellulose and Orenda has two 
years left to ran. 
As for Buffalo Head Forest Pro- 
ducts, Ogawa said it takes 
delivery on ss much of that mm- 
pany's pulp,it can under its mi- 
nority ownership . . . .  
The majority owners of Buffalo 
Head arc then free to sell remain- 
ing supplies elsewhere. 
Orenda targets recovery 
ORENDA FOREST PRODUCTS is going to test a 
mobile chipper next month in the Meziadin area 
where it logs. 
The intent, says company vice president Frank 
Foster, is to increase the recovery rate of its logging 
operations. 
It's also a sign the company wants to demonstrate 
that it's working toward fulfilling a requirement in 
its forest licence. 
That requirement s ates the company must have 
some kind of wood processing facility in place by 
November 1996. 
And this could be a factor to balance growing op- 
position to a planned amalgamation f Orenda and 
its forest licence with a New York-based invest- 
ment syndicate. 
That syndicate wants to use Orends wood to re- 
open a closed newsprint mill at Gold River on Van- 
couver Island. 
Northwest politicians and some companies, citing 
a pulp fibre shortage here, say they don't want 
Orenda wood to leave the northwest. 
"We've been compiling fairly extensive and ex- 
pensive information," said Foster of its chipping 
test project. "We're going to test to see if it's eco- 
nomically viable to bring out material we can't 
presently use." 
Foster noted that increasing prices for fibre and s 
fibre shortage makes it worthwhile to try to use 
wood which would have been left behind several 
years ago. 
A chipper is also one way of adding value to 
Orenda's fibre. -•  
One big unknown factor in Orenda's chipping ~i:i '~;) 
plans is what its proposed new owners will do. 
OFP Acquistion Corp., the company formed by i 
the New York-syndicate, has so far refused to out- / 
line its plans for Orenda or for its forest licence. --~ "
But Foster did say OFP has told Orenda there is a 
likelihood of new jobs as a result of the proposed 
amalgamation. 
He said the proposed new owners will also have 
the option of further considering a long-standing 
Orenda plan to build a pulp and paper mill between 
Terrace and Kit/mat 
Foster did note that Orenda is the only one of 
three companies to receive forest licences in 1985 
in the Stewart-Meziadin area still trying to set up a 
processing facility. 
Establishing a processing facility was one of the 
requirements contained in the licenees when they 
were granted. 
One of the companies, Tay-M, has since been 
sold to West Fraser. The other, Buffalo Head Forest 
Products, is now owned 49.5 per cent by rSkeena ::" 
Cellulose. 
Sale worth millions to execs 
~ J I  
Hugh Cooper  
SENIOR EXECUTIVES of 
Orenda Forest Products will prof- 
it handsomely from the sale of 
their company to a New York- 
based syndicate. 
The deal calls for Orenda to 
amalgamate with OFP Acquisi; 
lion Corp. and form a new com- 
pany, Orenda Newsprint Ltd. 
Orenda Forest Products share- 
holders will receive preferred 
shares in the amalgamated com- 
pany which will be immediately 
redeemed for $5.50 each. 
That price is in excess of the 
current Irading price and is higher 
than the historical price for 
Orenda stock. 
Topping the list is Orenda 
founder and president Hugh 
Cooper who owns outright 
900,821 shares. 
At $5,50 each, that amounts to 
just over $4.95 million. Cooper 
also owns another 38,500 shares 
through a company through a 
company called International Pal- 
vate Placements Ltd. 
Company vice president Frank 
Foster owns 153,000 shares car- 
ryiug a tussle value of $841,500. 
Company executives also stand 
to profit by exercising share op- 
tions. These are agreements 
whereby acompany agrees to sell 
employees tock within specific 
time periods, 
Cooper, Foster and a third corn- ' 
puny official, solicitor John 
Sparks, all have such option ar- 
rangements. 
Cooper last December had an 
option to buy 200,000 shares. 
That was supplemented Dec. I3, 
1994 by an option to buy another 
100,000 shares t $2.72 a piece. 
Foster was granted an option, 
also on Dec. 13, to bey 50,000 
shares at $2.72 a piece. That's on 
top of an existing option to buy 
100,000 shares, 
he already had an option to buy 
100,000 shares. 
Speaking last week, company 
vice president Frank Foster said it 
is not unusual at all for com- 
panies to establish stock option 
agreements with employees. 
"There isn't a company in this 
province that doesn't do this," he 
said. 
Orenda wants to have the amal- 
gamation approved at a share- 
holders' meeting in mid-April. 
A majority of shareholders must 
give their assent. 
Orenda already had the ap- 
proval of 52 per cent of its share- 
holders when it and OFP Acquisi- 
tion structured the deal. 
The amalgamation must also 
have court approval under a pro- 
vision of the B.C. Company Act. 
OFP Acquisition must also raise 
Sparks also received an option the money for the share redemp- 
to buy 50,000 shares at $2.72 a lion plan in time for the Orenda 
piece. As is the case with Foster, ~shareholders' meeting, 
But whose face is it'/ 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre staff has had many phone 
calls about he incident at the centre and at home. We have had two 
separate petitions delivered to our door. People are upset, angry, 
and determined toget involved. 
The petitions, one from the Melanie Campaign Society, see 
violence against women and children as a problem of the justice 
system. Both petitions demand stiffer penalties, more incarceration, 
longer jsil sentences, more legal and law enforcement action. There 
are areas we can agree with these petitions. But more is needed. 
Personal involvement is needed. 
All the victims of violence have faces. Every one of the more than 
100 women each year that die as a result of violence. Every one of 
the more than one million women assaulted each year in Canada. 
Why are we shocked at the death of Melanie Carpenter and not at 
the number of battered women who run to transition houses every 
day of the year? We must join together and demand within our own 
community. 
It was not only j:Lstice system that failed Melanie Carpenter. It 
was also every one of us who live in this culture who are too afraid, 
or busy or unseeing. Those are the faces who perpetuate the 
violence. 
And those are the faces that can stop the violence. We must go 
farther than reforming the justice system. There are no easy answers 
or quick fixes. We have to work today, and every day in every part 
of our lives. Only then wi[! the violence nd. 
Terrace Women's Resource Cenlre 
Terrace, B.C. 
r Rafe, Rafe and more Rafe 
An open letter to Terrace City Council: 
Dear Council Members: 
Declaring the City of Terrace aRafe Mair Free Zone shows years 
of environmental inquiries into the KCP project are discarded with 
a stroke of a pen. Now silent perversion takes over to punish the 
listening public ofCFJW FM. 
To interfere with a private broadcasting station's choice to air 
Rafe Mair shows some council members are in a conflict of interest. 
Council was voted in by Terrace residents to administrate he city, 
to interfere in a private business is wx0ng. 
Although I don't agree with the killing of the KCP project, I
didn't attend the public environmental inquiries, either. 
Terrace city council should had aired their views actively at those 
meetings. Maybe then a compromise could have been reached to 
complete the project o everyone's satisfaction. 
Do you plan to ban the mntent of a newspaper next? 
Manfred Bader, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Sir:. 
I had to chuckle to myself after reading your article '!Cry Slams 
Rafe Mair". It should have read "City Council Decides to Censor 
• =What PuNic Listens To." . . . .  
~q  Ho~ ~ui&anyone be so childish :as te rce l - i t .accesS iOn a 
.... radio izhow simply because the host had:(has) ' !~diffe~:~ of 
opinion. Wl:ether I agree with Mr. Muir or not, he has th~-dght to 
speak his mind and Terrace has the right to listen to him. 
For those who disagree with Mr. Hair, it's easy enough to walk 
up to your radio and hit the switch. I believe it's called the right to 
free speech and if city munch cannot handle hearing an opinion 
other than their own, then perhaps they're in the wrong line of 
work. 
Rafe Mair discusses ome very interesting topics on his program 
and aside from being against our rights to listen to what we choose, 
I feel Terrace would be missing out if munch gets their way and the 
show is banned. We.are secluded enough from the rest of B.C. Let's 
not let ourselves be alienated over such a trivial matter. Mr. Mair 
may have influenced a large number of people over KCP; however, 
he did not make the final decision. I f  you are not happy With it then 
don't vote NDP next ime. 
C. Stenmark, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Sir:. 
My motion about'taking Rafe Mair off the air was never meant o 
be taken seriously. Itwas meant to get attentionand it did. 
: Terrace city council wants to send a message to the lower main- 
land to say that we are hurting up here:in the north. We feel 
threatened; our economic well being is continually being sacrificed 
on the alter of political expediency. 
There is an uproar over the issue of fxeedom of speech. Whst 
about our freedom of speech? Rafe Muir's talk show is so plugged 
up with lower mainland calls it is impossible for northerners toget 
through. One individual from Terrace I spoke to mentioned that he 
has been trying for over two years to get on the showl 
I challenge Mr. Muir to come up to thenorth and broadcast live; 
Perhaps then we can get oz/r concerns on the table and Mr. Mair mn 
talk face-to-face with the men and women whose livelihoods are on 
the cutting block. 
We live in the north. We have to band together and speak out to 
protect our way of life. 
I regret hat my motion was upsetting to some people. The last 
thing I wanted to do was to offend anyone. 
But, if nothing else, people thmugh0ut the province are: talking 
about Terrace and about the latest •blow to our economy and so 
maybe, in this case, the ends have justified the means. 
" .  Ed Graydon, 
~ Terrace, B.C. 
THE START ISFOR PEOPLE LEARNING TO.READ 
The Start 
Fires at Safeway 
SOMEBODY LIT two fires last week at Safeway. They were 
small f'ures. And they were put out fast. There was not a lotof  
damage• There were no injuries. The store was closed for a 
couple of hours ' 
• Police are still looking for a suspect. He is ateenager. He 
has blonde hair and wears glasses that have a gold frame. On 
the day of the fire, the teenager was wore jeans,~ runners and a 
light jacket. . . . . .  
They think the teenager got into a pick up. They thinkit is a 
g 
T 
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' ]  SAFE'WAY ASSISTANT manager Gord Gillis takes vacu- | '  
" l  um cleaner to a store shelf after fire extinguishers were 
used to put out two deliberately set fires there Feb. 12. 
: There was minimal damage but the store was closed for 
' several hours. 
Police seek 
fire setter 
POLICE ARE still looking for 
the people who set two fires 
in the Safeway store here Feb. 
14. 
The fires were quickly ex- 
tinguished and the store was 
closed for two and a half 
hours to clean up. 
The fires were set using 
matches /rod aerosol cans 
taken from the store shelves. 
Damage to store fixtures 
and products was minimal, 
said Safeway store manager 
Andy Millar. 
Police want to talk to a 
white male, approximately 17 
years of age, seen leaving the 
area shortly before the fires 
were discovered. 
The teenager has blonde 
hair, " wears  gold-framed 
glasses and was wearing a 
light-coloured spring jacket 
and blue jeans. 
He was seen leaving the 
Safeway parking lot in an 
older model grey Hissan pick 
up truck, poss~ly a supercab, 
with three other persons. 
There was dirt in the back of  
the truck and the truck itself 
was dirty. 
" I f  this was a kind of  prank, 
it was awfully stupid. It could 
have hurt people," said 
Smith. 
RCMP Staff Sergeant John 
Veldman said officers have 
recovered evidence they hope 
can lead them to the persons 
involved. 
The fires just might be the 
first crimes to feature in the 
community's newest effort to 
combat crime, added Veld- 
nlan. 
Crimestoppers, whereby 
rewards are offered for in- 
formation leading to the con- 
viction of  people respons~le 
for criminal acts, is set for a 
March introduction here. 
"If we don't make any 
progress in the next couple of 
weeks, it just might be ideal," 
said Veldman of the fire in- 
vestigation. 
The RCMP can be contacted 
at 638-0333. 
Michael  Barlow O.D. 
' optometrist - 
Announces the Opening of his Practice 
at 4613 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
For an eye examination call 635.4364 
5UNDLI & 
OF JOY 
Baby's Name: 
Jordan James Rich 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 26195 at 1:58 p,m. 
Weight: 9 lbs Sex: Male 
Parents: Clayton & Jane Rich 
Baby's Nan=e: 
Harley Sean Clark 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 27195 at 5:41 a,m. 
Vetght: 7Ibs 3 oz Sex: Female 
Bahy's Name: Darnell Vincent 
Charles Stewart Jr. 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 26195 at 12:58 a,m, 
Weight: 9 Ibs 6% oz Sex: Male 
ParenLs: Darnell Stewart St. & Sheri 
Woods 
'arents: Gordon & ~lelanie. A 
sister for Rowan. 
Baby's Name: 
Brennen Blaine Willianl Bond 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
January 28/95 at 12:43 p,m, 
Weight: 7Ibs 15 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Tracey & Tom Bond, 
Brother for Brittani, Brodie, Tim 
Jennifer & Melissa. 
1-800-661-2990 Skeena Ma l l  635-5236 
Teens face charges 
Guns stolen from home 
THREE 17-year-old Terrace 
youths were arrested in Prince 
George last week with four band- 
guns stolen hom a Terrace home. 
Theft and weapons charges are 
pending, Terrace RCMP Staff 
Sgt. John Veldman said. 
Police were alerted that the 
youths were leaving town, he. 
said, and RCMP in Prince George 
apprehended them there. 
He said they hitch-hiked to 
Prince George. 
Veldman described the hand- 
guns as being of various calibres 
and sizes, adding many of them 
were older firearms. 
The owner had secured the guns 
under lock and key, but the lock 
and been forced. There were no 
trigger locks, Veldman added. 
"It 's kind of scary to have 
those things on the street," Veld. 
man said. "Nobody got.hurt and 
that's the important thing." 
The owner wasn't  aware the 
guns were missing untg one 
turned up in Terrace. 
Police traced it to the owner via 
the registration number. 
The three suspects have since 
been released on bail. 
Veldman said police suspect the 
three may be linked to other inci- 
dents in Terrace, adding more 
charges may be laid. 
Two local teenagers face mis- 
chief charges in connection with 
a Valentine's Day incident at the 
Woodland Apartments. 
RCMP Staff Sgt. John Veldman 
said one male and one female 
young offender were ap- 
prehended there breaking a 
window and lighting a fire. 
The two are to appear in court 
later this month. 
An Excel chip truck was rear- 
ended by a pickup on airport hill 
early Friday morning in the f'wst 
of a series of weather-related ac- 
cidents. 
Neither driver was Injured, but 
police said there v/as extensive 
damage to the pickup. 
RCMP warned drivers to be 
careful on slippery and snow cov. 
ered roads. 
Residential 
SKEENA CHEM-DRY ® 
The Carbonated Carpet Cleaner 
• NO STEAM .NO SHAMPOO 
~,  .RAPID DRYING .NO STICKY RESIDUE 
,REMOVES MOST STUBBORN STAINS 
~ •*ELIMINATES SHRINKAGE & MILDEW* 
//~ rrl L'3 *STAYS CLEAN LONGER* 
~o % *COMPLETELY SAFE* 
. ]~ .~ ¢, ~_.' Also Available 
oO O U • 
, o~:~o.~.p~. Deodorizing Carpet Protector 
i~_ ' :~  • Upholstery Cleaning 
FREE ESTIMATES 
co  rc,a, 635-2436 
Dar/ene ~ Country Ant/ques 
New Sh ipment  of Canad ian ,  
Amer ican  & Engl ish Furni ture 
Oak Dining Room Sets 
Bedroom Sets 
Wardrobes 
Round Oak Tables & Chairs 
Desks 
~, Cedar Hope Chests 
Floor Lamps 
China 
Etc., Etc., Etc. 
Dar/ene Country Ant/ques i 
4459 Lake lse  Avenue 635-3213 
IiNNIVERSARY SPECIALS 
ONE WEEK ONLY- FEBRUARY 26 TO MARCH 5, 1995 
FITNE$  
CENTER 
4545B Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635"4130 OF E : 
. . . .  • Convenient Hours: 
Monday - Friday 6 am - 9 pm 
Saturday &Sunday 9am - 6 pm 
Closed some stats. 
• Professional Friendly 
Environment 
• Hammer strength 
__  Equipment 
• Apex type 
• Equipment 
• Lifestride 9100 
Treadmill 
• Membership must be paid In full at time of purchase • Prize not redeemable for cash 
• Membership and prize are non-refundable, nontransferable • Open to all current and new members • Prize will be 
added onto current running membership- One entry per member. Draw March 6, 1995 • Lifecycles 
• Full dub - Aeroblcs/Cerdlo/Welghts 
• Original Stairmaster 
ALOE VERA • 16 Aerobics Classes 
"~ Weekly 
BODY WRAPS " Free Day Lockers 
• Tanning Bed & 
A Relaxing Way to Products  
Spoil Yourself • Showers 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER ° Refreshments 
Buy 2 Body Wraps • Supplements 
AND RECEIVE ° Aerobic Workout &
1 Body Wrap PLUS Casual Clothing 
1 Aloe Vera Body • Towel Service 
Wash • IPFA Member 
'TrM:n smfbe::st~s Intern ati°n ally 
FREE • OBody  Wraps 
All Anniversary Special Offers Expire March 5, 1995 at 6:00 p.m. 
YOUR ONLY 
HTNESS 
M h  h ,  b - -  
BUSINESS RE VIEW 
[] What  a charge 
GLENN GOUDREAU of West Fraser Electro/Mechanical 
Ltd, peers through an elecldc motor he's rewinding, The 
company has just won a B,C. Hydro PowerSmart award 
for sales, service and promotion of energy efficient electri- 
cal motors, The company has outlets here and in Williams 
Lake and headquarters in Prince George. 
B.C. mine guys 
look elsewhere 
THE REAL ACTION for B.C. 
mining companies is happening 
in places like South America 
not in B.C. 
Terrace city councillor Val 
George said that was crystal clear 
at the annual Cordilleran 
Roundup mining conference two 
weeks ago. 
He said about half the B.C. 
mining executives there had 
flown in from places like Chile, 
Brazil and Indonesia. 
"All our mining companies arc 
off in these foreign counties 
doing business and not doing it 
here in British Columbia," he 
said, 
George said the mining com- 
munity considers the northwest 
one of the few bright spotsin an 
otherwise dismal picture of mini- 
ng in B.C. 
"There's a little bit of hope up 
here, but not anywhere lse," hc 
said. 
The Eskay Creek gold mine 
opened just last month and al- 
though Barrick Gold has still .to 
make up its mind about its Red 
Mountain property near Stewart, 
it's still considered a viable ore 
body. 
City economic development of. 
ricer Ken Veldman was also 
there. 
Stewart 
orework Out &About 
Forest plan taking shape 
THE PROVINCIAL government's new crown corporation respons- 
bile for silviculture and reforestation is looking for a northwest 
regional manager. 
Forest Renewal B.C. is going to spend $400 million a year in the 
woods. 
The regional manager will earn up to $77,442 a year and be 
rcspons~le for the corporation's activities within the Prince Rupert 
forest region. 
There's no word yet on the location of Forest Renewal B.C.'s 
northwest office. 
Disease and the workplace 
LOCAL HEALTH officials are holding a one-day session Feb. 25 
on communicable diseases and the workplace. 
Called "Catching it at Work," the session will examine diseases 
and precautionary measures. 
Scheduled to speak are local doctors and health care officials. 
Tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS, Hepatitis B and sexually transmitted 
diseases are among those on the agenda. 
The session is being hosted by the Skeena Health Unit and North- 
west Community College. 
To register, and for more information, contact Fred Adair at 
Northwest Community College. The phone number is 635-6511, 
Local 5297, 
Credit reports extended 
BUSINESSES WILL soon have the same rights as individual con- 
sumers when it comes t~ checking to see if credit information is
correct, 
"Information given out by credit reporting agencies has a direct 
impact on the livelihood of small businesses. Businesses and con- 
sumers hould be able to review their credit files and correct mis- 
takes where necessary," said provincial small business minister Bill: 
Barlee. 
The amendments allowing businesses to check their credit in- 
formation go into effect March 1. 
planned 
A FORMER provincial cabinet 
minister wants to spend $1.8 mil- 
lion this year on two.gold. : 
properties near Stewart. 
Tom Waterland, now of 
Aquaterre Mineral Development 
Ltd., says the Ashwood property, 
approximately 14 miles south- 
west of the Red Mountain proper- 
ty, and the Georgia River proper- 
ty have encouraging old pros- 
poets. 
Ashwood and Georgia Creek 
were two of three areas targeted 
by Aquaterre for advanced ex- 
ploration using helicopters and 
state-of-the.art techniques. 
Georgia . Creek work is 
estimated at $1.3 million while 
development at the Ashwood 
property should cost $500,000. 
A geologist hired by Aquatcrre 
says the two properties have the 
same kind of volcanic and sedi- 
mentary rock formations as the 
new Eskay Creek gold mine and 
the Red Mountain property. 
"The areas the company is 
focusing on are generally located 
in steep, mountainous coastal 
aress where it is necessary to 
make extensive use of hclicop. 
tcrs," said Watcrland. 
The properties are located close 
to tidewater, a factor Waterland 
said will reduce costs should they 
proceed to the production stage. 
and you 71 haue a choice of the Ceomtr), Plaza Hotel or olte 
J . . . .  ! o , J j 
~ EsloeaalO, cOmtdem~g !t mc/.des a.~re, a.d a head st 
"Spanish was probably spoken 
more than English," he said. 
There continues to be interest in 
northwestern B.C., he said, noting 
half of the exploration dollars 
spent in B.C. last year went into 
that area. 
B~t the amount of rules and 
taxes in B.C. are a common com- 
plaint With mining companies, 
Vcldman added. 
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$1.49 A&W Double 
Cheeseburger Sale ' ili! 
?,i:: thing that'll catch your eye The A&W Doub e Cheeseburger. ,i ~ 
~"~:~ Two special y seasoned putt es topped w th processed cheddar , :  !~ii~ii " 
.~:!i~  ' ~ ~ ' :lull_.. ona~. toasted sesame seed bun. And all for just $1.49, "~:'' 
Or  a Double Cheese Burger Combo for $3,99. ~,, 
~'!i ~ So come to A&VV and feast your eyes on the tast est dea in t0wn :'I ~,~:~ !i~i 
i,~-~ :.ii ~, But hurry, because it's only on sale until March 
~'~ ..... Skeena  Ma l l  ® 4616 '  : Kenth Ave.: 
": . . . .  e, S Terra e i~a.c  '~: Ter rac  C c :. ' ?? • , . 
i k~ ©1995 A&W Food Services of Canada Ltd. 
• : ." i '  ": ; ":~; ~!, ',.i~'~* ~i.'~::~;~¢~?~L~,~:.,.~.~;~,~;~.~L~ , ~ ~. - 
: ! ..... : /  i!/~/;i ~i~ /i/~,~/ii!i~!/%Qii iii/: i !~i!i;~!i;i:!/i!~i!~/!~/i~;~i?:i:~!ili:ii~i?// i~ : ~ • 
• • i ~ i~ i : : i  ~'~//:/II//I!:I ii%11~/ ; ~ I I :  
• • • • ~ • i ~ Z!  ~ 2 i i 'Z I IU  ~ IZ I / ; I ' I~ ;Z I  ~ ~! /~Z ' ) :511~IU!2  Z~:!:;!Z!?2i~!/~!~;~7~:~2~2~!~!:~i~!i;~j2~!~!!~!~;!!~i~<~!~//~ ~ : 
• • / ...... :; 2 i•< ': i i;!/iiiii! i!  !ii iii! !i?iii! ~ i: ~:~ ~•i '~¸  !~/~i;!!:!!!:?~!~i ~i ii~i 
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ROSSWOOD HOME owner Tins Dircks scrambles out of the way as a blaze consumed the log 
home of herself and her husband, Len, Feb. 12. Friends, relatives and neighbours have rallied 
around to provide help. The couple has every intention of rebuilding and a trust fund in the couple's 
name has been started at the Toronto Dominion Bank in Terrace. STEPHANIE ROLFE PHOTO 
Retirement home 
burns at Rosswood 
FRIENDS AND neighbours of 
Len and Tins Dircks who lost 
their Rosswood home to fire Feb. 
12 have started a trust fund to 
help them rebuild. 
Remains of the log horse on 
Broussean Road have already 
been cleared by s neighbour and 
building supply stores have been 
contacted, says neighbour Sylvia 
Johnson. 
"They need all the help they 
can get. I can put myself in their 
position very easily," said 
Johnson. 
Another neighbou r has already 
volunteered to mill wood for a 
new structure. 
The Len and Tins Dircks Trust 
Fund has been set up at the 
Toronto-Dominion Bank ht Ter- 
race. 
• The Dircks, both of whom:are 
in their 70s, retired to Rosswood 
in 1986 from Prince Rupert. 
The frame of the log structure 
was built by Don Brousseau in 
the esfly 1980s and f'mished 
when the Dircks moved to 
Rosswood. It was not insured. 
A tanker truck belonging to the 
Rosswood Volunteer Fire Depart. 
ment had no water in it because 
there are no facilities to prevent 
freeze up daring the winter. 
Daughter Beatrix Dircks said 
the loss affected the family great- 
ly because Don Brousseau was a 
close family friend and because 
family members pent a lot of 
time working on the home. 
The fire began inside the roof of 
the home on the morning of Feb. 
12. 
An exact cause hasn't been es- 
• tablished but it's believed to have 
been set off by a spark from a 
chimney. 
Although the chimney wasn't in 
use at the time of the fire, a spark 
could have very well been blown 
down earlier by severe down 
drafts in the area and become 
lodged inside the roof. 
Ncighbours and relatives 
responded quickly and fougi~t the 
blaze for an hour and a halt', said 
Beatrix Direks. 
"At one point they did have it 
under control. But it was so deep 
inside, they couldn't get at it," 
she said. 
And when the group fighting 
the fire realized they could do no 
more, attention turned to remov- 
ing items from the house. 
A fxidge, stove and china cabi- 
net were among the items saved 
before the fire spread. 
c"-emma's B ig 
Annual 
Pre-lnventory 
SALE 
For two days only everything* is on sale/ 
We'd rather sell it than count it, 
so come in for a great deal. 
Friday, Feb. 24 & Saturday, Feb. 25 
(closed Sunday for Inventory) 
At All 
Gemma's Locations 
in the Skeena Mall, Terrace 
1 -800-563-4362 
Gemma's Kitchen Boutique 635-4086 
Gemma's Gifts & Collectibles 635-5577 
Gemma's Bed & Bath Boutique 635-3392 
Also in 
Prince Rupert 
501 - 3rd Ave, West 
624-3803 
Terrace Little Theatre presents... 
directed by Marianne Brorup Weston ~} 
produced by Karin Mcllmoyle 
starring Joelle Walker, Patrick Mclntyre, Karla Hennig, Cheryl 
LeMasurier, Troy McCallum, Alan Weston, Joan Sangster, Jennifer 
Kenney, Bruce Lindsay and Mark Tessaro, 
March 9, 10, 11 and 16, 17 & 18 
McColl Playhouse 3625 Kalum Street- 8 p.m. 
Tickets $12 at Carter's Jewellers, Skeena Mall 
APDRECIATION SALE 
February 22 -25 
Shirley arid staff would like to thank our many customers for 
shopping with us over the past 7 years. 
F Selec!ed Graduation 
and Bridesmaid Gowns 
40 -75 of f  
Selected Casual Wear 
Jackets • Sweaters • Blouses 
Pants, Dresses • Suits 
40 -60 of f  
Jewellery 
30% off 
B0nbonnieres / 
Selected Decorations 
We/come to Dominique and Natalie new owners of the 
G ss S pper Br/da Shoppe 
and Lad  Wear 
4605 Lazelle Ave. Terrace 
Discover  the  ADT &EWING 
• :i ~ : .  / 
" i  
Cutwork was originally a hand 
sewing technique done by nuns in 
convents. The nuns carefully 
guarded the secrets of their 
beautifully hand-whipped stitches 
until the 15th century. Today 
cutwork is easily sewn by machine 
with the same perfect results. ) • :q 
i i ~ ,,~ 
Join us on April 22 for this half day hands-on session, You will 
discover which fabrics, notions and stitching techniques to use 
to obtain truly professional results. The finished project is a 
cutwork collar which you can make for yourself or for someone 
you love. 
.  a ri¢ tCautique 
~ 3 0 8  Kalum St. Terrace, B.C. Phone: 638-1335 
£ 3  r--- ,== . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i , Register to hold your place. , 
I Tuition for "Learn the Art of Cutwork Embroidery" is $40.00 I 
I P/ease make all cheques payable to The Fabric Boutique I 
I [ ] Cheque is enclosed / Please charge my [ ] Visa [ ] tvlastercard I 
II [ ] Husqvarna White Card I 
I Credit Card # Expiry Date I 
I 
I Signature II 
I Name II 
I Address II 
I Phone Number II 
I I 
I P/ease note: Price includes Kit, Lunch, Breaks and G,S, T. I 
L mm im mm m u m u u i m m m m u i n  J im n n m m  m a m m aNN m m m  mmmm ~mm m m mmm mmnm m m m mmmm J 
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Council 
Shorts 
Council pay 
hike put off 
CITY COUNCILLORS won't 
give themselves a pay raise 
this year. 
Council voted unanimously 
to defer any change in their 
pay for one year. 
The move came after coun- 
cil rejected an initial motion 
by councillor David Hull to 
defer the decision to later this 
year. 
That's what council has 
consistently done with the is- 
sue in recent years. 
But councillor Val George 
called on council to be up 
front and forgo a raise for one 
year immediately. 
"Given the kinds of things 
council has been doing, I 
think it would be an  ap- 
propriate gesture to make," 
George said. 
The mayor receives 
$20,256.30 per year. Each 
councillor receives $8,830.12. 
A third of those amounts i  an 
expense allowance. 
Council last month voted to 
stop supplying sandwiches at 
each committee meeting. 
They also approved a plan 
presented by city staff to 
switch to an employee-pay 
coffee fund, saving the city 
nearly $7,000 a year in coffee 
Talk show host 
wanted up here 
THE COUNCILLOR who 
wanted talk show host Rare Muir 
taken off the air is now demand- 
ing he come up here and listen to 
northwesterners. 
Ed Graydon said he's received 
at least 30 phone calls since city 
council passed his motion to 
declare Terrace a "Rafe Muir 
Free Zone." 
Mair raised the ire of some 
northwesterners by campaigning 
for numerous months against AI- 
can's Kemano Completion Pro- 
ject. 
Many callers were critical of 
councillors for trying to block 
freedom of speech. 
"What about our freedom of 
speech?" Graydon demanded. 
"Rafe Muir's talk show is so 
plugged up with Lower Mainland 
calls it is impossible for north- 
emers to get through." 
"I would like to challenge Mr. 
Muir to come up to the north and 
broadcast live from a local 
studio," he said. "Perhaps then 
we can get our concerns on the 
table and Mr. Mair can talk face- 
to-face with the men and women 
whose livelihoods are on the cut- 
ring block." 
Graydon said the motion was 
meant as a "tongue-in.cheek 
thing" aimed at getting 
southerners topay attention to the 
concerns of this region. 
C;,Iy 
expenses. 
Spouses still J switches 
ride the skies 
CITY COUNCIL seems less 
eager to rush to limit travel by 
councillors and their spouses. 
Councillor Ruth Hallock 
proposed the city pay for just 
two people - -  one councillor 
and one staff member - -  to 
travel to the annual Union of 
B.C. Municipalities conven- 
tion this fall. 
No spouses would attend, 
and the city would not budget 
for any travel to the North 
Coast Municipal Association 
convention i Williams Lake. 
But Hallock's motion d!dn't,, 
get a seconder and died 
without a vote. 
The city has budgeted 
$13,000 for the trip to the 
UBCM conference in Van- 
couver Oct. 2-6. 
Five city councillors and 
their spouses, city administra- 
tor Bob Hallsor and his wife, 
and economic development 
officer Ken Veldman are all 
scheduled to attend. 
Although the convention is
planned for the Vancouver 
Trade and Convention Centre, 
they won't be staying at the 
$170-a-night Pan Pacific 
Hotel. 
Hallsor says they've booked 
rooms at O'Douls Hotel, five 
blocks,away. 
"It's in the cheaper ent dis- 
trict," he said. "Our palace 
goes for $100 a night." 
The budget for the confer- 
ence also covers air fare, 
"I don't know what all the fuss 
is about," he said.. 
Meanwhile, Skeena Broad- 
casters officials say they have no 
plans to abide by council's 
wishes and pull the plug on Muir. 
The talk show is carried here on 
CJFW FM. 
"Productivity here today is at 
an all-time low," Skeena Broad- 
casters' Tim McLean said after 
hearing of the council resolution. 
"The  ~sta f f  is in complete 
hysterics." 
Rafe Muir could not be reached 
for comment. CKNW staff said 
he's out of the country on vaca- 
tion for another two weeks. 
money 
duties 
CITY COUNCIL has voted to in- 
vest its money with the Municipal 
Finance Authority (MFA), rather 
than have city treasurer Kcith 
Norman manage a separate port- 
folio. 
Norman said he's able to beat 
the return than the MFA. 
But council wasn't sure ~e ex- 
tra money Norman generates i  
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Primula's 
4" Pot : ,~ 
98each | 
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r T r0p ica ls  
2W' Pot 
3/1.98 
worth  the time he spends to 
..... achieye those ~tums. 
Over six months, Norman's in- 
vestments brought in $129,000 in 
interest for the city, compared to 
the equivalent period IvIFA re,era 
of $116,000. 
Up to $7 million was invested, 
during that period. That's not any 
secret stash of money squirrelled 
away, though. 
The city gets a large influx of  
cash in June when property tax 
payments come in. Much of that 
money is invested because it is 
spent gradually over the course of 
Ferns 
- l i t  :~A I~ 
Potting .... S 
m r m*  t A I II IP==~ I ~1 J~ ,  | | 
the year. 
Over a,tea Foods 
I " ' " "  p~Cr REGULAR HOURS: Mon. - Fri. 9 am - 9pm • Sat. & Sun. 9 am.  6 pm 
registration and banquet fees, 
and a $50 per day expense al- 
lowance for each councillor. 
Hallock noted the estimated 
cost is $1,400 per person. 
Trash fee 
worries 
Residents of Twin River 
Estates are probably going to 
be the only seniors in town 
who will be charged full rate 
for garbage collection. 
Residents there have 
received no-cost garbage col- 
lection from the city up to 
nOW.  
But the city is going to be 
out of commercial garbage 
collection by April and that 
means Twin River will likely 
have to hire a private con- 
tractor and pay the gong rate. 
Skeena Senior Citizens 
Housing Society secretary 
Wilma Costain demanded to 
know whether the city would 
pick up the cost. 
"Do you, Mr. Mayor and 
members of council, expect 
our seniors to switch to a pri- 
vate garbage collection at 
whatever price the collection 
finn charges when other 
seniors in Terrace have no- 
charge garbage collectionT" 
Costain wrote. 
The issue will be discussed 
at today's public works com- 
mittee meeting. 
Sp 'ing to life on West  Coast .  
V ~ 7"1 c o 72 v e 7" 
To put it mildly, spring has sprung out here. Come play 
. a  
i ~ ~,~.~~d~~~~~"~r;~ . - - -  '" ,,~ 
" ::-~ : :V  i c t o r i a 
: imalg:~ .. , /i!~pl in victoria. You can golf for days)YOu• 
a round of golf. Stroll around the Stanley Park seawall, can!v k~ti gh a f ield of flowers. You Can ride,in 
And sip cappuccino at a sidewalk cafe on Robson Street. 
The City's a l i vewi th  theatres,  art $ ~  ~ 
galleries, professional sports and the 
R,'IItt'II ¢ , tr fa, 'e  ~;" 
. crocusesare in bloom. Tennis, anyone? .,~,.,,.,.,,,.,,,,.,,s.,,~,.~,,., 
. . . . .  ~:~ ' l l y  1 ag  - . . . .  ~ Ca  our , rave  entorA i rBCVacat ionsat :  
~c 
' " : : :~  1 -800-~61"4199 
i1~ o['~0 h0tel~'. | ' r l~  ba~ bt(d~t~ble ~ l~t t i cy~ per person, taxes extra. Mlnintum of two t|ll]ht5 stay. Ibur clays advance purcha~ required. Itates ubject o availability. Travel must be con, pleted by May 31, IP 
a horse-drawn carriage. You.canexPlOre Old Town 
.~.~.m,..,~ before afternOont~ea~:YOu cab,watch ~ :": 
for whales. And the weather forecast is?, ~-~. 
j 
.~ , ,  ~L ,~  ¸~ , , ' ,~  , ,~  ~ ,~ ~, ,~u"  "~-  ~ ~ • ~.  
i 
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Of Equal or Lesser Value 
gu,arFF El /E 
Western Family Premium Blend 
OF 
Vacum pack - regular, fine or extra fine grind 
300 grams 
Buy one at Regular Retail Get One 
Western Family 
HASH 
BROWNS 
% 
Frozen 1 Kg bag 
Buy one at Regular Retail Get One 
Western Classic 
PEANUT BUTTER 
Smooth, Crunchy or Natural 
500 grams 
Buy one at Regular Retail Get One 
Western Family 
PAPER 
TOWELS 
Regular White, 2 rolls 
Buy one at Regular Retail Get One 
CAMPBELLS 
TOMATO SOUP 
284 mls 
Buy one at Regular Retail Get One 
New White 
POTATOES 
California #1 Grade 
AIB 
~i!i ~ • i~/~i~i 
x.os/kg 
T-Bone 
STEAK 
Also Wing Steak - Beef, Bone In 
Min. 4 $teaks/pkg 
8 
, / Ib  
8,77/kg  
Muffin 
MANIA 
Bag your own - Selected varieties 
REGULAR HOURS: Men. -  Fri. 9 am - 9pm • Sat. & Sun. 9 am -6  pm 
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Kids know the. 
best playgrounds 
l T'S THAT TIME of year 
when parents tart to consider 
moving to a new home. 
If you have a good real estate 
agent they will drive past the elementary 
school before they start showing you 
homes. 
So how do you know if the school is a 
good one or not? 
They know a good playground when 
they see one. Although they have only at- 
tended one school, they have tested out 
many playgrounds. 
The playground is the most visible part 
of a school. Acres of grass allocated for 
children to play team sports on, or just run 
around. 
But most young children do not play 
team sports or run around aimlessly. 
The keen observer will notice that the 
children are congregated around the play 
equipment area. This is the heart of the 
playground and therefore of the great 
school. 
Equipment areas come in two types, tra- 
..... diticnal=and~modern~ :_ .: :.;:~;~.~::~.~.,~_=.,_.=._:,, 
The traditional ones have things which 
parents remember from their childhood, 
like swings, slides, teeter-totters and 
monkey bars. Even these have changed. 
The slides curl around in a spiral instead 
of going straight down. Swings have rub- 
ber seals instead of a slab of wood. 
Monkey bars are brightly coloured 
curved structures instead of simple climb- 
ing blocks. 
Teeter-teeters are becoming rare. 
Maybe it's because the ride required 
• cooperation between two children and 
when one child stops cooperating the 
other ends up with a sore bottom, or 
gnashed feet. 
Maybe school administrators see them 
• as potential liability suits. 
It's strange that the only thing which 
hasn't changed much is the roundabout. 
Who invented a ride where you push 
someone around and around until they 
throw up? Not a pretty sight. 
However, on a field trip I helped 
chaperon last summer, this appeared to be 
the highlight. It won out over climbing 
about in a gravel pit and sliding down a 
muddy hillside. I will leave the educa- 
tional value of all this activity for another 
time. 
The modem playground is the one with 
the adventure playground built of wood, 
old tires and chains. 
This is the one your children invite you 
to join them on and you reach the top be- 
j fore you realize that you are no longer 
four feet tall and the reason you didn't 
join the navy was because you were ter- 
, rifled of the prospect of having to use a 
'breeches buoy. 
The latter is of course the highlight of 
s any good adventure area. 
These structures, which appear to be 
,little more than recycled castoffs, are very 
expensive..The cheap plastic tube slide at 
~my son's school was broken by vandals a 
,.few years ago and the school asked the 
parents' council to replace it. It seemed 
like a simple request until they priced it. 
The event increased by satisfaction with 
the traditional playground. 
' It is interesting to note that children, 
;who say they hate to go to school, will go 
• as far iis the school playground on an eve- 
"nine or Saturday Without any parental 
, pressure. 
If sve could find some way to increase 
';the educational value of playgrounds 
!beyond learning socialization skills and | 
me law of gravity, the potential for I 
knowledge xpansion may be endless. J • Dr. Reg Home is a member of the Uni- .verstty o f  Northern BritishColumbia, . racu#y of Natural Resources and En- 
vironmental Studies, based in Terrace. 
Around 
Town 
,. ,,:~,~ 
f 
Invasion 
of the 
Cooking 
Monsters 
"WASH YOUR hands, gen- 
tlemen," Mark Hoefling tells 
a couple of gooey-handed new 
recruits in best drill-sergeant 
fashion. "No food fights." 
It's a quiet Saturday in the 
college cafeteria nd a baker's 
dozen of 11- to 13-year-olds 
. mill around the food prepau- ..... 
tion area armed with whisks, 
mixing bowls aiid p~iting 
knives. 
They have arrived not to 
devour, but to create. 
Hoefling, the college's cook- 
ing program instructor, is lead- 
ing the proceedings in North- 
west Community College's 
"Cooking Monsters" learn- 
to-cook program for kids. 
The young chefs ~ in equal 
numbers of boys and girls 
struggle to separate ggs, con- 
vert ounces, and measure in- 
gredients. 
Hoefling shouts directions 
amid the activity. 
"Don't beat it too much or 
you'll turn it into butter," he 
advises. 
He turns and stoops to check 
%% 
YOUNG CHEFS descended on the Northwest Community Col- 
lege cafeteria for a weekend of cooking fun two weekends ago. 
spectacular b unch. 
"It was fun," says Hoefling. 
"The kids were very excited 
about serving their folks and 
their friends and brothers and 
sisters." 
The Caesar dressing needed 
a little work, he added, but the 
qaiche was surprisingly good. 
"All the parents seemed 
very impressed that the 
one team's recipe conversion 
math. 
"Who changed this recipe," 
he interrogates. "This should 
be one ounce Of Kahlua, not 
three ounces." 
An honest error, doubtless. 
By the end of the day a lun- 
cheon fit for a king is readied. 
There's quiche, Caesar salad, 
and frozen Kahlua souffle, 
served in hollowed out 
oranges, 
The parents arrive at noon 
Sunday and are treated to a 
Heritage sites 
designated 
THE CITY has officially desig- 
nated Heritage Park and the Kit- 
sumgailum Cemetery as 
Heritage sites. 
Administrator Bob Halisor said 
Terrace Museum Society 
organizers hope the designations 
will hclp them get grant money. 
African band 
fuses styles 
A WEST AFRICAN" musician 
brings his energetic sound to Ter- 
race this weekend. 
Alpha Yaya Diailo and the rest 
of Bating ~ his six piece band 
fuse traditional rhythyms with 
modem funk, jazz and Afro beats. 
Diallo sings in Seas Sous, 
Malinke, Foulah, French and 
some English. 
Known for his tight guitar 
work, Diallo is a multi- 
instrumentalist who also plays 
Balafon and Djembe. 
Born in Conakry, Cuing, 
Diallo now makes his home in 
Vancouver. 
They're playing at the Thomhill 
Community Centre on Friday, 
Feb. 24 at 8 p.m. 
Ultrasound is  
on the way 
AN NEW ULTRASOUND unit 
for Mills Memorial Hospital is on 
the wa~", ............... ': "'. ::7 7"~.'~" 
Alex Houlden  o f  the Dr .  
R.E.M. Lee Hospital Founds- 
lion said the higfi-tech' Unit fins:" : '~ 
¢ . • 
been orderdd and the foundahon 
has it more ihan half paid for. " ' 
The organization has $II0,000 
earmarked for the unit. " " i'ii 
The cost is expecte d to be 
$174,000. , .: . ,, 
The foundation llad some • 
money left after it finished its 
mega-fundraiser ~the  $650,000 • 
Mil ls Memorial CT Scanner - -  ~-: 
and decided to tackle an : ' 
ultrasound next, : 
The old one wil l  Still 1 ' :  
but the new model  ha 
seeping capabil it ies and . . . . . .  
pected to be  better suited 
cafeteria was still standing - -  nancy and obstetrical work: 
that none of them had burned "Fundraising in this 
it down or lost a limb in the just spectacular," 
process," Hoefling laughed, added. 
Library drive nearing goal 
THE LIBRARY IS three- 
quarters of the way toward 
raising $87,000 in cash and 
kind for its expansion project. 
The library board last year 
committed itself to raising the 
money to fill the gap between 
the expansion cost and avail- 
able money. 
Helping get the total to 
$65,000 last week were dona- 
tions from Finning Ltd., the 
Royal Bank and Pacific North. 
ern Gas. 
'Also recognized were 
Skeena Cellulose and Skeena 
Sawmills for contributing lure- 
• , ber.' 
Tolsec received thanks for 
contributing labour and 
material.. 
"When we found we were 
$87,000 we decided ,to pick up 
the challenge as the final piece 
to makethe project succeed," 
said library board member 
George Clark to company rep- 
resentatives at a short 
ceremony last week. 
- ~ ' ,We've  now topped the 
$60,000 level. We're not 
" •:Cocky but we 1o feeling confi- 
?'dent.we'll meet he target,".he 
;:: Clark added that the library 
board's commitment enabled 
i i  the city to spend other monies 
/~ On items that were taken out of 
CROWD AROUND the library's expansion project thermometer signifies the reaching of the 
$65,000 level through various contribuUons. Standing on the left are Dave Wilson from the Royal 
Bank, John Male from Skeena Sawmills and Doug Hardngton from Finning Ltd. The three people 
on the right ate city council library board rep Val George, mayor Jack Talstra and Ron Vandedee 
from Pacific Northern Gas. Kneeling, left to right, are Rand Menhlnick from Skeena Cellulose, Ii- 
bran/board representative George Clark and Tolsec reps Chris Sitter and Ed Graydon. 
the original budget. Skeena Cellulose and Skeena cut, said'Clark. 
The Pacific Northern Gas Sawmills is part of the 4rdr~ ~ 
. " o In the meantime, the library l~i ' contribution is $2,500 this $65,000 raised s far. :.': ~: 
now open after being closed for a year and $2,500 in 1996. The , The Tolsec contribution of . ' - ~'~:~" 
• ' ' ' • week t¢ " - same 'contribution -amounts $6,000 in labour,.a security from th 
and timetable is being made system. ~and telecommunica, t'" 
byiheRoyalBank. ':" .: -- ti0nsmaterlalisn'tpart of the '~'o'rk( 
Finning Ltd,,scontribution is $65)0~)figt/i'e but d id  enabie:,~ exlsfing 
$5,000 for this year, (he library: :to : have - i tems'  extlecte( 
The .  lumber = donated by deleted Wlaen the budget was spring, 
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MUSIC 
• " ALPHA YAYA DIALLO a Vancouver afro- 
beat/modem funk African band plays the Thornhill Com- 
munity Centre Friday, Feb. 24 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $15 for 
adults, $10 for students/seniors at Misty River Books, 
Sidewalkers and Sight & Sound. All ages welcome. 
Sponsored by Northwest Development Education and Terrace 
Multicultural Ass'n. 
U?coming 
• TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND presents "An Inter- 
national Affair" ~ their major fundraising concert at 8 p.m. 
Saturday, March 4 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets $10 ($5 
for teens/free tounder 12s) at Sight & Sound in mall, Bank 
of Montreal and band members. 
• JOHN HAMMOND brings his blues guitar to the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Wednesday, Mar. 15 at 8 p.m. Tickets 
are $18 and are now on sale at Sidcwalkers, Drifters and 
Sight & Sound in the mall. Concert proceeds go towards the 
Terrace Little Theatre building fund. A Northwind produc- 
tion. 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thursday and Sunday at 
George's "Pub in the Northern Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's and every Friday at the Thornhill 
Pub. 
THEATRE .PHA YAYA DIALLO brings his Afro.funk/jazz fusion band the Thornhill Community Centre on Friday nighL 
Upcoming 
• ESCAPE FROM HAPPINESS, Terrace Little~e~tre's 
production of George F. Walker's comedy, playsat 8~m.:iat 
the McColl Playhouse at 3625 Kalum St. from Mar. 9-1i and 
Mar. 17-19. Tickets $12 at Carter's Jewellers in the Skcena 
Mall. " :  
M 0 VIES . 
• IN THE MOUTH OF MADNESS, with Sam Neill and 
Julie Carmen, plays until Thursday, Feb. 23 at 7:15 and 9:30 
p.m. LEGENDS OF THE FALL, playing at 7:00 and 9:15 
p.m., also ends Thursday. 
Starting Friday 
,A LITTLE WOMEN starring Winona Ryder and Susan 
S~d0n opens Friday playing at 7:00 p.m, 0nly at the Til- 
::/-i~::~ :~>i I!I'\: - licum Twin Theatres. A double feature of STAR TREK 
GENERATIONS followed by Kurt Russell and James 
Spader in STARGATE starts at 7:30 p.m. Also playing Feb. 
24 to Mar. 2 is HIGHER LEARNING, at 9:15 p.m. only, 
with Jennifer Connelly and Ice Cube. 
ET CETERA 
• STITCHES IN TIME is a spectacular exhibition of the 
works of 16 Terrace quilters at the Terrace Shopping Centre. 
The Terrace Art AssoCiation show runs Feb. 3 to 26 from 
noon to 3 p.m. Tuesday to Saturday and 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday. 
Make the 'Scene/Call 638-7283 or fax to 638-8432 to 
add your event o the Standard's flee entertainment list- 
ings. The deadline, is 5p.m. Thursday for the following 
week's paper. " " " 
I r 
THE 
Terrace Community Band 
presents 
te r n k| f air', 
- our major fundraising concert - 
Oonuled by: Camdi):n Donator; N & J Sondco Centre Ltd, 
Plus IWO NIGHTS ACCOMMODATION - GIFT BASKET 
Donaled by: rElf.a4~[ ~ .  Donator; Kerniodl T01dlns Co. 
- A'MARLAWlLSOWFRAMEDPRINT - SILKTIE 
Donaled by: Northern Light Studio Donator: Sv's Men's Wear Ltd. 
- 20MINUTEHELICOPTERRIOEFOR4 - A~/ANCOUVERCANUCKS'FRAMEDPRINT 
Donalod by: Nollhern Mountllrl Dorado,: Ovetwlllel Food I 
Hellcopterl Inc. 
- $4D.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE ~ ~, , . j~  I 
- 3 MONTH FAMILYSWIM PASS :- The g lv l r l ln  Inn 
Donator: Terrace Parks irtd RlCfll l lort . . ~ ~ f '~- - - , ,~ : :~)  
- "  3 DAY ADULT FLEX PA~Se All Someone ( - . '~ '~ . -~  I ~ ~ 1  
Donulor: Sh=m~s Mounllln Ski C0rp, SOu,Co FOr Sport, ~ ~  
- ONE NIGHT HOTEL ACCOMMODATION . AN "AL R I C H A R D S O N ' N ' ~ I  
Oonul0r: Collst Inn of Iha Welt FRAMED PHOTO 
Plus DINNER FOR "13~0 Pholowod~ Studio ) 
Donulot: White Sp0t Restaurant 
SATURDAY, MARCH 4.8:00 PM 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Tickets available from Sight and Sound in the 
Skeena Mall and from Band Members 
Adults (must be 19 years of age or over to win): $10 each 
Youths (13 to 18 years of age): :$5 each 
Children (12 years of age and under): FREE 
="- I 
Wednesday, February 22 
B.C. SENIOR GAMES 
organizers hold a membership 
drive at the Skeena Mall from 
2to6 p.m. 
TLT SOCIAL and general 
meeting takes place at 7:30 
).m. at the McColl Playhouse. 
EDUCATIONAL CHANGE is 
the topic of speakers at School 
District 88's community inter- 
action day starling at 7 p.m. at] 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Topic: 
'K-12 Program: Where We 
Have Been and Where We 
Are Going' with Tarry Grieve, 
Kaml0ops superintendent 
Thursday) February 23 
RNABC, Terrace chapter, 
meets at 7 p.m. in hospital ed- 
ucation room. Guest speaker 
is Michelle Nehring from the 
Adolescent Health Program. 
EDUCATIONAL CHANGE is 
the topic of speakers at School 
District 88's community inter- 
action day starting at 7 p.m. at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Topic: 
'Reporting on Student Prog- 
ress - What Parents Want to 
Know' with ,wen Corcoran, 
regional coordinator, educa- 
tion ministry. 
Saturday, February 25 
CATCHING IT AT WORK - -  
A discussion by regional doc- 
tors on communicable dis- 
eases and the workplace hap- 
~ens from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at 
room 2002, cafeteria building, 
NWCC. 
Sunday, February 26 
100 YEARS OF FASHION, a 
Heritage Week celebration, 
takes place from 1:30 to 4:00 
~.m. at the arena banquet 
room. 
Monday, February 27 
CANADIAN PARENTS FOR 
FRENCH holds adult French 
conversational classes at the 
Cassle Hall Elementary 
School library from 7 to 9 p.m. 
Prsreglster by calling Sue 
Trombley at 635-4691. 
Tuesday, February 28 
UIC WORKSHOP takes place 
at the Carpenters Hall at 3312 
Sparks St. from 10 a.m. to 
noon. Sponsored by Terrace 
Anti-Poverty Society. 
WeB WORKSHOP takes 
place at the Carpenters Hall at 
3312 Sparks St. from 1 to 3 
p.m. Sponsored by Terrace 
Anti-Poverty Society. 
Thursday) March 2 
ABORIGINAL INSTITUTIONS 
- -  NWCC's Doug Baker gives 
a free faculty research semi- 
nar in room 208 from noon to 
1 p.m. Bring your own lunch. 
Friday) March 3 
PROMISE KEEPERS, an in- 
terdenominational Christian 
men's ministry, meets at 8 
p.m. at the Zion Baptist 
Church at 2911 Sparks. 
Saturday I March 4 
PROJECT UTERACY Ter- 
race begins a series of free 
training classes for volunteer 
literacy tutors. Classes are 
from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on 
F ~ n t ~ s  ln th usiness, 
Take advantage of our 
Saturdays, Mar. 4, 11, 25, and 
Apr. 8. Help out and share the 
joy of reading. Call 635-9119 
for more information. 
Sunday, March 5 
ROYAL PURPLE/ELKS in- 
formation afternoon happens 
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. atthe 
Elks Hall on Tetrault St. Call 
Les Burr at 635.2843 or Alison 
FACTORY INVOICE SALE 
and you could spend 
Week In Paradise! 
B-Series Trucks 
. : : j /  
~.=~' "v- 
,'m .......... G'PJ , 
MX-3 Precidia 
Mazda 323 MX-6 Mystere 
Don' t  fo rget !  Your  purchase  makes  
you  e l ig ib le  fo r  a fabu lous  
vacat ion  in Hawai i  o r  Mex ico .  Your  Cho ice!  
Martel at 635-6673 for info. 
Tuesday, March 7 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS 
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Ter- 
race Inn. Contact Diana at 
635-5905 or Unda at 638- 
1856. 
'DAVID MANET'S 
OLEANNA: Dystopla In Aca- 
demia' - -  NWCC's Dr. Jo Pat- 
terson gives a free faculty re- 
search seminar in college 
room 200 from noon to I p.m. 
Bring your own lunch. 
Wednesday, March 8 
SEED EXCHANGE is being 
hosted by the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre at 
4542 Park Ave. from noon to 4 
p.m. as part of International 
Women's Day. 
HEART AND STROKE Foun- 
dation holds a volunteer ap. 
preclation evening at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Terrace Inn. All 
volunteers are urged to attend. 
There will be awards, a video, 
and refreshments. Call Betty 
Campbell at 635-5221 for info. 
WOMEN'S DAY POTLUCK 
DINNER and evening of enter- 
tainment akes place at the Kin 
Hut. Doors open at 6, dinner at 
6:30. Entertainment at 8 p.rn. 
THURSDAYS 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR 
CLUB meets the fourth Thurs- 
day of the month at 7:30 p.m. 
atA&W on Keith. Call Bobat 
635-9214 for info. 
GRANDPARENTS Rights 
Support Group meetings takes 
place at 7:30 p.m. every 
Thursday of the Month. Call 
Claudette at 635-1645 or Marg 
at 635-7421 for more info. 
LIVING WITH CANCER Sup. 
port Group meets the second 
and fourth Thursday of every 
month from 7:30-9:00 p.m. In 
the Stepping Stone Clubhouse 
at 3302 Spark,s St. For more 
information call Diane at 638- 
3325 or 638-0296. 
j i ,  
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HOMELESS HOUND 'Patches' is in need of some family after 
recovering from recent injuries at the Terrace Veterinary Medical 
Centre. The six-month-old Benji-lookalike was in poor condition 
after he was hit by a car on Tuck Ave. Nov. 15. Anonymous con- 
t~ibutors p~id for his surgery and vet clinic s ta f f -  pictured above 
II 
Around 
Town 
A blast from 
the past 
GET READY TO take a trip 
back to the fashions of the 
1920's. 
A century of fashion will be 
celebrated at the arena banquet 
room this Sunday, February 26 
from 1:30 to 4 p.m. 
It's all part of Heritage Week 
celebrations from Feb. 20-26. 
There will be static displays of 
fashion plus a live show of 100 
years in fashion. 
Admission is free and every-  
one's wei~6hie.' ' i 
"l~[u~ns, jmce and "eo~ee wdl 
be available. 
Come in costume - -  pick your 
favourite year. 
Thrift shop 
On Thursdays 
THE THRIFT STORE operated 
at 4544 Lazelle Ave. by the Mills 
Memorial Hospital Auxilliary is 
now open on Thursdays "from 11 
a.m. to 3 p.m. 
. Auxilliary members said the 
change gives people a chance to 
shop during lunch hours. 
For more info on the hospital 
anxilliary, call Marlene at 635- 
3904 or Sandy at 635-9202. 
French 
registration 
IT'S TIME to register for 
March to June French preschool 
classes for three- to five-year- 
olds. 
You can also sigit up for the 
Sept. '95 to June '96 classes. 
Call Claire at 635-3269 or Lisa 
at 635-4974 for more informa- 
tion. 
Proclamations 
issued 
CITY COUNCIL has 
proclaimed: 
• Feb. 19-25 as Guide/Scout 
Week in the City of Terrace. 
• April 2-8 as Fetal Alcohol 
Awareness Week 
• April 9-15 as National Wiid- 
life Week 
• May 26 as Jeans Day for 
I B.C. Children s 1Flospital. 
For years, Pat wanted 
to qu~tsmoking... 
• hen he got 
COLD FEET. 
t ~ BRITISH COLUMBIA LUNG ASSOCINFION • . Box 34009, Station D 
Vancouver, B C. V6J 4M2 
l~hone: 731-5864 
s,,,: ! ili!i'iil 
SPARERIB i~:iii~i 
! 58 
• ,LB 
~ or previously 
Jper Pack. 
looked after him for 40 days free of charge. Patches has gone 
through a series of near-adoptions, but hasn't quite found a 
home yet. He's got up to date shots and neutering is paid for, 
though not yet done. Patches gets along well with kids and other 
dogs. You can visit him at the Terrace Animal Shelter. 
Water Facts 
/ce 
Have you noticed particles trapped in your ice cubes? More 
than likely what you are seeing issediment particles from 
your tap water. Dirty water can clog the ice machine in your 
refrigerator. If your water is heavily chlorinated you may notice 
a 'swimming pool' odour to the ice. As ice freezes the excess 
chlorine escapes. This chlorine can mix with any water vapour 
in your freezer creating a mild hydrochloric acid, This acid can 
corrode any metal parts in y~ur freezer. 
Ice has a tendencyto pick up many different odours from 
your freezer, Ice made from purified water does not add 
unwanted flavours to your favourite drink• To ensure you have 
the best tasting ice cubes be sure to make a new batch just 
before company comes over or once every two weeks. 
'~.~::~!! 
:RE 
leek 
It( 
!::!?; 
::iiii!:~! 
Value, quality and 
great selection. 
tt i tt 
i ~:: i:iiii!!i!!i:ii:i 
i" ,~i~" ~il il 
OTO 
Kraft. 
500 g 
349 ICECIEA~ Assorled varieties. LIMIT OF 1 
4 Ulm Pail 
~JO 
BREAD 
.59 
White or 60% Whole 
Wheat. Sliced. 
:::.::": ::!:::f:..::/ ' :~[i i i : i :  ': :; : . .:.::.:"' :ii~ii~!:" 
!:~ i~::, i~, <I.::: ' i:i~i!i:: i i~::::]i]i.~iii::~:~ %i!!ii!i.::i::: 
%. ii:::,:::~.. ' . ~i: ':~li~;. ~ 
~: :~;~'::; i~: ,.,.':: 'i ~;:.i~;;: ~:~' %" 
. : : : : : .  '$: : . : . : . : . . . .  ~:...~ :~::, b..!:: i
""'* 299 FIITATOES Product of Canada. No. 2 Grade. 
20 Ib Bag 
"°' 797 DETERGEHT ~un.dry, Detpr, gent. LiU/~olr • u ,ra 
6/12  
IMITATIOH 
CRAB 
MEAT 
NAVEL 
o O:SAA 
Product of U•S.A• i i I l l  i 
Ma rketed by Sunk is t•~p/~'  
41bBoge ~ '  ~P '  
OLD FASHIONED 
HAM A A  
Vacuum-packed U 
only. _ ~ n 
lOOg ~ ~ V  
TROPICAL 
PLANTS iAa  
Assorted i rq11  
Varieties 
4 inch pot 100 g ~ m  
There's no reason to 
shop any place else. 
Prices effective at your local Safe~ay stores until closing Saturday, February 25, 1995, We reserve the right to limit sales to retail quanlities A terns "Wh e stocks ast" 
Some illustrations are serving sugg.stl :~ns only. Actual floral items may vary sliqht y from ustrat on. Some items may not be available at all stores Advert sed prices do no 
include G.S.T. Some items mayJ~ su ~ject o G.S.T. Air Miles International Holdings N.V., Loyally Management Group Canada Inc. Authorized User. 'On items we carry. 
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WOLF CUB David Russell is one of 230 youths and adults in 
the scouting movement in Terrace. 
C;ub fun highlights 
Scout/Gu,de Week 
THE BEST part of being in cubs 
is the travelling and camping, 
says 10-year, old David Russell. 
"You get to go to different 
places, meet other people, and 
trade badges," he says; 
David is one of the 230 youths 
and adults in the scouting move- 
ment in Terrace who are celebrat- 
ing Scout/Guide week this week. 
"It's really interesting. You get 
to do lots of fun crafts and get to 
go places," he says. 
David has now got his First 
Aider badge and he's working on 
his blue star and tawny star. 
The annual Cub car rally is an- 
other high point of the year for 
cubs like David. 
At last year's cub car tcu=-na- 
ment, he came in third in Terrace 
and advanced to the regional 
meet, where he finished 14th. 
David is also a keco - -  a bridge 
member f om cubs to beavers. 
He acts as a kind of a junior 
leader to help beavers learn new 
skills and stay organized. 
And there's no doubt what 
David will be doing when he 
turns 11. 
"I'm going to become a 
SCOUL"  
Cub leader Charles Johnstone 
says they try to teach cubs inde- 
pendence, a sense of assurance, 
and help build confidence. 
"In beavers, the aim is just to 
cooperate together as a group," 
he said. "And in scouting there's 
a lot more independence y t.'" 
Recent activities have included 
law awareness, emergency 
preparedness, first aid, winter 
cubbing and outdoor survival. 
"Most of the program centres 
around the outdoors," says 
J'ohnstone. 
Celebrations this week include 
a parade on Wednesday starting 
at 6:30 p.m. ~om Knox United 
Church to Veritas School, where 
they'll hold s campfire and inves- 
titure of new cubs into each pack. 
Education week finale 
EDUCATION WEEK winds down with a series of events at local 
schools. 
On Wednesday there is a school band performance at7 p.m. at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Then starting at 7:30 p.m. guest speaker Tarry 
Grieve will speak on "K-12 Program: Where Have We Been and 
Where we are Going." 
Thursday features multicultural events at Uplands Elementary School 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
That night, the Skeena Jr. Secondary school band, under the direction 
of Colleen Bruce, performs at 7 p.m. at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Then 
at 7:30 p.m. at the theatre, Owen Corcoran speaks on "Reporting on 
Student Progress - ,  What Parents Want to Know." 
Friday features a science and technology open house at Thomhill 
Elementary School. At Thorn.hill Primary, there will be panel discus- 
sions and speakers throughout the school from 8:45 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 
' BRITISH C©LUMBIANS 
• TURN IDEAS INTO 
ACTION WITH HELP FROM 
PARTNERS IN 
PROGRESS 
All over the province, ideas that benefit he agriculture, 
fisheries and food industries are becoming realities with 
the help of Partners in Progress--a program of the B.C. 
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. 
By teaming up with industry or community partners, 
cooperative partner groups are achieving their goals 
of solving problems, creating new markets, expanding 
opportunities, increasing profitability and improving 
overall viability. 
Partners in Progress is helping industry and community 
partner groups by contributing funds to provide 
opportunities to put good ideas into action. 
Eligible applicants include: farmers' fishers, food 
processors, distributors, aSsociations, local businesses, 
community groups, and others who want to work 
together in partnership with B.C.'s agri'business, fisheries 
and food sectors. 
If you want to know more about this program and 
don't want to miss your opportunity to apply for 
1995/96 funding, contact your local Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food office or call the 
Ministry office in Victoria at 387-5122 and we'll send 
you an application package. 
J 
SU iO ' 
1 ROYAL BANK 
I ...... i TERRACE 
• k 
For  Your  Conver  
We Wi l l  Be  Open Late  
For  RRSP  Depos i t s  & Loans  
Monday, Feb, 27/95,5 p,m, to 8 p,m, 
Tuesday, Feb, 28/95,5 pm to 8 pm 
If Possfl)le Pie ase Book An Appointment To Avoid Waiting 
Your Dealer For... 
Power and product,v,ty for the Ionq haul 
~ FORKL IFTS  • LOADER/BACKHOES • LOADER/LAr IDSCAPERS 
- i  
CRAWLERS ~ ~ ~  
621B - i  721B 821B ' • 
. . . .  , . ,~"~,~'~ ~ ~ ] ~ L ~  W H E E L L 0 A D E R S 
UNI 'LOADER ® SKID STEERS 
[] Check out the foatures 
Powerful engines. Heavy-duty hydraulics. Bui~t.-in dura~lity. Fast cycles for I~eductMty. 
Dozens of alinements for versatility. AJl U~is and more are found In LI~ full line of Case 
c~s~ equipment, W~h the I:est.selling IoadedbackN3es, rugged crawler 
dozers, tighHurning wheel loaders, and tough excavators, you'll find a Case machine 
to suit your needs. 
[] Check out the performance 
Case equipment is engineered to slay on the job in lough conditions, Excavate, dig, grade, 
load ~ move male~al v~th preducllve, fast cydes and 0perator4rlendly controls. Change 
atlachrnents and you'll ~nd one machine can do the job of several, Backed by the Case 
warranty, our machines are built to last 
3671 H ighway 16  East ,  Ter race  
SALES • SERVICE  - PARTS 
635-2992 To l l  F ree  1 -800-663-6390 
IN  HOUSE F INANCING 
I 
) 
i 
! /  
I I  I lm i  ~ . . . . . .  
They're 
 Brazil 
bound 
TER1LACE'S Moran Brophy 
and Carmen Lacier have left 
behind their Terrace homes 
arid families to serve the poor 
" in Brazil. 
When the fight opportunity 
came up, both girls just 
dropped everything in their 
. . . . . . . .  Jives in Terrace for Brazil. 
And after months of prepara- 
tions ~ to get passports, visas, 
and many needles ~ Megan 
and ~en left the Van- 
couver airport Feb. 8 to live 
with the Catholic Order of 
Sisters in a Brazilian com. 
munity about he same size as 
Terrace. 
:They join Sister Maria 
Raposa, a Terrace girl, al- 
ready there. 
Maria is part of the Mis- 
sionaries of the Poor, a 
Diocesan order of sisters lo- 
cated in the state of Golas in 
Brazil, 
Maria is now the mother su- 
l~rior of th e mission. 
Both  Megan and Carmen 
will be working with the poor, 
especially working with chil- 
dren, teaching them English 
and other needs. 
Both Megan and Carmen at- 
tended Veritas School from 
Grade 1-7. 
Carmen last year graduated 
from Caledonia. 
After Veritas, Megan gradu- 
ated from the .O'Grady Catho- 
lic-High School in Prince 
George and later attended the 
University of Northern B.C. 
for one semester. 
The convent and residence 
where Megan and Carmen will 
live is  called Aldeia-Da-Paz, 
which means House of Peace. 
Megan and Carmen will like- 
lybe there for six months, per- 
haps longer. 
We hope in a couple of 
months to hear from them and 
Challenge 
teams get 
ready 
ORGANIZERS HERE of an 
athletic challenge between Ter- 
race and Prince Rupert already 
have half of the team needed for 
the event. 
The challenge is called a 
maraspomthon and monies 
raised go toward B.C.'s Chil- 
dren's Hospital in Vancouver. 
It involves participation i eight 
athletic endeavours over a con- 
tinuous 24-hour period. 
Six team members met last 
week for a briefing on the March 
18-19 event o be held in Prince 
Rupert. 
Prince Rupert organizer Dour 
Kydd said he's pleased with the 
response. 
"We've held this before in 
Prince Rupert for the children's 
hospital bat this is the first time 
we've ventured outside for a 
challenge between cities," Kydd 
noted. 
He said the children's hospital 
is a worthy recipient because 
while based in Vancouver, it 
serves children from all over the 
province. 
One such example took place 
here in January when a hospital 
team held an EEG clinic at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Last year there were 133 visits • 
to the hospital from Terrace and 
area children and 138 visits from 
Prince Rupert, * 
The evenls this time are cuffing, 
dancereize, aquabaskethall, hock- 
ey, bowling, indoor soccer, vol- 
leyball and basketball. 
Previous marasportathons in
Prince Rupert have featured only 
male participants but this time 
women are Included. 
Each team has 12 members and 
while they will be out collecting 
pledges, other donations are wel- 
come, said Kydd. 
One of the more venturesome 
of the eventa isdancerclze. 
It's to take place in conjunction 
with the Ladies Marine Bonsplel 
Social. 
Particlpant~ will be auctioned 
off and they'll dance non-stop for 
an hour with those who took part 
in the auction. 
Those who want more informa- 
tion can contact Steve Scott ~e's 
the city's recreation director) at 
638-4750. 
@ 
CHRYSLER 
:~oaU~e 
J eep  • 
MEGAN BROPHY and Carmen Lucier sign ~eir customs declarations at the Vancouver airport 
Feb. 8 before flying to take up missionary life in Brazil. 
find out how they're surviving 
the many insects there. 
I'm sure this will be a great 
learning experience for both. 
Best of luck, girls, from 
everyone in Terrace. 
Belle Watt (Frank) has just had 
her book of poems published. 
It's called "Pioneer Poems" 
and Belle had done a wonderful 
job on this little book. 
If anyone wants a copy, please 
phone me. 
~ "k "k,k .k 
A little reminder that Heritage 
Day celebrations take place this 
Sunday, Feb. 26 from 1:30 to 4 
p.m. at the Terrace Arena Ban- 
quet Room. 
The show features "100 Years 
of Fashion" ~ a .~tatic display of 
fashion plus a live show. 
Admission is free. Much of the 
wonderful collection of clothing 
comes from the Museum 
Society's Mamie Kerby. It's an 
event for the entire family. 
: :  HER E:)N::: T HE RE :::. , 
YVONNE MOEN 
• % 
MAC's 
lull_. # 
229 Paek.~e includes: 
• Standard dual air ba~ 
• Standard ~ide door 
impact beams 
132 lip (98kw) 2.0 litre 
16 valve engine 
5 passenger seatin~ 
• eab forwara desi~n 
• 4-wheel independent 
SuSpension 
• Power steeHnffbrakes 
• AM/FM stereo 
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FO1FI C)ATION 
O CI IIWSI,F,I{ 
This Foundation is committed to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and programs including the 
addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non.profit 
society and has applied for registration as a charity with 
Revenue Canada. 
Promote your Business 
at the 
Prince Rupert Home & Trade 
Show 
April 28, 29 & 30 
For Booth Rental information 
please call 
624-6781 
Sponsored bv the Kinsmen C lub 
& 
• 
-easy to handle, 
YOUR LO4 AL CHRYS  D_EPJ ]L 
'Prke includes freight $600 and hciory ncen ives os~gned to dealer In lieu of olher offels o~iloble from Ch~e Coracle P#.e excludes Ike~, ,egis~ation , insuran(e, and foxes. Rebate ~es  GSI Limited lime offer. 
Dode o de rnqy be ne(ess~Jy Dede nay se fo less. See d~le 1or de oils 1 995 Au omo~ bu~olfofs As~i¢i~ of Can~ 
.~  
• ~e 
q 
CHRYSLER 
Plymouth 
Jeep ~ Eagle 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Curs thr n all we'v  
Dear Sir:. 
After 10 years of being out of 
school I finally decided to go 
back and make a better life for 
myself and my daughter. 
At 15 1 was one who thought I 
was invincible and leR home 
while I thought I still knew every- 
thing. 
One day reality set in and I 
found that neither assumption 
was true. A year ago, just about 
to the day, I hit the all time low of 
my life. 
The details are unimportant but 
the realization and acknowledg- 
ment hat it was the lowest that I
wanted to go, was the turning 
point in my life, in our lives. 
The start of the climb out of my 
hole wass low,  I was unable to 
start school, at the local college, 
until September. 
This made my new start a long 
way olg I now think this was a 
blessing in disguise. It gave me a 
chance to re-build my rela- 
tionship with my daughter which 
was not so acceptable before. 
Incidentally, we had an ex- 
cellent summer and overcame all 
obstacles and now have a terrific 
relationship. 
Finally September came and I 
eagerly headed to the bus stop to 
begin a new life. The first day 
was over whelming, after all it 
was a long time since I sat at a 
desk and took notes from a 
teacher. 
It didn't lake long to settle into 
the academic schedule and 
campus life. As a matter of fact I 
rather ~ enjoyed i L I  located a 
group of good people to hang out 
with and picked out the brainy 
ones in my classes to assist me in 
times of problems. This turned 
out to be a good base, as I was 
receding good marks for the 
work I was doing. 
After overcoming a few set- 
backs in my home life, I was all 
the more determined to succeed 
in my endeavors. A dream had 
become an obsession. With the 
determination showing in my 
marks, my confidence level and 
self esteem soared to a new all 
time high. I am now doing uni- 
versity (zedit comes  which is 
also a new all time high. The 
work_is tough but I know I can do 
it 
I 've done all of  this on my own 
but I couldn't have done it all by 
myself. I had help from some 
Very special people (you know 
who you are), to them I say 
thanks a million. 
Today I made a scary dis- 
cowery. Due to the possibility of 
government cut bach I may-not 
be able to fulfill my goal of bec- 
oming a psychologist. 
• You see my schooling is paid 
for the government and I am real- 
ly scared that all of this progress I 
have made will be for naught 
I 've gone from someone who was 
ready to end my life to someon~ 
who wants to be the best she can 
be. 
Once again I didn't do it all on 
my own. I had help from the very 
government hat wants take it 
away. I f  the government does that 
then I will be right back to square 
one. 
I may still have the self esteem 
that has built over the past year, 
but how long will that last if I 
can't get a job or the education to 
get a job. 
Please help me, and the many 
that are in a similar position, to 
hang on to what will change our 
lives and the future of Canada, 
Please write or call MP Mike 
Scott and Lloyd Axworthy to 
show your support in the future of 
young Canadians. Stop cuts to ed- 
ucation. 
Niid Godfrey 
Terrace, B.C. 
SAY CHEESE[ 
4,~ dk'.. ~q~"~ ' ~  'F~"  Formerly 
L -~.  ~ ' an a g open los Pizza 
I !  p';~ I ne Old - New Place - Same Owner 
Last 5 Years 
We specialize in: Mexican (Taco), 
Cheeseburger, Tropical Hawaiian & 
New Yorker Pizzas 
PIZZA HOUSE 
635-2401 
Free defivery in Terrace & Thomhill- Discounts for Pickup 
4720 B LAZELLE AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 
FAIR AND OPEN NEGOTIATIONS 
" • . .  " 
I 
IV r  hen neg°tiati°ns begin, three negoti- 
~ l / ia f i f ig  teams will be at the table to 
• VV represent everyone's interests. There 
will be a team from the B.C. government, 
one from the federal government and one 
from the First Nation. 
These teams will identify what will be 
negotiated and could include issues uch as: 
• interests in Crown land and resources 
• economic development opportunities 
• defining self.government 
• financial compensation 
• taxation options on treaty lands 
• protection of heritage sites 
and artifacts, 
The three teams will work openly 
within this negotiating framework 
to reach an agreement-in-principle 
which outlines the broad terms of a 
proposed settlement. 
All British Columbians will have the 
opportunity to review and comment on 
the agreement-in.principle before a treaty 
is finalized, All agreements must be debated 
and ratified by the B.C. legislature. 
~LL HEEP Us 
SETrLE LAND CLAIMS.. 
WHAT POSITION WILL B.C. 
"lAKE IN THESE NEGOTIATIONS? 
B,C, will follow a clearly defined set 
of guiding principles throughout all treaty 
negotiations. 
• Negotiations must be as open and inclu- 
sive as possible. 
• Private property is not on the table. 
• Treaties must be affordable to B.C, 
= . . " - -  - : -  : i  
- .  ' -  • _ _  q 
taxpayers, 
• The federal government has 
the primary constitutional nd 
financial responsibility for 
treaties. 
' Treaties must maintain your 
access to hunting, fishing 
and recreation, 
• Fair compensation will be paid for unavoid- 
able disruption of commercial interests, 
• First Nations and local governtaent juris- 
diction must be clearly spelled out, 
• Province-wide standards of resource man- 
agement and environmental protection 
must be maintained. 
For more information about land claims call 1-800,880-1022 or write to: 
Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs 
908 Pandora Ave., Victoria, B,C. VbV 1X4 
@ 
Government ofBritish Columbia • 
Niki Godfrey Open Up Endless 
RRSP Possibilities 
Pick up our RRSP Planning Guide 
and talk to us about your options 
gankof  Montrea l  
It ~ possible 
Terrace Branch 
4666 Lakelse 638-1131 
Open extra hours for your RRSP convenience 
Saturday February 18 & 25 10 am - 2 pm 
February 27, 28 & March I 10 am - 8 pm 
DON'T MISS OUR AMAZING 
32"" FISCAL 
..... ~;;v 
SAVE LIKE NEVER BEFORE! 
Induding Fomous Brand Names Like rv'I~VTAG, G,I:, ~OFF.qT, 
SIMMONS, I.A4-BOY, $KL.4R-PEPP|IUI, 
PALLISER, KROEHLER, QUASAR, 
PANASONIC & LOTS MORE! 
FINAL 4 DAVS! SALE ENDS / 
SATURDAY, SO HURRY! v , 
4501 Lakels 
COUNTRYWIDE 
I 
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES 
SINCE 1963 
Terrace, BE 
1-800-813-11 
638-111 
~tef~d 
Owned and operated by Totem Furniture & Appliance Ltd. 
CHARGE PLAN 
, . . t :" ) 
. . . . . . . .  ,2 - . .=  . • t . ' 
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Outstanding 
Achievement 
Century 21 ® Canada 
congratulates 
JAMES DUFFY  
of Century 21 Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd., 
for outstanding achievement in the 
4th quarter of 1994. 
3227 Kalum St. 635-6361 
Joining NATIONAL REAL ESTATE 
SERVICE was the best move I could have 
ever made in my real estate career, 
Here's how NATIONAL has worked 
for me and my clients: 
• By providing a company-wide 
listing service . . . . . .  
• By producing exclusive listing 
catalogs of listings across North 
America 
• By offering HOUSE By MOUSE ~, the online colour picture list- 
ing service which people can use with their own computer 
• By providing me ~,ith various support services such as an in- 
house advertising department and printing division. 
NRSVENTURA REALTY  (1994) LTD. 
635-6142 <across f,om Safeway) 
Know the Facts, Know the Difference with.,. 
Some offices independently owned and operated. An equal opportunity emph,yer. 
If ytlu or anyone you I~uw is Interested in a career in real e~lalu, ¢ontacl a hlcal NATIONA L office, 
We'll give you the facts. 
FEATURE 
HOME 
Beauty, Warmth, Location and Value 
Quality built 4 bedroom home on Westview Drive, This 
family home features 2 baths, an L-shaped family room and 
plenty of storage. Main floor has vaulted ceilings, 
entertainment size living room with a fireplace and a vie of 
the mountains. The dining room has parquet flooring, room 
for the oversize buffet and hutch and patio door onto covered 
sundeck. Experience the joy of cooking in this oak kitchen 
with built-in dishwasher, garbarator, large pantry and 
breakfast bar, This home is situated on a meticulously 
landscaped corner lot surrounded by colourful shrubs and 
beautiful shade trees. Back yard is fenced and has a green 
house. Great Homel Prime location, Realistic price. $159,900 
MLS, 
Call John Evans or Sheila Love at Re/Max of 
Terrace for an appointment to view, 
This ,Week's 
FEATURE Ho / 
courtesy o f ' /  i s  . .... 
OF TE__  RRACE 638-1400 
I1' 
i .  
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SPECIAL  FEATURES: 
,... t ime less  e legance adorns this g rac ious  
two.story home. 
,... sweep ing  curved sta i rcase to upper  .... : 
ga l lery  creates  entry exc i tement .  
v. doub le  f rench doors open into pr ivate 
main  f loor  study. 
, t  formal  l iv ing room features round top 
w indow,  vaul ted cei l ing and f i replace.  
, , p~ l id  
~ FAMILY  
ROOM 
Ol J I ING 21 '  x 14 '2  
' R I IOM 10 '  X 14 '2  
:.'1 ~ E°Y,~ "c-~l I,o" x ,c',o " I I .... 
=_===~,.~. F-.---~-T , . ,  . , L,r,,,~ 
. . . .  ' ~-~;.~ i " "":;"~~? 
- T: :  . . . . .  I . . . . .  
,t gourmet k i tchen boasts  corner  w indows  
and sink, breakfast  bar, walk- in pantry 
and te lephone  desk. Fami ly  room beyond 
has a f i replace.  
, i  luxur ious master  suite of fers double entry 
doors, private covered deck, jetted 
whir lpool  bath with corner  w indows,  
double  vanit ies,  large walk- in c loset  and 
separate  pr ivacy room inc lud ing shower.  
L. - 
'~ -  ~"  1"> 
............ ~,~.~ 
I ~E_"~. =,,,., ~ ....... o . . . . . . .  
,'o~.L? '~ I-~=~ I B~~.'.,so,.~ 
I . .  ~ L .  . . . . .  ! :~ 
UPPER FLOOR PLAN 
• 920 sq. ft. (85,4 M ~) 
o,,I 
WEINMASTER HOME DESIGN 
L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
TOTAL 2390 sq. ft, (221.9 M =) 
WIDTH: 52 '0"  (15.8 M) 
DEPTH: 54'0"(16.4 M) 
IPLANN°" 8954 1 
House Plans Available Through 
~~]tM-BR.MART 
~qEMBER OF TIM-BR-MARTS LTD, 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
QUIET AREA HOME RANCH STYLE HOME HOBBY FARMERS DELIGHT ACREAGE HOME 
Great family home thetis 14 yeare Ranch style home nestled in 5 bedroom split - level home Spacious family home designed 
ated on 2 31Acre P for East Living featuring 5 old, 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, and rustic natural setting with a river situ , s, ropertyis . ." ' " . ' , ,  
oearooms 3 baths Tormal dmmg ,,fully finished basement. Natural view, The home has 3bedrooms-=cleared and fenced and has i . ' - =,~.h.. =,;,.,. 
area plus coumry .,.~.~,, .,,.0== igasfireplace, oak kitchen cabinets, 804 sq, ft. with one up and two several out buildings, large gardenl ba con" o" muster b'od . . . .  
i rec room qu ie t  ioca | lon  N iCe ly  , • . , . .= ~ ,vv . .  . ', ', . . . .  ' . . . .  down, Electric heat with w0odlarea, greenhouse, fruittrees, smalll nrnvid.¢= h~gfifHI vh=w nf I=noscapea wl[n garDen also rnls . . ,." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
home has quick possession. Great backup: Very comf0!table and Ibarn and ch!cken coup, Situated 101 mountains and meadows. Listed 
=home nreat nrice listed Exclusive cozy, also nas oetecnea snea.lmmutes from town. Asking l MLScallDericktoday. 
i ! i  $12~,900 c~all I~ave now ' MLS Call Derick. I $139'9°0 ML$ call Dave" ' I 
COMFORTABLE HOME I CORNER L TH M I REVENUE SUITE I LARGEFAMILYBOME 
Older home located on large corner Well built comfortable home. Near I io close to - ol d he r I 115 year old full basement family Perfect home for the large family. 7 ! scno s an spla 
school and hospital, open and Iwii'h some TLC this home has Iotsl h°me 3 bedroom up 1 down. 3 bedroom, 2 full baths on the south 
spacious, oak kitchen cabinets, 2 Iof ootential for'the arowinrt family I bathrooms, family room, also a 1 side of town. Close to the hospital 
bedrooms up, 1 down,2sundecks IEX ~ CallWanda ~ " "lbedroom basement suite wih and schools, Numerous 
large family room, greenhouse, ' LARGELOT Iprivate entrance, nicely renovations d0neto the property. 
garden area, fruit trees, Lot is Lightl! treed large 10t on quiet Ilandscaped large lot, This home Is Nicely landscaped lot, with 2 cherry 
nicely landscaped. Listed Exc. call street suitable for single family I in excellent condition. Quick and 2 apple trees. Priced to sell. 
Wanda for details, dwelling or duplex. ,Water and Ipossession. EXC Call Dave. MLS Call Wanda, 
natural gas avaiianie. Listed MLS I 
$24,500 call Lynda for details. I 
NRS PROMISE  OF  SERVICE  
1~ ~!!t '" 
Jose Venture (Owner) Dave Reynolds Derick Kennedy 
635-3908 635 .3126 635-3042 
Wanda Walberg Lynda Boyce 
798-9534 638-1073 
STAT i ••  /• L • / : ; ; i  ¸•  
OF TERRACE 638-1 
Horseshoe MLS $116,900 Bench MLS $143,500 
;197,500 " II Keith Estates MLS $93,500 
• " -  15 years I~J 
experience in 
real estate. 
635-7068 
richard evans 
I experience in 
I real estate. 
I 638-8882 
I john evans 
Kitwanga MLS $124.500 Thornhill MLS $185,000 
Pacific Heights EXC $109,500.$1t6.000 II Keith Estates MLS $173,900 
• " -  8 years 
experience in 
real estate, 
635-4773 " 
erika langer 
"" -  6 years 1 
experience in 
L real estate. 635-2697 
joyce findlay 
Horseshoe EXC $265,000 
• - : ,  
Bench MLS $185,500 
Thomheights MLS $155,900 
• :~~'~:~ Check this near new quality 3 
~-i;,; bedroom, 1,525 square feet, 
one level  home out today. 
[ Features: large eat-in kitchen, 
formal  d in ing room, l iving- 
room, fami ly  room,  2 1/2 
baths, numerous  skyl ights,  
garage, beautiful landscaping 
and R.V, pad. 
. . . . . . . .  OPEN HOUSE 
:' ' '::: "~ Satu rday, 
~ Februaw 25, 1995 
1:00 p.m.- 3:00 p.m. 
5007 McRae Crescent MLS $1991850 
I 635-3004 
I sheila love 
- 1Oyears I I  experience in 
real estate. 
635-3389 
verne ferguson 
: ,~  ; . 
::Th0:;nhill MLS $24,900 Thomhill EXC $105,000 
• "'-  2 years 
experience in 
real estate. 
635-6236 
diana wood 
Bench MLS $298,000 Thornhill MLS $84,900 
Restaurant MLS $180,000 
VERY P ICTURESQUE 
PROPERTY 
15 Acres bordering the 
Skeena and Zymacord River 
currently being used as a 
campsite. Listed at $134,000 
MLS, 
5 years 
experience in 
real estate, 
638-0047 
steve cook 
experience in 
real estate. 
638-8198 
suzanne g leason 
" ,( 
EAL E 
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Elegant fami ly  
home boasts  
many features 
Plan no. U-890 
BY M. TYNAN 
A combination stucco and 
brick exterior features a multi- 
level roof with gables, and 
arched feature windows. 
Enter into a foyer 
brightened by an overhead 
window. A half-wall provides a 
subtle separation between 
the entrance hall and the 
living room. A vaulted ceiling 
in the living room adds a 
stylish touch, as does a 
boxed-out window seat set 
into a feature window. A 
french door between the 
dining room and kitchen 
allows for  a more private 
atmosphere for entertaining. 
A "U" shaped counter in the 
kitchen provides an efficient 
working space with an open 
counter to service the 
breakfast area. A large family 
room complete with a cosy 
fireplace offers a comfortable 
area for informal gatherings. 
A deluxe bedroom area 
includes a large games room 
with a vaulted ceiling and 
• feature windows, The master 
bedroom has his and hers 
walk-in closets and a four 
piece ensuite with a raised 
swirl tub. 
i' 
An unfinished basement 
awaits your own creative 
touch. 
U-890 may be obtained for 
$440.00 for a package of five 
complete sets of working 
prints and $39.00 for each 
additional set of 'the same 
plan. Allow $15.00 extra to 
cover the cost of postage and 
handling (B.C. residents add 
applicable sales tax to plan 
total)tAil Canadian residents 
add 7% GST to plan total plus 
postage and handling), 
This is one of our new 
designs. Many innovative 
plans are now available in our 
home plan catalogue for 
$13,85 including postage 
Real Estate 
SPEAKERS BUREAU Investment  Opportuni ty  in a 
U.S. Resort  Home• 
(Fun and Sun, is an extra bonus!) 
• Ownership for Holiday or Profit! 
• 1st time offered in B.C. - By Prospectus 
, The Pointe Resort Condominiums at : 
Tapatio Cliffs 
• A"Sunbelt" Location, Phoenix Ar i zona  
• Surprisingly affordable! Ask about he :: 
"Group Buy' plan 
• You Own! We Manage! Cash Flows! 
• Full resort environment - pools, golf, tennis 
and spa! 
For al l  the detai ls  cal l  Now/ 
Jeremy Leevers 
Sussex Group 
Call collect (604)984-9711 
2996 Lonsdale Ave. 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Are you in charge of arranging speakers for your association's 
meetings. If you are, and real estate is your topic, the Northwest 
Real Estate Board has just the speaker for you. Topics range from 
buying and selling houses, investing in Real Estate, learning about 
the forms that are used in real estate transactions, arranging mort- 
gages, to how real estate is organized in B.C. 
To arrange for a speaker, call the Northwest Real 
Estate Board at 638.8491. 
Clean up on the Savings! 
SAVE UP TO 
65% 
ON WINDOW 
BLINDS 
Ver t i ca l s -  Hor i zonta ls  
• P leated  • Carouse l  
• Shades  
Complete line of 
Window Coverings 
and Ceramic ~les t and handling and 7% GST. -~1~ ~J "[ Please make all cheques, 
money orders, and Visa or The Colour Conneetzon" Des]" s 
MasterOard authorizations ~13. ! ilO Us, ..eXll 
payable to: The Terrace g~_O[~ ~ ~ _  II II~PRIIIX~ II 
Standard Plan of the Week, phone (]l~..3Ndt-~'Jl:~])~]t tax 635-1999 
13659 - 108th Avenue . . . . . . .  ~ . . ~att for an appointment Surrey, B.C., V3T 2K4. ~ ~  
- " ~ ROYAL LEPAGE S~ER ~ 
: ' ,  i ~ :~ : i ' , "  " ~'~f~'~ ' 
COSYTAREHME I F O  T~ BL B G QUEENSWAYDRIVE 
.plan, fe.aturing 3 I ~ £  bedroom trailer in I Located at 4626 Scott in the I Family home located on .B5 acres with 
~ e n t ,  nat, gas I Skeena ~ra i le r  court, nat. gas I Horseshoe and offering 3 bedrms., I 5 bedrooms, full basement, new 
~ o m s  all up:graaeo I ~ r  !ank, open living & ] Nat. gas heat, recent up-grading I renovations Inside, also new root. New 
floors, new plumbing I 'dining area.Asking $19,500. I throughout, single garage, situated I sewer system to be installed in spring, 
........... = .. . . . . . .  on landscaped 10t with sundeck, I satellite dish included. Listed at 
~ ~ . t i n g  and, underlay, storage shed, greenhouse, fencing I $129,900 MLS, 
~ u s ,  I HOUSES ON ACREAGE I and garden area. Listed $112,000 
let:.' sq ~, 4 tearoom a wasnroom 
. . . . .  usdng ~ervlce at ~luu 900, this nose 
properp/ uu un vu~-~uuP~ f . , 
or an exclusive viewing of this 
• impressive home SALE AT $92,000 MLS. 
ty j g 'sa Godlinsk Ralph Godlinski ChristelGodlinski Joe Barbosa Ric White 
635-5754 635-4950 635-4950 635,5397 635-5604 635-6508 
NEW HOME I 
il   l   .8   i  Bright modern home under construction 
 , ll ,  near Uplands School. 3 bedrooms, 2 
baths with rough.in In tuft concrete 
    i ll  i  i , b~sement. 1367 sq.fl on a largo comer 
lot. Listed MLS $179,900. 
MODERNIZED SPLIT-LEVEL 3617 COTTONWOOD ! 
Located on the 4800 block of Soucie: 2 year old home located in 
1872sq.fl.,4bedr om, 3 h , Thornhelghts. 3bedrooms, 3baths, 
skillfully renovated split-level home. double garage all on a 80x125 ft. Ioi. 
Offered for sale through the Multiple This home offers 1628 sq.fl, 2 nat.gas 
U ti Service $199,9 0, h me fireplaces, oak parquet flooring in the 
is ready for quick occupancy. Callus family room and a bay window off the 
f living room. Call today on thisl 
exclusive listing. 
i~  " 
, 
David D, Hull Bert Ljungh 
638-1327 635-5754 
, i  
35~6~ 
N 
I 
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TEMPLE STREET 
SUBDIVISION 
PHASE II 
" "  . . . . . . . . . .  I 
zo I ~ i 
13 2 !i 
I~ ~ 2 "' 
i2 Ii SOLO [ .~otO 
f' h 
/ / / /  ! " 2 
,./so~a ~o i~ow 
Call Gordie Olson 
for more 
information, 
BE READY TO 
BUILD BY 
SPRING, 
( 
I 
IMMACULATE MOBILE 
$25,0O0 MLS 
CALL SHAUNCE 
' JUST LISTED 
2 yr, old, 1311 sq. ft. full 
basement home. Rounding out 
this fine package Is 6 bedrooms 
Ilvlngroom, diningroom, oak 
kitchen, cupboards, family room, 
2 1/2 baths, I~/G heat, single 
garage, low melntenance vinyl 
aiding end 70x196 ft. lot. Asking 
$169,000 MLS. Cell Hens. 
ROSSWOOD HIDEAWAY 
Check out this weekend get- 
away properly. 24'x25' cabin 
located on park-like setting of 
8.8 seres. Cell Jim for more 
Information this property listed 
st $36,000 MLS, 
2 BEDROOM 
Mobile onan 80x120 ft, lot 
Frldge and stove Included, :. 
Presently rental unit Set up for 
pdwcy. Minutes from town. 
Asking $52,500 MLS. Call Hans. 
NEAR NEW' JUST LISTED IN TOWN 
$138,000 EXC 
CALL SHAUNCE 
DEVELOPERSI 
This 4.34 acres In town with 
subdivision possibilities makes 
It an attractive package. Call 
Shaunce for details. $115,900 
Exclusive. 
DO NOT OVERLOOKI 
A 14x70' Meadowbrook Mobile 
home on s large lot. Two 
bedrooms, 2 baths with spacious 
living room end sifting room. This 
Mobile Is well maintained and has 
been recently updated. For more 
Information call Ted @ 635.6361 
days or 635-5619 evenings. Usted 
$78500 MLS, 
$134,900 EXC 
CALL GORD 
SPECTACULAR VIEW 
Check out this 11 acre parcel 
not far from town with e 
breathtaking view of the 
mountains. Some development 
with e building site end gravel 
driveway, Must be seen to be 
appreciated, Call Sheunce fo r  
more Infomletion @ 636-6361 or 
635.5382 evenings. Listed at 
$62,600 exclusive. 
NEW MOBILE 
Bright and cheerful 2 bedroom 
mobile, modem •decor 
throughout Lots of large 
windows and skylights provide 
ample natural light Well set up 
In Pine Park close to schools 
HORSESHOE 
$t57,900 EXCLUSIVE 
CALL GORD 
NEED A SHOP OR BARN 
40'x154' fl, Quonset building 
(6160 eq.ft,) ~th 2,2,' ceilings 
(heated and Insulated), located 
on 9.1 cleared and level acres, 
city services available, Asking 
$175,000 MLS. Call Dennis 638. 
8093. • , 
ACREAGE 
18 Acres boarders on the 
Skeene River, level and cleared. 
City sewer and water available; 
Asking $112,000 MLS. Call 
Dennis 638-8093, 
E,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  and stores. Asking $64,900 MLS. SOUTHSIDE RANCHER 
^~.,=¢.z.cvd/c.Ar'u~UHl= Call Laurie for more Information ....... , ............. .. , ,  newly uonszruc[eo a oeoroom This .98 Acre lot with excellent @6356361 or 635.6382 ranche, o, i . . . .  0,,, u, , , ,  ~,., 
highway exposure and great evenings . . . . , ,  ,-.,v,, .,,.,, .,,,,,,= ,,,,, 
' - . .  ' wn|npoo| tuoi large' country access for s oommercnei kitchen ai le ' "  " • , ng garage and is 
~:t:tur~'nfoCrl~latl::aun~ak,~o r , ONLY 3LOTS LEFT covered by "1'he 6 Year Ne~t/ 
,an ~, ,= ,  ' " 74 x130 fully serviced, on paved Home ' Warranty", ! Aaklrlg 
. . . . . . . . .  " ' ' street R2 i0nlng 827 !00 on. Call $124,900 MLS, Carl Dennis 6~. 
. . . .  . . . . .  : I ; . . . . . .  "1  I l l i ' l  I I 
GREAT LITI'LE STARTER HOME 
$19,900 EXC 
CALL GORD ; 
HORSESHOE LOT 
Good level building lot In 
Horseshoe. Close to 'schools and 
perks. Asking $29,500 MLS. Call 
Dennis 638-8093, 
HOME/REVENUE SUITE "~ 
This newly renovated home has 
3 bedrooms on main floor end" 
one down end also s 2 bedroom 
suite. ~ Close to City shopping on 
e fairly quiet street Listed MLS! 
at  $134,500. Call Tedtodey @ 
635.5619 evenings or635.~161 
IN CITY ACREAGEI/ 
1.2 @rea In e developing area of I 
Kelth Estates, Uated $40,000 
ML& Cell.Ted today @ 635-6361 
days or 635-5619 evenings. 
T.i  .NQ 
Check oUt than 2 io~ In a quilt 
, area on ,Be.bench, Esch lot Is 
7s'x11~,' ,nd h .  c~w~r ~end 
asweri: to:i the i prope~,; Cell 
Shnunoe fori more!;Inbrmatibn.i 
I 
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We need to love each 
other all year long 
Hallmark is busy tallying 
unimaginable sales. 
Now why is it that we as a 
society tend to relegate our 
virtues to only one specific 
day of the calender year? 
Yesterday we expressed our 
love to our sweethearts. We 
will honor our parents on May 
7 and June 18 this year, we' l l  
be thankful on October 9th, 
and we'll be generous and 
hospitable on December 25. 
It doesn't seem right. 
In all fairness, it's wonderful 
that we set aside special days 
throughout he year to pay 
special attention to those 
things which form the fabric 
of out society. 
Here's a suggestion, how- 
ever, that will revolutionize 
our country: In addition to 
loving, and giving, and thank- 
ing, and honoring on the days 
set aside for these things, let's 
practise these virtues ALL 
YEARLONG/ 
One of peoples' most basic 
needs is the need to feel loved 
by someone, yet how many 
feel lonely and uncared for, 
even though they're sur- 
rounded by people day in and 
day out. Newborn babies, if 
they are deprived of loving hu- 
Ter race  
reun ion  
p lanned 
IF YOU know anybody from Ter- 
race now living in the lower 
mainland or on Vancouver Island, 
give them a call or write a letter. 
That's because a number of for- 
mer Terrace residents are plan- 
sing a reunion this May in Van- 
co uver. 
The idea grew out of a 25-year 
high school reunion held here last 
year, says organizer Margo 
Bates. 
"Within a short period of time 
and without any planning, we al- 
ready have more than a 150 
people interested," said Bates 
last week, "It's amazing how 
many people know other people' 
living down here." 
Bates herself is a good example. 
She's married to Russ Froese, one 
of the neww anchors for the 
Vancouver-based U.TV televi- 
sion station. He got his broadcast- 
ing start here in Terrace through 
Bates' father, Art Bates. Russ 
was in a band here called the 
Jurymen later renamed Mother 
Pig. 
"Several of the band members 
are now living in Vancouver and 
it's almost like we're back to 
where we used to be," Bates 
notes. Those interested in the 
reunion can call Bates at 604- 
299-9177 and leave a message. 
"It's 
makes a dramatic difference in 
our world. 
Jesus said that the two most 
important commandments 
were to love God and to love 
your neighbor as you love 
yourself (Matthew 22). Im- 
agine what our world would 
be like if we put these words 
into practise, 
Our penal system would be 
unnecessary. We could leave 
our doors unlocked. The resi- 
dents at Terraceview Lodge 
wouldn't have enough time to 
accommodate all their visitors, 
The Volunteer Bureau would 
have to hire more staff to keep 
up. 
Neighbors would pool their 
resources to take down fences, 
rather than putting 'them up. 
The possibilities are endless. 
A perfect world will never 
be realized this side of heaven, 
of course, but let's give it our 
best shot! 
A good place to begin is to 
recognize the year-round love 
The hot meal brought to a 
grieving family. A truck load 
of firewood for the ailing 
widow. 
Even a warm smile and 
cheerful "hello" to a com- 
plete stranger. These may 
seem trivial to some, but to the 
recipient of such acts of love, 
these small kindnesses warm 
the heart and meet a very prac- 
tical need: the need to be 
loved. 
So let's enjoy and celebrate 
special days such as 
Valentine's, but let's love one 
another the other 364 days of 
the year as well. 
The need is tremendous, but 
if we all do our part, we really 
could revolutionize our coun- 
try. So what will your part be? 
Garth Friesen is youth 
Pastoro f the Alliance Church. 
Viewpoint is a column written 
on behalf of the Terrace Min- 
isterial Association. The 
opinions are those of the. au- 
thors. 
Mui  Luc 
Rhonda's  Creat ive  Hair  
Des igns  
is pleased to announce 
Mui Luc 
has joined our staff of profession- 
al stylists. Mui brings several 
years experience with her and 
will be working full time to 
accommodate h r friends and 
clientele. 
~%~..~ ~,, 
~, ~ '  ,~'~ .~,!~j.",  Greig Avenue 
~ ~ j ~ . , ~  Terrace, B.C. 
A~~~~g~~~ 638-8787 
~ ' ~  Monday - Friday 9 am - 6 pm 
Saturday 9am - 5 pm 
Closed Sunday 
Get Head Start Qn Summer 
with 
EFFECTIVE FITNESS 
& 
~'/ Bernadine's Health & Fitness 
~1' General 
~ Conditioning ~:_ - . . _  
- -  Program ~--~:= 
Introduction to Weight Training --LL~. ~ ' f -~  
45 minutes, 3times a week - [( i 
:Saturday, March 11/95 ~ /~ 
l~l~t EFFECTIVE FITNESS ~ [ /  
4:00 p.m. .~"g~Wl_ i [ 
~'= Cost: $45.00 ~ ~ I~, 
"~ week personalized program./ ~'~-'- '~"<~ 1, 
Call Effective Fitness ,/ ~ 1 .-.--L-/ I 
635-4130 for more information ~ ~  I ],/ 
nearby.., and it's free!" 
ttelp with your taxes is probably closer than you think. 
We'Fe holding an income tax clinic in yottr area. You can choose 
fi'om a vm'iety of forms, guides, and pamphlets, or talk to us about 
your irlcorne tax situation. If you have questions about any of your 
tax papers, bring them along. We'll be happy to help. 
Location. 
Date: 
Address: 
Terrace Hours: Thursday- 11:30 am to 6:00 pm 
Feb. 23 to 25 Friday- 9:30 am to 9:00 pm 
Skeena Mall Saturday- 9:30 am to 4:00 pm 
4741 Lakelse Ave. 
L E 
/ 
SON  
SURROUND RECEIVER 
STRD715 
32" VIEW 
.FREE STAND 
KV32S1 0 
20" VIEW 
KV20M 10 
-Remote 
e.R 
SLV70O 
-Jog Shuttle -Remote 
27" VIE1 
KV27 $10 
-Stereo -Rem 
-Stand 
not include 
SONY  
HI.FI VCR 
SLV730 
-VCR Plus -Jog Shuttle 
HANDYCAM 
-12xZ CODTR82 ase 
ASK ABOUT 
OUR S.O.S. 
SERVICE 
POLICY 
SONY  
HANDYCAM 
CCDTR30 -10Xzoom -Free Case 
SKEENAMALL 
635.4948 
KEITH AVE, 
63R333 
YOUR ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE 
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3KEENA.ANGLER 
ROB BRO'~Vq 
Wl ere are bears? 
W 
E POWERED into Whldbey 
Reach. The seascape changed 
dramatically. Immense edifices, 
wet and shining under the intense 
rays of the sun, looked as if they had thrust up 
moments earlier, dripping, from the sea. 
Falls rushed down striated battlements then 
leaped into the salt water. Bruce pulled up to the 
base of a slide chute, fastened the painter to a 
rock outcrop, then we scrambled up to fill 
empty coolers with blue ice chipped from the 
base of the av'alanche. That done, we set out 
again, passing the ancient village site at Mis- 
kusa, then past waving fields of estuary grass 
before picking our way through the shallow 
sandbars of the Kitlope. We transferred the gear 
to an aluminum jet sled a short ways upriver. 
The broad flood plain of the Kitiope opened 
before us. The chiseled features of Mount 
Blanc, its upper crest edged with glacier and 
snow, stood out boldly beside the rest of the 
Kitlope Range, and a domed sky. Here was a 
sister to the gitimat River;, these were the con- 
tours of Haisla's home river before develop- 
ment. "This," shouted Bruce, "is what B.C. 
was." I nodded in agreement. 
The wreckage of a tin boat lay in shallow 
water alongside the gravel strand the Haisla 
know as the place that holds winter. A few 
miles from the river's mouth a small stream of 
clear water began to mix with the gray, glacial 
water of the Kitlope. Brace angled to starboard 
=. and ~picked .up the~trai!. The gray water turned 
green. Bruce eased back on the throttle. The 
long dark shapes of chinook salmon, large and 
unmistakable, scattered before us. "Spawners," 
I shouted. Brace navigated the turn into a long 
lake framed by precipitous rock walls: a minia- 
ture of the ocean geography we'd left an hour 
• before. "The sockeye are here," he said. They 
had to be, the shiny, black heads of seals dotted 
the outflow of the lake. We slid the jet boat onto 
the f'rst sandy beach I'd seen in the course of 
our journey, at a spot called A-Koo-U-Wa. 
Bruce called my attention to a ramshackle en- 
campment behind the camp set up for the Haisla 
Rediscovery Program., "That's Harry 
McGowan's old Camp. He's Sold it to another 
group now." According to Bruce this camp was 
a bone in the throat o the Haisla who see trophy 
hunting as lurid and vile pursuit ~ a violation 
of sacred principles. Yet there was a sporing 
scope set up on the food preparation table amid 
some hunting magaz!nes advertising trips to far- 
flung places for exotic hunting. The spotter 
came out to greet us dressed in the muddy 
c01ours of the hunt. It turned out he and his pal 
were sUanded when they slammed their boat 
into a gravel bar. Their boss knew of their 
predicament and was on his way with help. 
I listened as Bruce told the hunter and his 
buddy that heir boss had bought himself a giant 
problem along with the hunting rights to giant 
bears. The Haisla had discovered evidence of 
bear baiting. On one trip Henaaksiala Elders 
returned to their ancient home and discovered 
bear guts floating in the favoured swimming 
spot of their children. The Haisla - -  not big on 
sport at the best of times - -  were sickened at 
the sight of a hunter crouching behind a blind, 
waiting for a bear to amble down the Tezwa 
River beach to feed on spawning salmon. 
The next day was filled with thoughts of 
bears. I walked up the river the Haisla call Klas- 
su-decs, waded tim deep riffles twice, and found 
myself at Ihe edge of deep pool. The water was 
clear but it was impossible to see the bottom 
through the undulant mass of scarlet sockeye. I 
looked for bear tracks in the sand. There were 
none. This seemed an excellent spot for bear to 
fish. I looked more carefully on my way 
downstream, up side channels, at the mouths of 
small creeks, but it was on the lower floor of the 
stream - -  at the confluence of Klas-su-dees and 
the Tezwa - -  that I found spoor: black bear 
tracks, old ones at that. Bear sign is plentiful on 
au salmon streams I know, yet here, far away 
froni roads, a hundred miles from the nesrest 
city there appeared tobe very few. In two days I
didn't spot one bear ~ black or grizzled. 
On the trip out we saw no Grizzlies on an 
estuary that has all the features of the famed. 
Khutzeymateen. They were there In numbers 
0nly a short ime ago, as the Haisla can attest. 
Shortly after that trip, the provincial govem- 
ment~ at the urging of the Halsla, placed a one 
year moratorium on bear hunting in the Kltlope. 
Presumably this will give the Ministry of the 
Environment, Lands and Parks some time to an- 
alyze the situation. A year doesn't seem long 
enough. The Kitlope should be off limits to bear 
hunters until we can determine whether the 
bears there should be hunted at alL Or, at least 
until we can provide them adequate protection 
" from poachers. " 
Enough is enough 
THERE'S A limit, even for 
the Terrace Timbermen. 
Noting it had been a number 
of years since the local Old- 
timers had won a divisional 
title at their own tournament, 
dub president John Taylor ad- 
mitted, "We've been generous 
hosts." 
But at this year's 15th annual 
event the team obviously de- 
cided the time had come to put 
those impulses aside and 
revisit op spot. 
And they did it in style. 
After edging Terrace Con- 
voy 3-2 in their opener, the 
Timbermen clubbed Hazelton 
8-3 to set up the finale against 
the Smithers Old Stockers, 
also undefeated tothat point. 
And Smithers were on the 
way to maintaining that record 
until late in the game. 
With the Old Stockers up 2- 
1, the Timbermen began to ex- 
ert unrelenting pressure, con- 
trolling the play and launching 
attack after attack. 
The Smithers defence finally 
cracked ~ twice. Those two 
goals and a brilliant last 
minute save put away the 
Coho division for the Tim- 
bermen. 
It was Smithers' turn in the 
Steelhead ivision where the 
Drillers were smooth against 
the Prince Rupert Wrinkles, 
chopped down the Okies then 
undercut the Kitimat Mer- 
chants to go 3-0. 
Kitirnat got their turn in the 
Sockeye, the North Stars Mol- 
son Golden Oldies proving 
they were as long on talent as 
their name by defeating Prince 
Rupert, Smithers and Stewart 
squads to cruise to the title. 
In the past victory has meant 
some kind of keepsake for 
each player ~ medallion, T- 
shirt, etc. 
This year, however, Taylor 
said the club wanted to do 
something different. So it 
donated $500 to the Second 
Sheet of Ice Society in the 
name of the three winners. 
"It went over really well," 
Taylor said of the players' 
reaction to the idea. 
Corporate donations also al- 
lowed many players to go 
home with everything from 
new hockey sticks to helmets 
to tape. There were even four 
videos courtesy of Don 
Cherry. 
The Smithers Rubberpuekers 
earned the Most Sportsman- 
like Team award. 
WITH THE S~ithers defenceman down and out, Terrace Timbermen's #22 pulls 
the trigger on the equalizing goal on the way to a 3-2 victory and division title; 
Nat i0na ls  'm ~ ~" " ~ r ~ m l n t r o ~ g o e s "  . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  * ....... as 
Kevin Andolfatto 
KEVIN ANDOLFATrO didn't bring back any 
medals from the Junior National Swim 
Championships, but he came home a winner in 
the eyes of Blueback coach Mike Carlyle. 
With 100 per cent best times, fractionally 
missing a consolation final qualifying time and 
the title of fastest 14-year-old at the meeti the 
assessment is not surprising. 
The age range for the Juniors is 19 years and 
under and most of Andolfatto's rivals were 16- 
17 years old. The body has matured by then, 
Carlyle noted, giving the older swimmers an 
cdge in strength. 
Andolfatto's best performance atthe Victoria 
championships came in the 100m Breast where 
hc came into the meet ranked #34 with a best 
timeof 1:12.44. 
By the time the race was over, he'd lowered 
that time by more than two seconds and moved 
ep to 4/19 in Canada. 
Promise  kept  
i t 's  BCs  now'  
JP LEBREQUE kept his 
promise. 
Following a second place 
finish in the final meet before 
the zones, Lebrcqu e promised 
he would return from the 
regional showdown with the 
gold. 
Which is just what he did, 
winning an exciting match in 
overtime and booking a berth 
atthe provincials. 
Also heading for the BC 
championship will be Grog 
Buck. Ranked #4 in the pro- 
vinee, Buck had to take on Jay 
Clark in the zone final. 
Rated the province's best in 
his class, Clark beat out Buck 
but only by a 4-2 margin. 
Other strong zone per- 
formances on the boys side in- 
cluded Ajit Jaswal shaking off 
his second place finish last 
time out - his only loss of the 
season - to take top spot. 
James Bohn showed great 
improvement, losing out in a 
tough gold medal match while 
Larry McCarthy picked up a 
third place finish, 
The girls team were as lm- 
presswe as ever at the zones, 
all qualifying for the provin- 
cials. 
Michelle Genereaux and 
Jamie Striker didn't even have 
to step on to the mat to win 
gold, both taking their division 
uncontested. 
Tanya Daigneault put in an 
exceptionally strong per- 
formance, defeating her arch 
rival from Kitwanga only to 
lose the gold to a Smithers op, 
ponent she had never wrestled 
before. 
And it was the same story for 
Rosa Mlkaloff who over- 
powered her Prince Rupert 
rival only to be surprised in 
the final. 
In a tough weight class 
Kathleen Marsh acquitted her- 
self well to take bronze while 
Kary n Audet and Babal Sang- 
hera each finished fourth, 
Once again the girls couldn't 
quite tally enough Points to 
deprive Hazelton of the team 
crown at the zones. 
However, they continued ti 
impress for a squad that only 
started wresthng this season, 
The prOvinCials contefiders 
left today and hope thelt:!Mon - 
day tctu~ Wili bObrightcned 
i~ iby a: few medals~ ! : 
The faster time also allowed Andolfatto to re- 
qualify for the "Youth Nationals in May, Ca r- i 
lyle explained re, qualification was necessary  
because the required time had been lowered 
since his previous qualifying swim, Net only 
had Andolfatto broken the new mark, he did it 
with more than a second to spare. : 
He also took a chunk out of his ,persona! bes,, 
ts in both his other events, three seconds over 
the 200m Breast and four seconds in the200m 
IM. In doing so he also moved up significafitly 
in the ranklngs to #39 and #76 respectively. 
Carlyle said the meet was a good opportunity 
for Andolfa,tt0 to experience what competition 
at this level is like. As a result, he'll know 
what to expect at the Youths, he added. 
The long range plan is for Andolfatto to 
make consolations in the '96 Youths and finals 
the following year, his last of eligibility (the 
Youths age range is 16 and under), 
-, Playmaker 
THE MOST points- 18 in five games-- and least 
penalty minutes eamed:i:Clayton,: Heenanl/:the 
Playrnaker Award at a recent Atoms Housetogrna.i 
ment .in Kitimat. The Terraael Drifters!Wefel im. I 
presslVe in finishing .secondinthe !6'feam:t0~meyl i 
Houston ,taking !h?title;i?. ,: : ~-i i, 
¥ 
. . . .  II| 
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Sports 
Menu 
BASKETBALL 
Friday, February Z4 
JUNIOR 'B' BOYS zones get 
underway at Thomhill Jr. 
Secondary. 
4 p.m. -ThornhiU v George 
M. Dawson 
7 p.m. - Centennial Christian 
v Smlthers. 
Championship game goes 7 
p.m. Saturday. 
REC HOCKEY 
Tonight 
9 p.m.- Riverside Auto 
Wranglers v Timbermen 
10:30 p.m.- Okies v Convoy 
Thursday, February 23 
10:30 p.m. - All Seasons v 
Coast Inn of the West 
Saturday, February 25 
8 p.m. - Convoy v Wranglers 
9:30 p.m.-Norm's v Coast Inn 
Sunday, February 26 
9:30 p.m.-Skeena Hotel v 
Back Eddy 
11 p.m. - All Seasons v Preci- 
sion Builders 
Tuesday, February 28 
9 p.m.- All Seasons v Skeena 
10:30 p.m.- Precision 
Builders 
SOCCER 
Friday, February 24 
REGISTRATION for Youth 
Soccer at the Skeena Mall, 6- 
9 p.m. Continues Saturday 
and Sunday 10 a.m. -5 p.m. 
Saturday, February 25 
SOCCER SHOE exchange 
organized by Terrace Youth 
Soccer takes place at Skeena 
Mall I0 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
SOFTBALL 
Friday, February ~4 
TERRACE MINOR Softball 
registration begins tonight, 
5p.m. to 9p.m. Continues Sat- 
urday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and 
Sunday noon to 4 p.m. 
,,, SWIMMING 
Fridayi.February 7..4 ............ 
REGIONAL SPRINTER in 
Kitimat, continues through 
Sunday. 
X-COUNTRY SKI ING 
Saturday, March 4 
KITIMAT OPEN. For in- 
formation phone Sue Theme 
(632-7632) or Terry Brown 
(798-2227). 
NOON HOUR HOCKEY 
sessions go every Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday 11:45 
a.m.-1 p.m. Players must be 
19 years and the limit is 20 
players on first-come, first- 
serve basis. Fee is $3 but 
goalies with equipment get in 
free. 
SNOWMOBILE Association 
meets the first Tuesday of 
each month 7:30 p.m. at the 
Sandman Inn.. All snow- 
mobilers welcome. 
CONTRACT BRIDGE club 
plays the second and fourth 
Thursdays of each month at 
the Legion at 7:30 p.m. For 
more information, phone Pat 
Zaporzan at 635-2537. 
To get an event on 
Sports Menu, bring the 
details into the office at 
4647 I.,azelle Ave., 
phone Malcolm at 638- 
7283 or fax them to 638- 
8432. 
Ski updates 
Shames: 
Base at top .................. 228cm 
Base at bottom ............ 148cm 
Excellent conditions, all 18 
runs open, machine groomed 
packed powder and powder. 
For latest update on snow 
and weather conditions, 
phone 638-8SKI (from Ter- 
race) or 1-800-663-7SKL 
Onion Lake: 
All trails fully groomed in 
preparation for last 
weekend's Alcan Marathon. 
Fresh snow has made for ex-i 
cellent for good skiing. ] 
For information, phone] 
Cheryl or Terry at 798-2227. [ 
I 
PeeWees pull off double 
THE SKEENA Cellulose cial championships, to be held above) are Tyrol Armstrong, 
PeeWee Reps are Tri-City 
league champs for the second 
year in a row. 
And they took the title in 
convincing style, pounding 
home-leers Prince Rupert 13-2 
in their opener then wrapping 
it up with a comfortable 6-2 
win over Kitimat. 
Now the team is turning its 
sights on next month's provin- 
in Squamish. Darren Bentham, David 
Apart from any practicing, Boomer, J.J. Boudreau, 
that also means the players are Stavros Davourdis, Gerrit 
also having to devote time to Dempster, Brett Downie, Kiyo 
raising money to cover the Godo, Jason Humor, Craig 
cost of the trip. Hanson, Brad L'Heureux, Far- 
Last weekend it was a bottle tel Longridge, Kyle Mason, 
drive and this Saturday they'll Scott Rigler, Chris Scar- 
be seen around the downtown borough and eerie Wood. 
area for their Tag Day. .Coaches are Gerry Dempster 
Team members (pictured and Carl Boudreau. 
A road too long 
THE BACK DOOR route can 'B" 40-19, then defending the 
sometimes be just too long. lead built up in an explosive 
Thornhill made that tiring 
discovery at the Jr. 'B' Girls 
Zones held at Bulkley Valley 
Christian School. 
Sent to the 'B' side by 
Centennial Christian, Thorn- 
hill had to win three off the 
reel - -  including a rematch 
against CCS m to make the 
final. 
And then go straight back 
out on court for the final. 
Even so, the Wolverines 
stayed in the hunt until the 
final quarter. But with the 
score tied at 22, exhaustion 
second quarter to eliminate 
Hazelton 35-27. 
Which put CCS and the 
Wolverines back on court 
vying for a berth in the final. 
Centennial showed excellent 
early jump, building a 10-2 
lead only to have Thornhill 
haul back to even early in the 
second quarter. 
From there the momentum 
• swung back and forth, Thorn- 
hill opening a four point lead 
early in the fourth which was 
quickly erased by a three bas- 
ket string from CCS, 
took over and BVCS ran up ! 0 Centennial took the lead 
• unanswerec! pO'lnts, fog, th e t!tle, twice mo~e before the end but 
Thornhill had opened with a the Wolverines came through 
32226 win over'~Smiihers :iX', When i t  counted for a 30'29 
then watched local rivals 
Centennial triumph 44-41 in 
an overtime~thrillcr against 
Kitwanga. 
That brought he pair face- 
to-face in another one that was 
close until Thornhill ran into 
foul trouble late, allowing 
CCS to pull clear 28-21. 
The win sent Centennial to 
the 'A' side semi in the double 
knockout event where they 
faced Bulldey Valley. 
A see-saw game throughout, 
the tide finally turned against 
the Terrace team in the last 
five minutes, BVCS taking it 
31-24. 
Meanwhile on the 'B' side 
Thornhill had begun their 
drive, pummeling Smithers 
victory. 
"It was an excellent game 
with very few fouls," com- 
mented CCS coach Curtis 
Tuininga. 
And he sympathized with the 
uphill task Thomhill had faced 
in the final. 
Kristen Petevell0 and Alyssa 
Wyatt of Thomhill were 
named to the All-Star team as 
was Megan Henderson of 
CCS. 
Wyatt led Wolverine scorers 
with 36 u the fifth highest of 
the tourney - -  followed by 
Aeron Reid (27) and Petevello 
(24). For Centennial, Liza 
Vandevelde sank 27, Hender- 
son 20 and Andrea VanGelder 
15. 
On golden ice? 
WHEN THE puck drops for 
the Zone 7 Female Under- 
18 Hockey opener at the 
B.C. Winter Games, two 
Terrace players will be in 
the line-up. 
Kelly Pdnz, 16, a member 
of the local Kermodei Clas- 
Sics ladies team and Lindsay 
Smith, 13, a minor hockey 
PeeWee House player made 
the grade following a 28 
player tryout held in 
Kitimat. 
Smith already boasts a 
Games medal, a bronze as a 
member of the PeeWee 
team at the Northern B.C. 
Winter Games held earlier 
this month. 
The B.C. Winter Games 
get under Way in Comox 
tomorrow with 63 Terrace 
athletes c0;mpeting in bad- 
minton, wheelchair basket- 
bali, bowling, boxing, figure 
skating, hockey m male and 
female - -  karate, luge, 
ringette, alpine skiing and 
swimming. 
OT too much 
• TIlE LAST five minutes 
proved just too much for the 
Skcena Grade 8 Girls bas- 
ketball team Feb. 12 
Facing a very talented 
Hazelt0n squad, Skeena 
gave as good as they got 
through four quarters of 
regulation time, the score 
being tied at 49. 
That set up the five minute 
overtime period and 
Hazelt0n were able to put 
the game away 61-56. 
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THANK YOU 
Skenna Valley Snowmobile Association 
and 
Terrace Downtown Lion's 
thank the individuals and Businesses who 
donated to make' Snowarama 95 the best ever. 
Together we raised over $13,000. Thanks to the 
following for their help on the day of the ride: 
Ken's Marine 
Terrace Equipment 
Tim Horton's 
Cole Petroleum 
Terrace Co-op 
Safeway 
Copperside 
Overwaitea 
Shoppers Drug Mart 
Tymoschuk Agencies 
Burdett Distributors 
Bayview Fuels 
m 
Free Kellogg's ...... 
Nufr i .Grain Bar 
with purchase of 
16oz. Nabob coffee 
Your choice of Strawberry or Blueberry, 
Offer endsMarch 12, 1995" 
MO.AWK 
Mother Nature's Gas Station. 
• While quanlilios lasl at porticipeling Mohowk sletions. 
Terrace Mohawk 
4760 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6935 O/Jen 24 Hours 
I 
; , 7 ~ ~ ; ) o ~ e [ 7 } y e l , :  , 7~ . . . . .  ~ . ;,; , , • +!~!i7 t t i  
Lift Ticket 
Special (Lift Ticket 
Only) 
Come out to Shames Mountain on Sunday, Feb. 26 and take 
advantage of this great deal on lift tickets. 
Lifts run from 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Don't Miss Out. 
Shames Mountain Office 635-3773 
4545 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
t 
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'bNE OF a kind. Above left to right, skip Kathie Simpson, third Kathy Hadley, sec- 
ond Gall Sheasby and lead Jackie Munson provided host Terrace with its only 
event winner at this year's Valentines Bonspiel, edging Weir of Kitimat 7-6. 
Simpson saves day 
IT'S WHY skips get paid the hopes effectively vanished in hammer draw in the sixth 
big bucks. 
Final end, one down and 
lying one with the hammer. 
Your mission m and you have 
no choice but to accept i  - -  is 
to pull off a delicate bump on 
the opposition's econd shot 
rock to take the deuce. 
And Kathie Simpson ex- 
ecuted brilliantly to take C 
Event at the Ladies valentines 
Bonspiel 7-6. 
In doing so, Simpson, third 
Ka!hy Hadley, second Gaff 
Sheasby and lead .Iackie 
Munson, provided the crowd 
with the only hometown vic- 
tory to cheer. 
The finals had begun with 
Terrace looking in good shape 
with a team in every event. 
The D Event was the first to 
be taken away when Johanson 
~f Prince Rupert ook full ad- 
vantage of the problems being 
~xpericnced by Faye Sparks' 
::luartet, winning 7,0 in four. 
On sheet 2 Marg Skead's 
the sixth through the un- 
luckiest of circumstances. 
With Skead up 3-2 and lying 
onb, opposing skip Liz Duri of 
Smithers underthrew her 
takeout attempt leaving Skead 
to throw the guard for an al- 
most certain steal. 
But with the rock on its way 
for perfect positioning, one of 
Skead's sweepers slipped, 
aurning therock as she fell. 
That left Duri with an open 
takeout which she made this 
time for five. 
A steal of three in the next 
gave Duri an insurmountable 
cushion, Skead conceding 
after nine down 13-6. 
Terrace hopes were alive un- 
til the end in the main event 
where Kim McDougall was at- 
tempting to make it three con- 
secutive 'A' titles. 
Up 4-3 after four, 
McDougall appeared to get a 
lock on it with a trio in the 
next. But she overthrew her 
leaving Jenny McLean of 
Prince Rupert a takeout for 
three of her own. 
McLean had another chance 
for three in the ninth but 
couldn't pull it off this time to 
send the game into the last 
tied. 
There McDougall had only 
to hit with her hammer to 
make the hattrick but threw in- 
side to give McLean the win, 
9-8. 
Debbie Carruthers of Terrace 
took third in 'A' ahead of 
Karen Myer of Prince Rupert 
while Penny Brown (Rupert) 
and Kathy Gardiner (Terrace) 
filled those spots in 'B' .  
Patti Weir of Kitimat was the 
losing finalists in 'C', locals 
Sylvia Oriffith and Nancy 
Spensley taking third and 
fourth. 
And in 'D', Stephanie Weber 
of Terrace finished in  third 
ahead ofMar i lyn Wie~ig"~f 
Kitimat. - . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Muilen hits the 1000 mark 
Forty-two players have scored 
1,000 points in the NHL For all of 
them, the accomplishment is 
monumental and difficult. Add 
'improbable' to the description of 
the 42rid on the list because he 
comes from a place where's it's 
still hard to find any blue lines on 
the ice. 
Joe Mullen collected his 
1,000th point when he assisted 
on John Cullen's second-period 
goal Feb. 7 against Florida. He 
became the first American-born 
player to join the exclusive club 
and, while there may be others 
from the U.S., it's hard to imagine 
anyone else will come from Hell's 
Kitchen. That's a neighborhood in 
New York City, even if it does 
aptly describe the front of the net 
where he's spent the last 13 
seasons. 
Mullen is from Manhattan's 
west side and while kids his age 
in Canada were out on the pond, 
he was skating in the streets on 
rollers - the old four-wheeled 
kind, not the new ones with 
leather boots and shock 
absorbers. 
"1 think it's been a big part of 
my success," he reflected the 
other day on his youth before the 
ice age. "It was a way to keep 
playing hockey every day. When I 
was real young there was no ice 
hockey in New York but then at 
age 10 or 11, Emile Francis of the 
Rangers started an ice-hockey 
program for kids, but you still 
couldn't play very much." 
Mullen made the most of every 
minute he had on blades of steel 
or wheel and by the late 70s, he 
was a 30-goal scorer for the 
Boston College Eagles and the 
United States was putting 
together its hockey team for the 
Lake Placid Olympics. 
"My dad took sick at the time," 
says Joe of his father, who 
worked at Madison Square 
Garden. '1 tried to help my family 
out so when I was coming out of 
college it was either turn pro and 
make some money or go to the 
Olympics. I decided to turn pro." 
The Olympic team performed a 
miracle that Joe calls the biggest 
A_~ The Voice of  
~ T h e  Canucks 
- - "~"  by Jim Hughson 
influence on U.S. hockey, but his gave him to Pittsburgh so he 
performance inthe ensuing years could finish his career in 
has been nothing short of heroic America and he probably will. 
in itself. It's just hard to know when. 
He got his start in St. Louis but Four years, two Stanley 
made his mark in Calgary. The Cups, a serious neck injury, 
trade that sent him to the Flames and 250 points later he's still 
laid the foundation for their cup going strong. 
win in 1989 but after that season Joe will be 38at month's end 
he slumped by 40 points and at and he'll celebrate where he 
the age of 33 it seemed his 5- has every birthday of his life. In 
foot-9 frame might be worn out. Hell's Kitchen. New York, or in 
But Mullen defied the odds front of the net! i 
again. The Flames practically .-i : '  
[h,  Give me y°ur tired, y°ur P°°r, i 
Your f ractured racquets,  
Yearning to still be wor th . . .  
OOO 
in the 
SU PER+ ` BLAC K.N nGHT./. 
BADMI NTO N T RAD E-I N 
For a limited time selected Black Knight dealers 
will be offering you a trade-in for your old 
badminton racquet. Whatever it's made of - steel, 
aluminium or graphite - whatever the brand, you 
can trade it in for $40 off of the price of a brand 
new, top of the line Black Knight ZIP, GLADIATOR 
OR ULTRAFLEX badminton racquet. 
Only one trade-in is applicable per 
racquet purchased. Quantities are 
limited. This offer is applicable only to 
the Black Knight BK770 ZIP, BK870 
GLADIATOR and BK790 ULTRAFLEX 
badminton racquets. 
, 4 
An Seasons 
I~ .~ Source For Sports ~ I 
I 4555 Lakelse Ave. 635-2982 | 
~iil '¸ ,:,i--:'-: ~:, ,I~:!!~!::: :i,, i;i7 ,iiy ~,.¸ ..i!i,: ,~ii::: i!~:i~::' : : i!~: ,~il~ii! ~i!i: '~:::¸¸ :"~::~i!~ii~::':ii? " 'i :'i',:~i~i 
~-~-  ~." Terrace Minor ,'k 
McDougall Rink 
wishes to thank the fol- ] ' 
'°wingf°rtMrsupp°rtl'r~"'°~L~~°~'=~]l ~ iq',E ST ff i  ' " 
duringthe BClCAplaydozons, 11 : q, n. ilill t',l  : 
Carlyle Shepherd&Co. I ' ' i~! . . . .  II : ' CbCh  , 
RJA ForestryCtd, Magnum Road Builders ]l ,-8oo66s-.~219 - .  ,.~ o,.,.,.,-; ~~~ ' -  i0,-i,~. 1] I Terrace Minor Softball wouid iike ~ 
I TheR°SesFashi°nSTerrace Sta dad ill - • o,' ~ to invite all boys and girls ageS5 to 19 
~ to our annual registrat,on at the " 
to' "W's~cG'O~°N " " Ifyou have rnovedTerrace or h v I 11 Skeena Mall 11 
had a new baby, , , , ,  L mit er il : ' ;.': 
or are. getting "}~.  " - , ,~ , -  ~ ill 
one of Usa call at: Hudson Bay Lodge invites you to take II I 
. : : .  • : : . : : . - " " ' :  . : . .  :: :::-:".:.:./:!/:;":~::.[;;i:~?;'i~i:~~!~'~!!!!~i!~(!;;,~i~:".%. . :  :::::' :;:::::'!...i :: .: 
Elaine 635-3018 advantage of Ski Package Specials .: .... . . . .  : :. ,: .. ; ~:.:...'.,.,' '-."~:::. : .......... 
starting,as low as ii Sunday, Feb,:26:.:~:;;;'::;~::~:~:~,~,~2;i!O2am;~::5 nm:  i 
JoanKelly 638-7797635-2928 ~ ~ ~  . . . .  .: ii Fridav, ~-! Mar. 10.: :!:~, ?: ii/,:.;i~!i:;!;;~i~i~iS.'!~m;!!;::::: 9.!Dm-:!:~ l 
Francine 635-2688 * Two peop l~Ac¢omodat ionSGroup pack ges available = Satu rday' Mar;f1! ;il)i~!)i!il);il!~m::i!;!-5 : pm : : -  :" "r~~:" 4 % 4'... " ." .;+'" ~:~:4 ;4':~%' ~;:~:'~::~'~':~:;:~"~;~:~;:~'; %;~: ":': :: i 
e i l l l an  635-3044 . • : - ~ : . . . :  ~ : : :..:. ;:.,,:-":~:~:, ?~ii. :;:Gi:i:~i;;i~!~:i,~:.~i: i~'!;:;:- i:::)',.i~::i, i ,~"d~!:,:i'i~: :~  :;:!:!:~:! i. : I 
Forlnforrnation& Reservationscal,: : : Sunday, Mar.:12: ~i~!:i!iii!ii!:ii!~::6:~m:~;:i:iSi~p:~:~i = 
Your Welcome Hubson 5, y i.ooae , 
Wagon Hostesses  " ~ ~ -  ~ ' " - " 
for Terrace. B. C. feo4j 847-4581 1-800-663-5040.,,1 
:. I I !  ! !  i I  IE  i I  I I  lm IE  I I  IE  l l  I !  !1  ! !  I !  ! !  IE  EE  ]1 
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Score Board 
Terrace Timbermen Oldtimers Tournament  
Steelhead Division 
Kitimat Merchants 6 Thomhill Okles 3 
Smlthers Drillers 7 Prince Rupert Wrinkles 5 
Smithers Drillers 11 Thomhill Okles 1 
Kithnat Merchants 8 Pflnce Rupert Wrinkles 3 
Prince Rupert WfiaHes 1 Thombill Oides 7 
Smlthers Drillers 5 Kitimat Merchants 2 
Soccer sign up on weekend 
THIS WEEKEND local players have another chance to sign up 
for Terrace Youth Soccer's 1995 season. 
And those doing so will also be saving themselves a few bucks. 
Registration takes place at the Skeena Mall on Friday, 6-9 p.m., 
and Saturday, 10 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
The fee for players born 1976-1984 is $60,$45 for those born 
1985-1989. However, for those registering after Feb. 25 there 
will be a $15 late charge. 
Copies of a birth certificate, passport or baptismal certificate 
must be produced when registering. 
Anyone who still has their uniform from last year is also asked 
to return it at that time. 
For more information, phone Bey Bujtas at 635-3719. 
Players are also reminded there will be a soccer boot exchange 
Winners: Smithers Drifters 3-0 
Coho Division 
Terrace Convoy 2 
Smithers Old Stockers 5 
Smithers Old Stockers 6 
Terrace Ttmbennen 8 
Terrace Convoy 3 
: ....... i ...... on Saturday, 10 a.m.- 2 p.m. 
Clinic registration starts Friday Tensce Timbennen 3 : 
Hazdton Oldtimem "3  CALLJNG ALL potential coaches - this weekend is the time to 
Terrace Convoy , 1 sign up for a clinic scheduled for April 1-2. 
Hazdton Oldttmers i 3 The NCCP Level I Theory sessions are applicable to all sports 
Hazdton Oldtimers :, . 4 and Chris Johnson will be the guest instructor for the event. 
Smlthers Old Stockers 2 Terrace Timbenmen 
Winners: Terrace Timbermen 3-0 
Sockeye Division 
Kithnat North Stars 15 
Prince Rupert Puckaneers 3 
Smithers Rubberpuekers 2 
Stewart Oldfimers 3 
• Stewart Oldtimers 4 
Prince Rupert Puckancers L 
3 
Smithers Rubberpuckers :6 
Stewart Oldtimers 5 
Prince Rupert Puckaneers 11 
KitimatNorth Stars , 7 
Smithers Rubberpuckers 3 
Kitimat North Stars W 
Winners: IGtimat North Star Mohoa Golden Oldies 3-0 
Mon'a Recreational Divlaiort 
TEAM GP W L T GF GA]rIs 
All Seasons Lightning 33 19 9 .5 143 127 43 
Back Eddy Pub Bullies 34 18 11 5 165 138 41 
Norm'aAuto Refinishing 32 18 12 2 176 145 38 
Coast Inn of the West Blades 33 15 15 3 163 164 33 
Skeena Hotd Sharks 33 9 18 6 146 159 24 
Precision Builders Blues 33 7 21 5 155 215 19 
Oldtimor$ Division 
TEAM GP W L T ' OF GAlq'S 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 31 17 9 5 126 102 39 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 32 13 12 7 113 109 33 
Terrace Timbermen 24 13 8 3 111 79 29 
Convoy Supply 31 5 19 7 91 151 17 
February 15 
Convoy Supply 6 Terrace Timbennen 5 
Northern Motor Inn Oldes 3 Riverside Auto Wranglers 1 
To get your results on the Score Board 
' Registration is being taken by the Terrace Youth Soccer Asso- 
ciation at the Skeena Mall on Friday, 6-9 p.m., and Saturday, 10 
a.m.- 4 p.m. 
Also coming up are two soccer clinics, one for Youth Competi- 
tive referees (Apr. 8-9) and the other a Level I Technical session. 
For more information on any of the above, phone 635-3719. 
Hockey school 
plans finalized 
AUGUST MAY be a long 
way off yet, but players want- 
ing to sign up for the 8th An-  
nual Terrace Hockey School 
S'UNDAY" : :MONOAY '" TUESDAY 
FAX DROP OFF,-=., 
638-8432 4647 Lazelle ,ro.,o.s ,o=. ,o 
had best hurry. 
That's because there are only 
32 spots available in each of 
the two sessions - Aug. 14-19 
and Aug. 21-26 - which are 
open to players from five to 16 
years. 
Registration forms are now 
• out and can be obtained by 
phoning Debra Johnson at 
638-1675 between 4 p.m. and 
8 p.m. 
The cost of each session is 
$110, the last year at that 
price, says Cliff Sharpies, on 
of the organizers. 
With ice rentals et to leap 
more than a third in July, 
Sharpies aid the school would 
~:. use the financial cushion from 
subsidize this year's chool. 
However, come 1996 ¢n- 
ro l~ ~iB. have,to pay the. full 
cost. What that might-bewill 
depend on whether there are 
any further rate hikes that 
i year. 
Apart from the daily hockey 
school, there will again be an 
evening hockey league for 
which registration is $30 per 
week.  
'-i :~:D~a'dlihe i!tO' ~nake next'week'spaper 
is 4:80 pim. Friday, Dec. 30. 
LEVOLOR 
Spring '95 
' y  
: i  
~i!~ I Box 22, • IMPROVING Terrace, B.C, Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VSG 4,A2 Accepted 
HF../~/~ID I ODDS Mariorie Park Your  donation i s  
STROKE I AGAINST ' - tax deductible l 
FOUNOAI"IONOF I CANADA'S 638-1167 • 
B.C.&YUKON I #1 KILLER I 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute, Please send your 
donation to the address above, along with the name and 
address and the name and address of. the next'of-kin, for an; 
acknowledgement card, 
ROYAL ADVENT SECURITIES CORPORATION 
1400 - 400 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B.C. VSC 3G2 
Tel: (604) 240-0448 Fax: (604) 943-4093 
Wide range of investment choices including 
self-directed/discount booking RRSI', Mutual 
Funds, Life & Health Insurance tc. ( 
For your 1994 RRSP consider Mutual Funds'of '
solid track record: 
V' Trimark 
v ~ Fidelity . ~ ::- 
VTempleton . ' ! i  
V Dynamic : :: 
V' AGF Mackenzie and others 
v' Working Opportunities On Request : 
Contact: Comfor t  Osei -Tutu " I 
Sales by Prospectus 
I Tel./Fax: 635-7667 (business) 635-3917 (residence) 4626 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V7 
FEBRUARY 1995 
5 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
PALACE FEBRUARY 1995 
1 2 Terrace Big Knightsof 
747Air 3 Brothers and 4 Columbus 
Terrace Cadets Sisters Peaks Kinsmen 
Hisga'a Tribal 
Gymnastics Council.Terrace 
Parents Coalition 
for the 
Advancement 
of Education 
in Terrace 
12 
Parents Coalition 
for the 
Advancement 
of Education 
in Terrace 
6 Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
3terrace 
Minor 
Hocke~/ 
Association 
20Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
2~ Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
•Association 
19 
Parents Coalition 
for the 
Advancement 
of Education 
-. inTerface - -  
" ,  p 
26, . . . . .  
Parents Coalition 
for the 
Advancement 
of Education 
In Terrace 
7 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
14 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
21 
k 
Kermode 
Sat. A f te rnoon  Games  
Even ing  Games  
8 
Shrine 
Club #18 
Terrace 
Kitimat 
5Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
2 Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
Terrace 
Anti-Poverty 
Terrace 
Utile 
Theatre 
Terrace 
Anti-Poverty 
6 Order of 
Royal 
Purple 
Terrace 
Anti-Pover~ 
3 Protective 
Order of 
Elks #425 
Friendship Snowmobile Terrace 
Assocmhon S•°cietY .... i ......... ' '  ....... Anti'P°verty 
/ ' " 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
Doors  11:30 a.m, 
Doors  4:30 p.m. 
Thurs. ,  Fri., Sat. Late N ight  Games  Doors  9:30 p.m. 
0canadian 
Hospice 
Society 
11  Terrace Art 
Association 
Paraplegic 
Youth Soccer 
Nisga'a Tribal Terrace Figure 
C0uncil-Terrace Skating 
17Canadian 1 p" Terrace 
Paraplegic Parents For 
French Nisga'a Tribal 
Council-Terrace Terrace Figure 
Skating 
24Canadian 25 Totem Saddle Club 
Paraplegic Kinetic Club 
Nisga'a Tribal Search & 
Council-Terrace Rescue Soc. 
Games 12:45 
Games  6:15 
Games  10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
from 
LEVOLOR Blinds 
O Heritage Woods .............. 55° /o  OFF 
~ ~ i i  Crystale Pleated Shades ImJnho/ 
& Symphony Cellular Shades ..... ~lJIYO OFF  
@ Riviera 1" and 1/2" Horizontals /1~0/_ 
(with DUSTGuARD) and Verticals .... ='1'~ ZO OFF 
Your Decor 
Terrace Carpet Centre Ltd, 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy 16 W, Terrace 
635-2976 1-800-665-1657 
d "! 
# 
 t IIU' H()IJSI,  SHI)I)i)IN(; 
SAVES MONEY! 
SAVE UP TO 112 ON BRAND 
NAME MATTRESSES 
Low Cost Warehouse Operation 
No Commission Sales Staff 
No Membership Fee 
No Frills, Ho Gimmicks 
Direct Factory Purchases 
Manufactarers' Volume Discounts 
Passed on to You 
Latest Styles- Ituge Selection 
tur¢  P o ture " 
' .s.c QUA.TY I~E. ;C  
Tw,. s99. s199. 2 PIECE SET 
D~UBL~ 
2 PIECE SET 
QUEEN 
2 PIECE SET 
DELUXE HOTEL/MOTEL 
s259  s319  
s169 ,259 s319  s399 
s199  $299 *349" $459" 
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: 
Monday to Thursday 
and Saturday 
lOam- 6pm 
Friday: 
lOam. 9pro 
Sunday: Closed 
UNIT D 
Furniture Warehouse 
® 
FINANCING & 
I)EUVERY AVAILABLE 
F ne Furniture 
4730 Ke i th  Avenue • 635-4111 
:: ( 
I TERRACE:STANDARD I 
i ~ ~ ~i~ii~ii :~iii 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 RM. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is Thursday at 5 p.m. 
for all display and classified ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, Visa or 
Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have your Visa or Mastercard number 
ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS 
20 words or less 
1 insertion- $5.00 
3 insertions. $12.00 
6 insertions- $15.00 
*Additional words 15¢ each 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$9,51 per column inch 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $2.00 Mall out $5,00 
LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$10.36 per column inch 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY 
$25.53 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. 
*Additional t $9.51 per inch 
OBITUARIES 
$20.53 for 3 inches 
*Additional t $5.51 per Inch 
For regional coverage place your ad In the weekend edition of the Skeena 
Marketplace. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1, Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 24, Notices 
2,Mobile Homes 
3, For Rent 
4. Wanted to Rent 
5. For Sale Misc. 
6, Wanted Misc. 
7, For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 
9, Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11, Recreational 
Vehicles 
13. Snowmobiles 
14. Boats & Marine 
15, Machinery 
16. Farm Produce 
17 Garage Sales 
18, Business Sewices 
19. Lost & Found 
20, Pets & Livestock 
21, Help Wanted 
22, Careers 
23, Work Wanted 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
27. Announcements. 
28. Card of Thanks 
29, In Memoriam 
30, Obituaries 
31, Auction Sales 
32, Legal Notices 
33, Travel 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings 
and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that Is is against the provlnclal Human 
Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and employment when 
placing "For Rent" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classlty or reject any 
advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply Service, and 
to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertlsement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received Those 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to Send0riglnal documenis to avoid 10as. 
All claims of errors In advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 
days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the Ilablll~ of the Terrace 
Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published shall be 
limited to the amount pald by the advertiser for only ona incorrect insertion for the 
portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or omitted item only, and that 
there shall be no liability in any event graater than the amount paid for suoh advertlstng, 
1, REAL ESTATE 
ACTIVE EMU RANCH 160 acres (60 
acres hay), 4 breeder pairs, 18 juvenilles 
(capacity 7 pairs- 50 juven]tles) also herd 
of 15 Katahdin Ewes (halrsheep). Old log 
house. Electricity, phone, new complete 
water/sewer system. Some timber. 
Reason for sale- retirement Takysle 
Lake• 604-694.3789 eve. 
1402 SQ.FT. EUROPEAN $'IYL-E 
HOUSE, 3 bedrooms, very cozy. Natural 
gas, water & heat. 3628 16th Ave., 
Smithera. $137,000. For appointment call 
695.6381. 
1500 SQ.FT HOME ON BABINE Lake. 
Lots of features. $75,000. Call: 1-403- 
675-3022 
I 
1. REAL ESTATE 
3,6 ACRE PROPERTY WiTH 1150 sq,ft., 
3 bedroom home with full basement h 
Houston, B.C, Natural gas fumace, hot 
water & fireplace, 980 sq.ft, shop. Well 
kept fenced play area, yard and garden. 
Priced to sell. Phone 845-7064, 
2 BEDROOM HOME IN HORSESHOE. 
Clean and cozy with some renovations. 
new vinyl windows. Garage. $102,900. 
635-6962 
SOUTHSIDE 1/4 SECTION, 3. 
BEDROOM home, 26'x36' insulated 
workshop, barn, garage, other buildings. 
Excellent drilled well, 80 acres hay, 
fenced, no commercial timber. 1-604-694. 
3537 eves., or 695-6924 Burns Lake. 
5340 Mounta in  V is ta  Dr ive  
P r ivate  Sa le  
• ~;!~'~ :::::'i':-:: :.::.. :.': , ::: :. ~ii::~ 
~o P 'e~\t°~ :eeS\ :~'::~?~::'~:: ':  . . . . .  :~ 
' I 
Location: ............. Bench Lot Size: ................. 60'xlO0' 
Area: ................... 1050 sq, ft. Basement: .............. Full 
Heat: ................... Natural Gas Schools: ................. Uplands 
Bedrooms: .......... 3 Carport: .................. Yes 
Great family home in prestigious location. Double paved driveway, carport and 
deck. Fenced and landscaped yard with established trees. New carpets and ling 
throughout main floor. 15'x16' living room with open fireplace. Kitchen/dining room 
including fridge/freezer and stove. 3 bedrooms on main floor. Full basement 
including open fireplace. 
Tel: 635-2288 ASKING PRICE: $135r000 Tel: 635-0911 
CTI()N 
1. REAL ESTATE 
KENNEY ESTATES 
3215 Kenney Street 
o'~ 
=" LUXURY 
TOWNHOMES 
• 1,284 aq. ft. 
• Full basement  
638-1313 or  635-3658 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
ROYAL LEPAGE 
~l l l l l l l l t l l l l ! l l l l l l l l  
ASSOCIATED BROKER 
NETWORK 
• Large Lot, New Roof 
,3 + 2 bedroom • 1056 Sq. Ft. 
, Satellite Dish • N.G. Heat 
$129,900 MLS 
• 1/2 Acre Lot • 2 Bedrm 
. Light Industrial Zoning, 
Ueted MLS $47r500 
Call Lisa at Terrace Realty 
Lot - 7Oxl 31.9 
Kalum Street 
$28,600 MLS 
Lot - 10Ox183 
Beam Station Drive 
$23,900 MLS 
Light Industrial Property 
Warehouse/Office 
$270,0OO EXC 
Bench.SOLD 
5415 Mc(3onnell Crescent 
$314,OO0 MLS 
Keith Estates -ACCEPTED OFFER 
2707 Eby Street 
$124,900 MLS 
Thornhill 
Mobile home on a lot 
$58,5O0 MLS 
Acreage -River front 
Large rancher home 
$495,000 MLS 
Acreage - Lakelse Lake 
Lake Frontage 
$199,400 MLS 
ca, OLGA POWER 
635-3833 
P A4kX 
OF TERRACE 
638-1  400  
FOR SALE 
' 20 acres - 1~/(~1~,~$49,900 EXC, 
* 8.63 acres. Deep Creek $59,900 EXC 
* 2 acres + 3,000 sq. ft Custom Home 
$298,000 MLS 
* ?_J3 acre ¢~l f~ek  Street - $84,900 
MLS v -  
* 1 acre - Subdividable Plus 1,500 sq, ft. 
Custom Home Horseshoe- Offers? EXC 
* 170 acres - River Frontage World Class 
Fishing Lodge $375,000 MLS 
FOR LEASE 
* 5 Bay/Truc~ ,~L :~ lmmediate ly .  
EXC 11,.,~ , r '~-  
* 1,606 sq. ft. Prime Retail Across from the 
Skeena MallAvailable Immediately. MLS 
For professional service backed by over 20 
years experience in real estate sales, 
development, financing and construction. 
Call STEVE COOK at 
: " OF TERRACE I 
I ~d  638-1400 I 
u, 638-0047 (After Hours) 
Ask Lynda Boyce 
for the 
NATIONAL advantage 
Jose Venture, President, and the 
Staff of NRS Ventura Realty (1994) 
Ltd. is pleased to welcome Lynda 
to the sales team of NRS Venture 
Realty (1994) Ltd. Lynda, a 10 
year resident of Terrace invites her 
many friends and business asso- 
ciates to contact her on any of their 
real estate requirements. Lynda 
can be reached at NRS Venture 
Realty (1994) Ltd., across from 
Safeway, phone 635-6142. 
NRS Ventura Realty 
(1994) Ltd. 
AN INDEPENDENT MEMBER BROKER 
4650 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
635-6142 fax: 635-4628 
RE/MAX OF TERRACE 
638-1400 
WE WORK TOGETHER FOR YOU! 
Joyce Findlay Sheila Love 
635-2697 635-3004 
$148,900 MLS 
This is no ordinary home, If quality, space 
end decor are important then you'll ove this 
3 bedroom home, ~chen features new ling, 
large island with jenn.elre range, built.in 
stove and dishwasher, an abundance of 
cupboards and counter space, Patio doors 
onto 780 square foot sundeck, Large bay 
window n the llvingroon~ Natural gas 
fireplace, entertainment size family room, 
double carport, workshOP, and nicely 
landscaped yard. 
$131,900 EXC 
Horses ere welcome at this 3 stall wired 
and plumbed barn. There Is a ddln9 ring for 
training and e paddock. Also on this fenced 6 
acre parcel Is a 3 bedroom rancher with 
fireplace and patio doors onto large deck, 
Kitchen features built-in dishwasher, frldgo, 
stove and laundry hook up, Fruit trees and 
colourful shrubs complete this 
picturesque setting, 
Ti le  Terrace Standard, Wednesday,  February 22, 1995 - C5 
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1. REAL ESTATE 
Thornhlll - Commercial 
Store front + large suite 
$185,000 MLS 
Bench 
3 bdrm. rancher 
$179,500 MLS 
Bench 
3 bdrm. full bsmt. home 
$176,900 ML$ 
Bench 
6 bdrm,~2 acres 
$139,900 MLS 
KItwanga Business 
Restaurant 
$124,500 MLS 
Copper Mountain 
3 bdrm. full bsmt. home 
$105,000 EXC 
Lakelse Lake. 61 acres 
$99,000 MLS 
Copperslde 
14x70 mobile with garage 
$79,900 MLS 
Bench Park 
Residential Lots 
$36,000 - $79,000 MLS 
Thomhlll 
14x70 mobile 
$3e,900 MLS 
Thomhlll 
JUST LISTED - Mobile 
2 bdrme. 2 bathrooms 
$24,9O0 MLS 
Braun's Island 
12x68 mobile 
$23,800 MLS 
Usk Retreat 
Rlverfront Lot 
$25,000 MLS 
North of Alice Arm 
48 acres $15,000 MLS 
16 acres $10,000 MLS 
Near Alyaneh 
20 acres $10,000 MLS 
Call • 
ERIKA & DIANA 
RF/A41=X 
~ OF TERRACE 
630-1400 
"Dedicated to Your Success" 
2. MOBILE HOMES 
LAST OF THE 94'S at Boulderwoo~ 
MHP, 14'x68', fully set up, ready for 
occupancy, vendor will carry o.a.c. Call 
Gordon, 638-1182 or May to view 638- 
0800. 
FOR SALE: 1993 14X70 WINFIELD 
Mobile Home, 3 appliances. $49,000. Call 
1-604-567-2152. Vanderhoof 
1986"14X60 2 BDR. SHINGLED PEAK 
roof. Excellent condition inside and out. 
CSA approved $28,900. 1964 14x7.0 3 
bdr., front livingroom, shingled roof. 
Fride, stove. $28,000. 198214x70 h 
excellent shape, $26,500. Free delivery 
on all homes. 306-694-6282 Moose Jaw. 
WILL BUY YOUR MOBILE home for 
cash. 635-4949 
12)(60 MOBILE HOME FOR SALE with 
large built over roof. 8x20 porch, 9x10 
shed. $23,500. 638.8227 
1994 14X70 DARTHMOUTH MOBILE 
HOME with 12x20 addition, 1 bath, 2 
bdrms, skylight. Fully set up in Trailer 
Court. $68,000 obo, #103 - 3618 Larch 
Ave. 638-8777 
14X70 FULLY FURNISHED MOBILE 
home in quiet park, 4 bdr, dishwasher, 1 
1/2 bathe, extended living room, 2 fire 
places, one gas furnace, Patio, large 
addition, Reply to file #8, 4647 Lazelle 
Ave., Terrace, B,C., V8G 1S8. 
WOWll 1978 14X56 2BDRM, 1 BATH, 2 
appliances. Spacious layout, bedroom f& 
r, plenty of cupboards, beige carpets. 
Delivered to Terrace, $16,200. Phone 
403.470.8000. 
QUICK SALE 1974 14X68, 3 
BEDROOM, 1 bath, 3 appliances, very 
spacious. Newer carpet, tub surrouna, 
built-in dresser. Delivered to Terrace 
$12,800, Phone [403)-470.8000. 
3 BDRM DOUBLE WIDE FOR sale on 
large lot, 5 appliances, n/g, s.c., full 
basement. 635-3937 
I 
3. FOR RENT 
I I 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Quiet, clean, 
security' entrance, On site management. 
Downtown location, Sorry, no pete. Call 
638.7725. References required. 
COMMERCIAL SPACE FOR RENT; 12()0' 
sq.ft. Will rent partial space f~ storage, or 
Ideal for a smell business located on 
Halliwell, Nat, Gas heating, Large parklng 
ares. Phone 638.1056. Rent negotlable, 
1 ROOM AVAILABLE IN 3 bdrm; "hew 
(non smoking) home, $400/month, 
includes heat & hydro. Available Mat, 1, 
638-0514 
WE ARE LOOKING FOR "A mature, 
: !ii!/I:II i!i:i :ii :i  
3. FOR RENT 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT available 
March 1/95. No pets. 635.3409 
THORNHILL- 2 BDRM MOBILE home. 
No pets• $650 ruth. 635-4949 
LAKELSE LAKE, LARGE, MAIN floor 2 
bedrm suite with fridge and stove. 
References. Avail. March 1. $700/month 
includes utilities. Security deposit. 798- 
2524 after 6 pm. 
2 BDRM TOWNHOUSE, C/W 
Fridge/stove. Suitable for professional 
couple. Close to hospital..No pets. 
References required. Available April/95. 
635-3796 
2 BEDROOM APT. FOR RENT. Fridge, 
stove, laundry and parking facilities. 
Available March 1/95. No pets. Call 635- 
1273. 
ARE YOU FRUSTRATED with your 
search for affordable rentals in Terrace? 
Why not commute? 1 & 2 bedroom 
apartments in Kitimat. Starting from $375 
me. Security entrance. Call 635.9593 
(Terrace) or 632-4254 (Kitimat). 
4 BDRM UNIT IN 4-PLEX. References & 
depo.~t required. $725. No pets please. 
635-2932 
1 E]DRM FOR RENT FOR a gentleman. 
W~ kitchen facilities. 635-5893 
2 BDRM BASEMENT SUITE. Close to 
town and schools, Fridge & stove 
induced. $450 mth. 638-8246 
FOR SALE:1989 SPRINT. Good running 
condition, reliable,, must sell - moving. 
$2500, Ph. 638-8485 
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE. In 
private residence for working person, 635- 
2842 
TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT suit 
available March 1st. $650 plus'damage 
deposit, utilities Included, no pets & 
references required; 635-2143 
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE 
immediately in quiet residential ares. 
Working person only. 635.1553 
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED bachelor 
suite. $500 per month. All utilities 
Included. Available March 1/95. 635-4686. 
EXECUTIVE VIEW HOME, double 
garage, 3 b:lrrn, 3 fireplaces, jacuzzi, city 
view, private yard, n/g. Non.smokers, no 
pets. References. Apdl 1/95. $1,100 mth. 
635.6741 message. 
FOR RENTIMMEDIATELY  
Centrally located In attractive building. 
Warehouse or Retai! space 
in Thornhill lr, 080 sq.ft. 
Reasonable ran:Available Feb. 1st 
849-5080 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
I & 2 I~edroom Unit~ 
Quiet & Clean 
Racquetball Courts 
• No Pets • 
Call :  635-5968 
HALL FOR RENT 
KIN COMPLEX 
4119 North Sparks St. 
Terrace, BC 
We have an excellent setting for your 
reception, central location next to 
Heritage Park..We can accommodate 
20 - 100 people for weddings, meetings,. 
etc. Full bar and kitchen provided bar- 
tending available, Please call Robert 
Flnlayson at 638.1231 for viewing and 
rasevations. 
WAREHOUSE 
OFFICE 
SPACE 
FORRENT 
1,000 - 7,000 sq.ft. 
Prime in town location 
635-7171 
MT. ELIZABETH 
APARTMENTS 
Special Reduced 
O0mmuting Rates 
(O,A,C,) 
Limited Time Offer/ 
Our 'Guests' will receive: 
,Mature Adult Oriented Apartment 
Living 
,Free Cable TV (inst, incl,) 
• Free Heat, Hot Water & Heated 
Storage 
,Appliances & New Venetian Blinds 
(incl. coin laundry facilities on 
premises), " 
,References required. 
working person or student to share our 
home, Will have qutet room wlthcable 4or FOR APPOINTMENT TO VIEW: 
own privacy, One Child welcome. 10ml~. .  ,, : :  
from city centre (Bench area}. 635.7768 
+ 
, " / . - " : . . . .  "k  ~ 
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4. WANTED TO RENT 
RETIRED COUPLE FROM Albuquerque, 
N.M., USA, wants to spend summer at 
Terrace or surrounding area. Want to rent 
roomy, bright, furnished 1 -2 10din house, 
cabin, etc, June 15- Sept. 15, Can handle 
all maintenance, repair, yar~ work, etc. 
Will provide references. Wr~te to T. Krein, 
6103 Custa, Albuquerque, N. Mexico, 
USA, 87120 or call 505-899-8312. 
EMPLOYED COUPLE, NO CHILDREN, 
non smokers, exceptional tenants I~oking . 
for •long term lease in or close to town, 
Ideally an older 2-3 bedroom house with 
rarge lot suitable for gardening, We have 
excellent local references and are 
prepared to wait for the right situation. 
Phone 638-0010 and leave a message. 
SMALL FAMILY NEW TO Terrace, 
working in local financial institution, 
looking for a 3 bdrm house to rent in town. 
Feb. or March. 635.7117 
FAMILY OF 5 LOOKING for 3-4 bedroom 
house preferrably in town. References 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 
HORDHEIMEFI UPRIGHT PIAN'O, 70 
old, mahogany with ivory keys. Ven/good 
condition. Asking $2000 obo. 635.6862 
afternoon & evenings. 
FILTER QUEEN VACUUM cleaner with 
all att,, only 5 yrs old. $350 obo, 635-3263 
evenings, 
5000 FT. OF USED WOODEN fence. 
• 635-6275 
NEW GE FROST FREE fridge, full 
warranty applies, asking $725 obo. 638. 
0560 
6. WANTED MISC. 
LOOKING FOR OLD 4" cedar siding. 635-, 
~13 
WANTED: WOULD PAY 20¢ each for 
good used Archie comics. Phone eves. 
635-3823 
WANTED TO BUY: Copper, aluminum, 
rads, brass, good prices paid. 1-604-692- 
3281.. 
available. Call 635-6467. . 
5. FOR SALE MISC, 8. CARS FOR SALE 
BIRCH FLOORING, TONGUE and 1990 VOLVO STATION WAGON. 
groove 4 sides, 3/4 in. thick, 12 in. and Loaded. Includes leather seats; four 
longer., Rustic grade $3,10 per sq. ft. mounted summer-winter tires, Rear 
Clear grade $4.15 per sq. ft. Francois. mounted child's seat. 115,000 kin. 
Lake Woodworking, 1-695-6616. $15,500. Serious enquiries only. Call 845- 
7220. 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale. Trades 
welcome. Buy and sell. Bill's Guitar Shop, 1980 FORD T-BIRD. G.R.C. Needs 
632-4102. Call today. Fax 639-9879 muffler, $500.798.2428 after 6 pm. 
1990 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC 
Brougham, 51.]305 old, 4 spd, o/d, a/t, a/c, 
tilt, cruise, pdl, pw, p/seat, prem. sound 
system, leather, wire spoke wheel covers, 
69,000 mi. Beautiful, private, no gst, 
$13,900 obo. 635-0878 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale. Trades 
welcome. Now dealing in Ovation and 
Takamine. Bill's Guitar Shop. 632-4102 
Call today. Fax 639-9879. 
FREEI FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, roses 
and perennial catalogue. Quality plants, 
reasonably priced,.We ship anywhere h 
Canada. Boughen Nurseries, Valley 
River, MB, R0L 280. Phone (204) 638. 
7618. 
AVOID ILLEGAL TAXESI Original Hart 
System shows how legallyl 46 years h 
operation. 2 book set. For more 
information call or write (204) 637-2138, 
Aasland, 10 Thackery, Winnipeg, R3K 
0H1. 
FOR MULTI PURPOSE UTILITY bldings, 
garages, jeey shacks, greenhouses, see 
Bakker's Modular Structures. We do it 
right the first time fora reasonable price. 
1988 TOYOTA TERCEL, 5 SPD, 
hatchback. New tires, muffler, rear 
brakes. Excellent economy. $4200. 632- 
5352 
1987 HYUNDAI PONY CX 1600, 5 speed, 
very low ~,  4 door, am/fro stereo 
cassette, Excellent condition. Navy blue. 
$2600 obo. Call 635.1549 or 635-9341. 
1989 HONDA ACCORD, 4 DOOR, 5 
speed, cruise, cassette, extra clean. 
• Excellent condition. Super carl $8995, 
Call 638-8171 dlr# 9662, 
1991 HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK, 
automatic, cassette, $6995. Call 638. 
Phone Dirk 638-1768, evenings, . ;::- 8171-d!r# 966,2. : .. ,,, . ,,. 
StNGER- SEWING - MAC~tNE, sac, . 1987 ~IISSAN., ~ENTRA ,~ 4 00(~ 
School budget cuts,- offer new.. unsoli:l, ~,speed,.~299~ ~Cal 638.~71 d r# 96~ 
Singer machines to public & must 
sold...Modern singer, heavy duty, drop h 
bobbin. Sews all fabric, vinyl, canvas, 
cotton, silk, leather. Singers great value 
$299. 25 year warranty. We ship 
anywhere, only $9 from our warehouse. 3 
spool sergers $399, 4 spool sergers $499. 
Phone 403-986-3018. Visa, M.C., cheque 
or C.O.D. Leduc Sewing Center "Singer" 
(Leeds) Box 5385, Leduc, AB, T9E 6L7. 
TRAP LINE NEAR ISKUT in beautiful 
valley, includes 3 cabins. Phone 787- 
7858 in Fort St. John. 
BIRCH FLOORING TONGUE and 
groove, 4 sides, 3/4 in thick, 12 in longer. 
Rustic grade $,3.10 per sq.ft. Clear grade 
$4.15 per sq.ft. Francois lake 
Woodworking, 1-695-6616 
486 - 33 MHZ PACKARD BELL, with 12 
mb- ram, 210 mb-hdd, SVGA, 14.4 fax 
modem, sound blaster 16, 2xcd-mm, 
video-driver, cannon 200 E.B.J. $1000 of 
software, 6 months old, $3300. 639-9704 
MT. LAY-ION HOTSPRINGB. Hay $3 per 
bale, potatoes, Yukon gold, Sitiinda, 
banana potatoes, herbiside & pesticide 
free. 798-2214 
500 GAL WOOD FIRED HOT water 
boiler. 1-604-694-3376. 
FOR SALE PELLET STOVES. Variety of 
sizes for inquiries 638-1221 or 635-6904 
Nelson Rd New Remo. 
ATCO 
CAMP TRAILERS 
SLEEPERS & WASHCARS 
BARGAIN PRICED 
OPEN TO OFFERS 
FOR MORE INFO CALL 
Ke i th  a t  
604-561-22SS 
1988" MERCURY' TOPAZ, 4 [~OOR, 
automatic, Wc, $4495. Call 638-8171 dlr# 
9662. 
1992 GEO TRACKER. LOW MILES, e.c. 
$10,000. 635-9040 
1990 TEMPO 4 DOOR AUTOMATIC 
trans. Air, am/fro stereo, new front end. 
Good condition. Asking $5900. Call 635- 
6995. 
1986 GMC 1/2 TON 4X4, 350 standard, 
propane, g~d condition. $5000. 1979 
Security 11' camper, sleeps 6. Self- 
contained, $2500. 1979 F-150 4x4, 351 4 
spd, extra tires, rims. $2000. 1-604-692- 
7843 
1990 CAVALIER, V6, 5 SPEED, 63,000 
kms, am//m cassette, white with sunroof, 
has been parked last 3 winters. $7000. 
847-9554 or 847-9803. 
1990 EAGLE TALON 5 SPEED. Red, 
70,000 kin's, $11,995. Call 638.8171 dlr# 
9662. 
1991 HONDA CIVIC DX. 5 Speed, 
cassette. Factory warranty until Oct. ~.  
$9995, Call1638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
1989 USED 4 DOOR SEDAN. Clutch 
slipping, brakes gone soon etc....why 
take a chance? Buy a new 4 door CMc 
Sedan from $13,995 or lease $259 
per/too o.a.c. Call 638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 
1977 FORD F350 1 -TON RANGER XLT, 
460 cid, a/t, Iwb(140"), pe, pb, a/c, slider, 
10x16.5 8-ply tires, 100,000 mi., $2000, 
recent receipts, Very good condition, 
private, no gst, $4495.00 obo, 635.0878 
1992 FORD XLT 1/2 TON.4X4, like new 
condition. Fully loaded, Less than 20,000 
miles. Asking $19,900, Phone 847-2218 
Doug. 
91 GMC SONOMA 5 SPEED, GREY, 
good condition, 96,000 kin. $6000 obe. 
Ask for Pete, 638-8505 or 835-7800. 
CARDBOARD 
BOXES FOR 
SALE 
$2.50 for a bundle of 5 boxes 
TERRACE 
STANDARD 
4647 Lazel le Avenue, Terrace 
Call 6 3 8 " 7 2 8 3  
CTION 
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 
81 GMC SHORT BOX step side 4x4 350 
V8 auto, new rubber. $3500, Call 638- 
8619 
1984 FORD LTD. 6 PASSENGER, 4 
'dcor, automatic, a/c, cassette, excellent 
condition, Only $2995. Call 638.8171 dlr# 
9662, 
1989 GMC 4X4, V-6, 5 SPEED. $10,495, 
CALL 638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
1989 TOYOTA PICK-UP, LONGBOX, 
canopy, excellent condition. Only $6995. 
Call 638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
1991 CHEW $10 EXTENDED CAB, v-6, 
5 speed. $10,495. Call 638-8171 dlr# 
9662, 
1989 CHEVY 3/4 TON 4X4, V-8, standard 
, transmission. Extra clean~ $11,995, Ca~l 
/ 638-8171 dlr# 9562, 
~1993 MAZDA B22.00 EXTENDED CAB, 
~,utomatic, cassette, still has 4 
Y6~r/60,000 km warranty, $12,995. Call 
-8171 dlr# 9662. 
1989 FORD 4X4 250 5 speed, air 
con~itioning, $7500. Call 635-7734. 
19889 GiG SIERRA WRANGLER 1500, 
4,3L IV6, new tires PS, PB, auto trans, 
bedlinbr, running boards, 43,000 kms (like 
\ , 
new co0dition} $9500,638-0046, 
1992 TOYOTA SR5 4X4 EXTENDED 
CAB. Fu~ load, extras, 50,000 kin, 3 year 
unlimited I~ warranty, $22,995. Call 638- 
8171 dlr# 9662. 
1989 TOYOTA LONG-BOX, CANOPY, 
standard 2 ~.  Clean, $6995. Call 638- 
8171 dlr# 9662. 
1993 MAZDA"~}2200 EXTENDED CAB, 2 
wd, auto, 20,0,00 km's. Rear bench, 4 
years left on warranty. Only $12,995. Call 
638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
1989 FORD F250 4X4 8 CYL 120,000 
kin, one owner, maintenance records. 
10ft. fiat deck 4 ft. hight sides. Comes 
with regular box also. $9500. 842-6477 
11. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
1978 KUSTOM COACH.TRAVEL trailer. 
Fully equipped, Good condition. Excellent 
loggers special. $4600 fir~. 635-2579 
1986 8' VALLEY CAMPE@ IN excellent 
condition. Hydraulic jacks, 3~way fddge, 4 
burner stove/oven. Must ~ee. Asking 
$4600 obo, 1-604-692-3438. ',
!'1978: VANGUARD CLASS (~DELUXE, 
tow "rn~eag~i""CMO. 400, full 'fibreglass 
'ioof, excellent condition, toilet, bath, 
shower;, ~large. fddge; forced, air, furnace, 
bunk beds, sleeps 6 double glazed 
windows, great for summer or winter. 
$14,O00. 847-4850 
13. SNOWMOBILES 
WANTED SNOWMOBILERS FOR A 
snowmobile poker ride. $5000 in prizes. 
Feb.26, in Burns Lake, For more 
information call John after 6 pro. 1-604- 
692-3417. 
1988 INDY SPORT SNOWMOBILE, 
Phone 624-5824. 
14. BOATS & MARINE 
CUSTOM MADE BOAT TOPS and 
frames made and installed. Boat railings, 
boat seats, etc. Satellite, vinyl and fabric. 
4520 Johns Rd, Terrace, B.C. 635-4348 
15. MACHINERY 
9 LOADERS, BUCKET OR GRAPPLE, 6 
excavators, all sizes, 8 backhoes, 4x4 
and 2)(4 single axle dumps. Single axle 
water trucks. 6 motor homes, 21 ton tilt 
trailers, new and used. 8 compactors, 5 
service trucks. Tandem Axle water tanker, 
3 Tandem belly dumps, Gravel pups. 6 
Lowbeds. Call Vic. 604-493-6791, 
120G CAT GRADER C/W WING/dozer 
and new chains, clean/good shape 
$32,00 or will trade for gravel truck of 
equal amount. 996.8147 Fort St. James. 
SNOWBLOWER • 3 POINT BLOWERS 
right or left. Requires 30 hsp. $600 + get. 
Cummins Ranch, S. Hazelton. 842-5316 
BACKHOE WANTED. J,D, 450 OR 510, 
$15,000 range. 1-604-692-3826. 
1979 CAT 966C NEW 23.5X25 rubber 
rebuilt engine, Weldco Grapple Forestry, 
guardir~g & lighting pa.ckage, Call Mark 
635-1447, 
I 
15. MACHINERY 
P.9 PACIFIC 1973, NEWRUBBER, 1100 
hrs on rebuilt motor, Rear end work 
orders available, 1970 Cdumbia log 
trailer also. 50% rubber, new paint, 
certified ready to work, $27,500 obo. 847- 
8302 evenings, 
2.6 CYL, DUETZ, STANFORD GEN,, 
110-220 single-phase 50 kva each. Will 
be sold as a set, #1 has 450 hrs., #2 has 
3500. Includes panels and shed. Phone 
(604) 638-5822 offers. 
16. FARM PRODUCE 
HAY FOR SALE. Large round bales 
appmx, 1500 Ibs. Alphalfa grass $65. 
Clover grass $55 (no rain), Buy now and 
save. 690.7431 
HAY FOR SALE. Good quality. No rain. 
$3.50 per bale, Delivery available. 635- 
.3380 
TIRED OF FREEZING your beans off?l 
Grow your whole garden in a greenhouse 
and double your yield, Several types and 
sizes to choose from. 4 • 6 weeks 
delivery. 1-604-694-3376 
BRIGHT GREEN SQUARE ba~ed hay, 90 
Ib bales, $4 a bale. 847-9744 Timothy 
Alsike or Wally Storey. 
18, BUSINESS SERVICES 
UNCONTESTED DIVORCE SERVICE, 
resumes, typing. Call C.J. Secretarial, 
638-8006. 
STAMP HAMMERS MADE TO order 
w~in 72 hours. $80 plus delivery chgs. 
Ph. 1-604-842-2143. 
LOOKING FOR PEOPLE OR companies 
interested in forming a Siliviculture 
Contractors Association for Terrace. 
, Contact 635-2190, 
'WE TEACH SKIN CARE, Results- 
oriented products. Dermatolig~st tested. 
Mary-Kay has a skin care system for you, 
Call today for a free consultation, iirja 
Ultie, independant Mark Kay beauty 
consultant, 635-9341. 
DR r'I'OP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning, 
SERVING TERRACE 
& KITIMAT 
Roofing and Siding 
Installation and Repairs 
Call Steve 638-0838 
One of the "Fastest Growing" 
top "10" Businesses to Enter: 
THE WATER 
TREATMENT INDUSTRY 
95% oJ Canadia.s are coRcerlled with 
the quality of their drinking water. 
World's Largest Manufacturer 
of Residential Water Treatment 
Equipment 
• Exclusive Product Line 
• Exclusive Territory 
• Complete Training & 
Support Available 
CALL ECOWATER 
(604) 765-4401 
Small Investment Required 
AUTO CHOICE 
MECHANICAL 
Transmissions, Diesels, 
Electrical and General Automotive 
3253 Kofoed  Drive 
Terrace,  B,C. V8G 3P8 
BILL KAWINSKY 
Ph, 635-6488 
i 
Deal On A Business level 
I am specifically trained to serve the Business 
Community. If you need one car or a whole 
fleet I can find the vehicles to suit your needs. 
[~i l  I~  I I ; !  :1 
Norm Flann 
RR.~.4_q41 comr,=i= ~F,e~ phone 
Co.ord lnatot  
1.800-8MCEWAN [1.8G0.862-3926) 
Mcl wan I &ll 
SALES & SERVICE Terrace m .= 
Hwy. 16 West Terrace 'i 
DS 
18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
COMPUTER TUTOR, PRIVATE in-home 
instruction for adults or children. Call 638- 
1585 for more information. 
19. LOST & FOUND 
LOST - FROM KLEANZA subdivision 
FEE). 1 male coyote/shepher(J cross. 
Brown with black mask. Reward. 635- 
2943 
LOST BLACK, PURPLE BACK PACK at 
Mills Memorial Hospital on Feb. 9/95 at 
7:30 p.m. No value except to owner. 
Reward of $200.00. No questions asked, 
638-1248, 
FOUND: GOLD CHAIN with heart 
pendant, heart has little diamonds around 
it, To claim call 635.3460. 
LOST: A SET OF G.M keys with remote 
lock control. 635-7322 
FOUND: A LARGE AND very friendly 
black and white neutered malecat Found 
on Centeninial Dr,, 5 miles north of 
Terrace, Call 635-5382. 
20, PETS & LIVESTOCK 
DOG AND CAT GROOMING. 635.3772 
BABY LOVEBIRDS - $25 AND UP. Male 
red factor canaries-$55 each. Purebred 
Rottweiler pups, German bloodlines, 
ready the end of January. Serious 
inquiries only - approved homes. Phone 
,daytime 9:00-5:00, 635-6770 ask for 
Jeanette. Evenings affer 5:30, 638-1246. 
Angus yearling bulls. Giddings Bros., Box 
83, Telkwa, BC, V0J 2X0. 646-5628 
bulls for sale. Call 646-5494. 
puppies. Shots , wormed & tattooed. 
Ready ~arch 25. Deposit will hold. Also 9 
too, old Sable, female, show breading 
quality. $350 & $750. 635-3326 Terrace, 
LIMOUBIN CATrLE FOR SALE, Bulls, 
yearlings and 2 yr. olds. Heifers and 
cows. Kerr's Limousin. 846-5392 
CKC REGISTERED WITH tattoo I.D, - 
Norwegian Elk Hounds providing 
protective outdoors companionship. 
Puppies include initial immunization and 
parasite control available at $400, March 
1. 846-5526 
FOR SALE: SMALL MIXED male dog 1 
1]2 ~t~ hi(J, b'lacl~'in C~Je'ur. 6~5"5174. 
: ~ 4713 Park Ave. • . . . . . . . . . . .  
FOR SALE: 2 YEAR OLD purebred and 
fullblood Umousln Bulls• Quiet 
dispositions, Halter broke and semen 
tested, Phone 847-9518, Blackett and 
Assoc. Umousins. 
PUREBRED GREAT DANE pups ready to 
go in Feb. 639-9323, 
21, HELP WANTED 
EARN UP TO $20/HR if you are a 
certified mechanic with your own tools. 
Must be able townrk on mostmakas and 
models Alignment exhaust and brake 
work experience a must. Submit resume 
to Kitimat Husky Service, 804 Lahakas 
Blvd., Kitimat, V8C 2H9, 632-5559 
WANT TO WORK? Full time or part time 
positions available with electrolux 
Canada, Phone 635-3066 
21. HELP WANTED 
MEDIUM SIZED HEAVY EQUIPMENT ~' 
repair company requires heavy duty 
mechanics for general repair as well as 
engine overhaul. Applicants should have ! 
iourneyman heavy d~ mechanic ?: 
cetificate. Preference willbe given to ~- 
applicants with Caterpillar repair ,~;~ 
experience. Positions available for diesel 
engine repair in Prince George. All i 
applicants confidential. Please send 
resume to: Pollard Equipment Ltd,, 8901 ~i 
Penn Road, Prince George, B,C. V2L ,. 
2K8. Attn: AI Jeffery, 
SEEKING SALES PERSONS for new 
homebased business opportunity. Proven 
to be reliably profitable, 1-800-900-1050 
anytime 
f "  Sherman GM ~ 
Prince Rupert is looking for a 
JOURNEYMAN 
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC 
624-9171.  
Or apply with resume in 
~erson  to Sherman GM. A 
"; t,r~xzxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxzx:~: 
1 Looking for k: 
] Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Support 51 
] Program can he!p you make ~ 
' ~ the right choice foryourcht',d. ~ 
| For nformation on chooslna )i 
]care and available options; call I: 
Coco at 638-1113, ~ 
I A,ree se o. ,,e To.r=e 
] Women's Resource Centre and funded ~ 
/ by the Minislry of Women'e Equality. ~ 
=xx.xx_.xx~xxxxxxxxxx:l:xxtJ. 
EARN EXTRA INCOME 
as the 
RESIDENT MANAGER 
of a mid-size apartment 
building in Terrace. 
Bookkeeping, Sales & Maintenance 
Skills an asset. 
Send resume with references to: 
Majestic Management (1981 Ltd.) 
800-299 Vi.ctoria St. :~ 
Prince George, B.C. V21' 5813 
Fax', (604) 563-8033 
O 
Now taking applications for 
Part & Full-time 
Position, 
Position requires good communication 
skills in dealing with the public. 
Involves day shift, evening shift and 
weekends. Experience preferred. 
Apply in person to the manager, 
between 3 and 5 pm at 4532 Lakesle 
Ave, 
AD ASSISTANT WANTED 
The Terrace Standard is looking for a different type of person 
for a different kind of job. We're re-arranging our composition and 
sales areas to bring ad makeup people closer in contact with sales 
representatives. We're calling the new position an ad assistant. 
That means the person will be working with two sales representa- 
tives to produce ads for their clients, Ability to produce "spec' ads 
is essential, This position requires a person who has creative ini- 
tiative, can work co-operatively with others and can also assume a 
great deal of personal responsibility. This person must have a 
knowledge of Multi.Ad, Pagemaker or Quark Express and be 
familiar with the Macintosh computer system. This position pays a 
base salary plus commission. The Terrace Standard offers a profit 
sharing plan and has a comprehensive benefits package. 
Please send resumes to: 
Production Manager, 
The Terrace Standard, S T A N D A R D  
4647 kazel le  Ave,, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Our fax number is 604--638-8432. 
u 
'Ksan has an immediate opening for 
GENERAL MANAGER 
The 'Ksan Associat ion is seeking a highly motivated person 
to oversee the daily operat ions of the 'Ksan Indian V i l lage 
scenical ly located at the junction of the 
Skeena and Bulkley rivers in Hazelton, B,C, 
Must meet the following criteria: 
. Business Administration Degree or Diploma with 3 -5  years 
business exper ience 
• 2 -3  years demonstrated management/superv isory 
exper ience 
• Excel lent Interpersonal Communicat ion Skills 
• Sound knowledge of cultural art & buying practices 
• Knowledge of Gitksan Culture an asset 
• Demonstrated Financial Management  background 
Salary will be commensurate  with exper ience 
P lease send applications to: 
'Ksan Association, Box 326, Hazelton, B,C., V0J  1YO, 
FAX', 842-6533 Attention: Personnel  Committee 
Deadl ine for applications'. March 10, 1995. . . . . .  : -  
i , 
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I CTION ADS 
ACCOUNTANT 
Thornhill Motors Ltd. is currently seeking applications 
for the position of Automotive Accountant. Applicant must 
have no less than 4 years experience. Duties include, 
accounts payable, accounts receivable and payroll. 
Must be able to prepare a complete set of financial 
statements. 
Applicant must have experience in the use of computers. 
Automotive Accounting will be a definite asset. 
Forward Resume to: 
Manager 
Thornhill Motors Ltd.' 
3026 Highway 16 East 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3N5 
Phone: 635-7286 
CHEMISTRY INSTRUCTOR 
Prince Rupert 
Northwest Community College in Prince Rupert is anticipating a 
temporary position instructing first year university Chemistry 
lectures and labs. This position is expected to be minimum of 50% 
from August 1, 1995 to April 30, 1996, The salary will be in 
accordance with the Collective Agreement between the College 
and C.U.EE Northwest Community College is an equal 
opportunity and affirmative action employer. 
A minimum of a Master's degree in Chemistry or a related field is 
essential and prefer teaching experience at the post-secondary 
level. 
For further information, please contact "13rso Morales, Associate 
Academic Head, at 624-6054. We thank all applicants for their 
interest, however, only those selected for an interview will be 
contacted. Resumes should be submitted by March 10, 1995 to: 
Competition 95,001 C 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
SLOCAN GROUP - PLATEAU D IV IS ION 
CERTIFIED WELDER 
Plateau Forest Products is an Innovative forest products 
company located at Engen, B.C. just 20 km wes~ o.f~. 
Vandrhoof, B.C. • . . . . . . . . .  
Predominately an ,SPF  facility, Plateau is one of the 
largest producing dimension mills in the province. 
We are presently looking for a Welder: 
• must possess "Certified A Ticket" 
• preferred sawmill experience 
• PWP #7 pressure qualification 
• good communication skills 
Shift: • graveyard 
Please submit  your resume no later than March 1, 1995 to: 
• ~ Attention: Maintenance Superintendent 
Slocan Group - Plateau Division 
P.O. Box 2000 
~LOCAN 
SOL'l" Vanderhoof, B.C. V0J 3A0 
PROJECT COORDINATOR 
In a projectdesigned to improve access of people with disabilities to 
business, community, and government services, and make these organiza- 
tions and the general public aware of access barriers experienced by people 
with disabilities, the Accessible T rrace Committee is seeking applications 
for a Project Coordinator. The successful applicant will be familiar with 
access issues from a cross disability perspective. 
The project goals include development of a model to promote awareness 
around access related issues for other communities a well as a published 
Resource Directory of services in Terrace identifying the accessibility of
those services. Individuals with disabilities will be encourage topartici- 
pate to ensure project success and the Coordinator will be responsible for 
coordination of research team. 
Qualifications include: 
' Coordination ability and orgenizaii0nal skills 
• Good oral and written skills, including public speaking ability 
• Computer skills 
• Strong interpersonal skills 
• Ability to work independently and within a team 
Accessible Terraccoffcrs equal opportunity employment i  a flexible part- 
time position, to average 25 hot~rs per week for 20 weeks to start March 6, 
Resumes with covering letter to Canada Employment by I pm Feb, 24 
r 
INTERCONNECT 
OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us to see if we may be of 
ass istance to you. 
Phone 635-7995 
k 
BTS Northern  Inter ior  Fastfrate 
BTS/NIF has an opening for an area 
SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
preferably based out of Terrace or Prince Rupert, Experience in the 
transportation industry and good communication skills an asset. A 
reliable vehicle is necessary, some travel is required. Full benefits 
package offered, This is a great career opportunity within a 
growing company f;r a self motivated individual who works well in 
a team atmosphere. 
Send resume by March 3 to:  
Gerry Bell 
1633 1st Ave, Prince George, B.C,, V2L 2Y8. 
VEHICLE DETAILER 
Thornhill Motors in Terrace is currently seeking 
applications for the position of vehicle detailer. 
The successful.applicant must have a valid B.C. 
Driver's Licence. Preference will be given to 
applicants with related experience. 
We offer full company benefits and an hourly 
wage which will commensurate with experience. 
Forward Resume to: 
Sales Manager, Thornhill Motors 
3040 Hwy. 16 East, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3N5 
~3 
Pharmacy Manager 
Join B.C.'s leader in supermarket 
pharmacy operations inPrince George... 
...and iscover some of the progressive concepts utilized 
in modern retailing to meet high standards of customer 
service. This is a full-time, 4-day work week position in 
Prince George and offers a minimum hourly rate of 
$29.75 and an excellent benefits package. 
If you are an effective communicator who has retail 
dispensary experience, preferably as a Head Pharmacist 
orManager, and, ideally, merchandising skills, we'd like 
to hear from you. 
To apply or obtain further information on this out- 
standing career opportunity, please replyin confidence 
to: Ross McKay, Overwaiiea Food Group, P.O. Box 
• • ,  7200, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 4E4. Tel C604) 888-2079 
ext 3282 (collect callifpreferred); fax (604) 888~.2258. 
' " " '  "" .... Gro . . . . . . .  l erwaitea r od up 
Project Literacy Terrace 
CENTRE DIRECTOR 
Reporting to the Board of Directors, the Centre Director is responsible for the 
initiation and management of various Uteracy related projects. 
The successful candidate will provide advice and information as requested by the 
Board and will demonstrate fiscal responsibility in budgeting, cost control, and 
financial reporting. Working with a small number of employees, the Director will 
faci!itate the recruitment and training of volunteer tutors and develop strategies to 
ensure awareness of learning opportunities for potential students, To best serve the 
learner, it is imperative that Project Uteracy Terrace work in harmony and share 
expertise and resources with other community agencies and a Northwest regional 
network. 
Qualifications should include a post-secondary degree and/or diploma which has 
provided skills and knowledge such as business administration, public relations, 
computer literacy education, literacy and numeracy training; and the capability of 
communicating in plain language. In excess of five years of positive work 
experience where the above noted knowledge areas have been applied would be 
recognized as an appropriate background. Preferably some of this experience will 
have been acquired in a smaller northern community with a multicultural 
atmosphere. 
We are searching for an individual with vision, integrity, and a lot of common 
sense, 
This poaltion is for 25 hours per week, Salary range Is $1900 to $2400 per 
month (dependent on qualifications). 
Interested candidates hould submit their application and a summary of their 
qualifications by March 3, 1995 to: 
Project Literacy Terrace 
Rm, 22- 4506 Lakelse Ave. 
Box 54, 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 4A2 
6 . ' 
INTERCONNECT 
205-4650 Lazeile Av0,, Terrace, e.0; vea 188 , 
Telephone 635.7995 Fax 835.15te 
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR 
INSTRUCTOR 
Terrace 
Northwest Community College In Terrace requires an auxiliary 
instructor to teach Organizational Behaviour in the Business 
Administration Department. This 45 hour course will be from May 
1 to June 23, 1995. The salary and benefits will be in accordance 
with the College Agreement with the BCGEU instructor scale, 
This course is an examination of the behavlour of people in 
organizations and small groups, focusing on communications, 
motivation, leadership, group processes, structure, organizational 
change, conflict, power and authority. 
The incumbent will instruct classes within the programme, 
evaluate students through assignments, tests, projects, exams, 
and participate in departmental meetings. 
A Bachelor's degree In Business Administration or a related field 
is required, Master's preferred. Ability to communicate effectively, 
both orally and written, Knowledge of instructional techniques and 
strategies. Effective Interpersonal skills. 
We thank all applicants for their Interest, however, only those 
selected for an Interview will be contacted. Resumes should be 
submitted by March 17, 1995 to: 
Competition 95.003B 
Coordinator, Business Department 
B0:< 726, Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 4C2 
• NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
SLOCAN GROUP - PLATEAU DMSION 
CERTIFIED MILLWRIGHT 
Plateau Forest Products is an Innovative forest products 
company located at Engen, B.C. just 20 km west of 
Vanderhoof, B.C. 
Predominately an SPF facility, Plateau is one of the 
largest producing dimension mills in the province. 
We are presently looking for a Millwright: 
• must possess strong hydraulic background 
• preferred sawmill experience 
• welding experience 
• good communication skills 
• familiarity with preventative maintenance 
Shift: • graveyard 
Please submi t  your resume no later than March 1, 1995 to: 
Attention: Maintenance Superintendent 
Slocan Group - Plateau Division 
P.O. Box 2000 s.t~.~,,',N 
¢ROUt, Vanderhoof, B.C. V0J 3A0 
CONFERENCE PLANNING ASSISTANT 
Terrace 
Northwest Community College in Terrace has an opening for a 
temporary full-time Conference Planning Assistant, This position will 
commence as soon as possible and is expected to last one month, with 
the possibility of a short extension. The salary will be in accordance with 
the College Agreement with the B,C.G.E.U. Level 6 Scale. 
Duties: Working in conjunction with the Conference Coordinator, you will 
assist with the details necessary to implements large educational 
conference scheduled to take place May 4- 6, 1995. 
Qualifications: Proven experience with large conference coordination /
facilitate excellent communication and writing skills~ macintosh computer 
experience, and the ability to work as a team member, 
For further information contact Barb at 638-5418, We thank all 
applicants for their interest, however, only those selected for an interview 
will be contacted. Resumes should be submitted by March 1 to: 
Competition 94.115B ¢~.  
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
SHIPPER/RECEIVER's:: 
Northern Drugs, celebrating it's 26th year in retail pharmacy in 
Northwestern B.C., has an immediate opening for the permanent 
full-timeposition of Shipper/ReceiVer at it's Terrace location. The 
successful applicant will be responsible for the efficient and accu- 
rate movement of inventory iron1 the delivery truck;through our 
computer system, to the store shelves. 
Interested candidates will have the following qualifications: . 
- familiarity with purchasing and receiving procedures 
- ability to do physical work 
- accuracy, organization, and attention to detail 
- basic typing skills and familiarity with general computer skills 
- valid B.C. driver's license 
: - retail pharmacy experience, P.O.S. computer experience 
and retail math skills would be an assoL 
Salary will be commensurate with experience. 
Please forward resume in confidence by February 27th, 1995 to: 
Northern Drugs Ltd, 
~ 230-4741 Lakelse Ave,, 
Terrace, B~C. 
V8G 4R9 
Attn: Roy Scherrer 
Fax: 604-635-6389 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Repap Enterprises. Our operations include a woodlands and 
sawmill operation in Terrace, B.C. and a two.line, 1,400 tonne 
per day kraft pulpmill in Prince Rupert, B.C, 
We currently have an opportunity at our Terrace Sawmill 
operation for a: 
Management Trainee 
This position will be of interest o an Individual who is working 
towards e career in'Sawmill Management. The desired 
candidate will hold a Bachelor of Science or Business 
Administration degree from a recognized university or be a 
graduate in Wood Products Manufacturing from B.C.I.T. 
Proven experience in both export and domestic lumber 
grades, along with superior organizational, inter- 
personal and leadership skills will be an asset, 
I I  
Our Terrace sawmill operations include s state-of-the- 
art sawmill, constructed In 1988, with a production 
capacity of S00,000 cubic metres, operated on a two- t 
shift, five day per week schedule. 
The successful candidate wili I~s located In Terrace, ,~ 
B.C., a growing community that offers excellent 
educatl°nal nd medical facilities' as well as suped°r ~ 
recreational opportunities, 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. offers a competitive salary 
with an excellent benefits plan and the opportunity 
for career development and advancement within ~l 
the Repap organization, . 
For confidential consideration, send your resume 
by February 28, 1995, to: j 
mill ~ Mr. R,W. Black i Human Resource,= Manager 4900 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. I~  
VeG 6L8 
Fax: (604) 638-1660 'd 
C8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 22, 1995 
21, HELP WANTED 
INLAND "lIMBER MANAGEMENT LTD., 
Consulting Foresters Is accepting 
applicatlom for seasonal Forest 
Technicians. These positions may cover a 
period of Feb. • Oct. and may include 
work on Inventory, operations, and/or 
silviculture projects. The Forest 
Technician is responsible for field data 
collection, Interpretation a d related office 
work, Applicants hould have education 
and/or experience in Forestry/Renewable 
resources ncluding knowledge of Silvics 
and ecosystems. Submit Applications to: 
Inland "limber Management L d,, 103-197 
North 2nd Avenue, Williams Lake, B,C. 
V2G 17_5. Phone: 392.7177, Fax: 398- 
5941. Attention Philippa Mahon. 
Application Deadline: February 20, 1995, 
ACCEPTING APPLICATONS FOR heavy 
equipment operators (backhoe & cat 
operators). Experienced applicants only 
need apply, Reply to Box # 5, c/o Terrace 
Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, 
BC, V8G 188. 
TERRACE NEEDS FOSTER PARENTS 
for teenal Exp. as a parent is greatly 
valuedl Ministry of Social Services. 638- 
3527 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY: FRONT end 
bader owner operator for Takla Lake 
Bush job, Call John and Kumar. 564.9321 
days or 565.0164 eves. 
ON CALL WORKER FOR THE QUICK 
" RESPONSE PROGRAM. Must have a 
Health care background and a wide range 
of available hours. A combination of co- 
ordination and field work involved, For 
information call 635-5135. Closing date 
Feb. 3. Resume to Terrace Home Support 
Services, 1-3215 Eby St. V8G 2X6. 
UCENSED ELECTRICIAN LOOKING to 
relocate family to Smithers, Houston area. 
Expedence~ in residential, commercial, 
institutional, Cadd. Rental house required, 
For resume call Henry, 1-604-850-3656 
(Abbots ford), 
LOSE WEIGHT, LOOK GOOD, feel great 
while eamng a good incomel Sounds too 
good to be true? Call 635-6363 or 635- 
4130. 
WHY WORK FOR SOMEONE else when 
Avon can work for you? Your hours, your 
profit. Free training - low start fee. 
Exciting insentives, Call now 635-9138. 
2 SILVICULTURE "WORKING 
FOREMEN", Hazelton - K~twanga nd 
, Me~adln, OUa.tit~cat~ons preferred', Si~es. 
layout ribboning, quality control, class 4 
drivers licence, first-aid, OFA3 and B&W 
experience, Send resume to: Cedres, 10 
Kitwanga, B.C,, V0J 2A0, Tort free 
messages 1-604-978-6940. Pays well + 
bonus. Check it outL 
LARGEST IMPORT DEALER in the 
Northwest has an immediate opening for 
an automotive sales person. Excellent 
esming potential which includes base 
salary plus commission. Must have 
minimum grade 12 education. Automotive 
sales experience an asset, Apply• with 
resume !o: Thornhill Motors, c~o Sales 
Manager, 3040 Highway. 16 East, 
Terrace, BC, V8G 3N5, 
TACKAMA FOREST PRODUCTS LTD., a 
division of Slocan Group in Fort Nelson 
requires logging trucks for offhlghway 
hauling in Fort Nelson, All interested 
parties please contact: Paul Ricard, 
Logging Superintendent, Tackama Forest 
Products Ltd., Phone 774.7931 office,, 
774.2858 home, 774-0831 auto4eL 
OFFICE NEEDS GENERAL duty legal 
secretary with conveyancing experience, 
Computer experience in Word 5 or WP 
5,1 required, You must be able to work to 
deadlines and be eager to learn. Smoke 
• free environment, Salary commensurate 
with experience. Fax or deliver esume to: 
Buri, Milne, 3773 3rd Ave., Smithers, BC. 
Fax 604-847.2659, 
6 GOOD PEOPLE NEEDED TO help 
motivate and supervise staff and sales 
raps, $1600 month performance 
guarantee, Call today. 635.2165 
DRIVER REQUIRED FOR ~ice weekly 
run from Burns Lake to Prince Rupert, 
Must have class I and Hwy 16 experience 
arid based in Burns Lake area, 1-800- 
667-2828 Circle T Unes (1984) Ltd., 
Edmonton, Ab. 
OLYMPIC FOREST PRODUCTS Ltd. is 
currently looking for a Shop 
Foreman/Mechanic for the Queen 
Charlottes, A good knowledge on all tyoes 
of logging equipment, along with 
supervisory skills is required. Please 
submit resume to Olympic Forest 
Products Ltd., 2400 - 555 W. Hastings St., 
P.O. Box 12083, Vancouver, B,C, V6B 
4N5 or fax 681-8908. 
23, WORK WANTED 
2 YEAR RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICAL 
experience, General construction 
experience (plumbing, carpentry, etc.) 
635-4200 Gary. 
FULL TIME SPOT OPEN in family day 
care run by L.P. Nurse. Phone Lori at 
635-0865. 
SMALL RENOVATIONS AND REPAIRS. 
$18/hr or by contract. Call 8id 638.8589. 
CARING M0M WILL babysit one 
pieschool aged child weekdays, 635.1391 
RENOVATIONS DONE RIGHT. Spring is 
Just around the corner, so don't wait any 
longer. Bathrooms, basements, ceramic 
tile, etc,, you name it, Please call Lenny 
635.9492. 
REUABLE 2,3 YEAR OLD WILLING to 
babysit In your home. Phone or 635.4144 
¢x 638-0098. 
i 
33. TRAVEL 
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS AND 
readers: When purchasing alrfare through 
private parties, please be aware that 
airline companies may ask for appropriate 
identification when 10carding end may 
deny boarding privileges. 
24. NOTICES 
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST of 
Latter-Day Saints, the Mormons. Fact or 
Fiction, Shadow or Reality, Phone 847- 
5758 for recorded message. 
III 
KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave 
635.601 4 
1 0:30 am Sunday School  
and Worship. 
Minister 
The Rev. Michael Hare 
. , , :  . 
NIRVANA IVIETAPHYSIC & 
HEALING CENTRE 
Open Channel Readings for gentle 
clarity, aura, body alignment, 
physical, emotional, mental, spiritual, 
Past-Present-Future. Questions - 
tarot. Confidential- taped. By 
appointment- Laurel Gregg, Msc.D 
3611 Cottonwood 635.7776 
Skeena Riding 
GET INVOLVED NOW 
INFORMATION & 
MEMBERSHIP 
Write to: 
R.R. #3, S-6, C-A7 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4R6 
or call 638-8900 
St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 6359019 
Emergenc ie i :  638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean HougMofi 
Deacon: The Rev, Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:OO a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m 
THORNHILL 
COMMUNITY 
CHURCH 
Teens & Adults Bible (Classes 9:30 
~ Sunday's Cool Club 9:30 
for ages 2-12 
Sunday Se ice 10:45 
At The Thomh!ll Community Hall 
First MiU;MS~Pmgram 
9:30 a,m. On the;~lst Tuesday 
Cubby!~i!Ml other 
.... ~ ~Thursda~t 9:30 am:~i !~:!~: 
College & Career~i~!i' ~:ii~i'.t I 
I <;:"::,i; ~-~gt~-,. a~~ ' 
Assistant Pastor Rob Brinsor('~::~:~? ~ ~ <" I 
Phone 635-5058 !s,'~!;~ ...... I 
25. BUSIflESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
( P QFmC 
MANAGEMENT 
co ~T~, (E~t ~165) 
Lost in the Sea of 
Mutual Fund Choices? 
Learn from o Mutual 
Fund Expert ~hat's right 
for YOU. Please call: 
C.G. (Bud) HALLOCK 
5133 Agar, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 H9 635-4273 
CLEAN UP ON 
PROFITS 
Be your own manufacturer, 
wholesaler, retailer, distributor of 
cleaning product s . Glass, window, 
degreaser, wax, wax stripper, hand 
cleaners. 
Industrial, commercial, residen. 
tial. Environmentally friendly. 
Established customers, 
Product, equipment and recipes, 
$28,000 negotiable, Will consider 
energetic partner, 
Call 847-9720 or 632-6919 
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THE BUTCHERo..THE BMCER... 
THE POLICY 
What Do They Have In Common? 
They All Read THE TERRACE ST.J ID, RD 
Shouldn't You? 
BCYCNA 
BRIT ISH 
COLUMBIA  
AND YUKON 
COMMUNITY  
NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
AUTO 
ENGINES REBUILT from 
$795. ENGINE 
remanufacturefrom $995. 
6 months to pay. 6 Year 
120,000 warranty. Bond 
Mechanical building en- 
gines for 28 years. 872- 
0641,8-8, 7 days. 
CANADA ENGINES Ltd. 
Quality remanufactured 
engines 6 cyl from $1,045. 
V8 from $1,145. 
120,000km limited 6dr[ 
rarity. 580-1050 or 1-800- 
665-3570. 12345-114 
Ave. Surrey. BCAA Ap- 
proved. 
TRUCKS STARTING 
from $199 per month. All 
makes, Fords, Cummins 
Diesels, Explorers, 
Cherokees. Low rates, 0 
down. Free delivery. 
Phone: Grant collect 538- 
9778. D#8367. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
START YOUR own 
homebased buslnessi 
Watkins Is today's best 
business opportunltyl For 
free information contact: 
Independent Marketing 
Director, 218 Meglund 
Crescent, Saskatoon, 
Sask. S7H 4Z61-800-263- 
2999. 
FRANCHISE PROVEN 
Profitable. Dr. Specs Op- 
tical accepting applica- 
tions for franchise loca- 
tions throughout B.C, 
Seeking sales oriented 
people complete training 
n eluded. Turnkey opera- 
tlon $89,000. Call Brian 
(604)922-3504. 
PROFITABLE HOME 
Based Franchise oppor- 
tunity. Providing a flnanc- 
Ing service to Insurance 
brokers In your area. At 
least $25,000 capital re- 
~] ulred. Call 658-0529 or ax: 658-0549. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
THREE PRE'I-rY Blondes 
have something special for 
ycul Try our exciting per- 
sonal photos and fanta- 
sies. Free discreet Into: 
Karen, Box 670.GB, 
Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 7P2. 
Adultsl 
SEXY, YOUNG, university 
student Is selling Intimate 
photos of herself. Into.free 
photo, write: Nlcole, 185- 
911 Yates St,, Suite 333, 
Victoria, B.C, V8V 4Y9 
(please send stamp), 
These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604)669-9222. 
398 
$250 ,or25 words 
$5.00 each additional word 
COMING EVENTS FINANCES HELPWANTED I PERSONAL 
CRAIGEND HOMECOM- 
ING welcomes past, 
present residents of 
Cralgend, Grandln, 
Brlerevllle, Christy Creek, 
Birch Grove, Aug. 12, 13, 
1995. For Information call 
1 (403)623-7991 
1 (403)623-7992. 
EDUCA~ON 
A NEW Career? Many jobs 
available. Trained Apart- 
ment, Condo Managers 
needed - all areas. We 
can traln you nowl Job 
p lacement assistance and nancing available 681- 
5456/1.800-665-8339. 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Vancou- 
veroffers correspondence 
courses for the certificate 
of Counselling Studies to 
begin on the 15th of the 
month. For a brochure 
Phone Toll-free 1-800- 
665-7044. 
MAKE A Dlfferencel Train, 
upgrade or retire In a pow- 
erful new profession. Be- 
come a certified Master 
Hypnotlst/Hypnothe rapist. 
Free information package. 
Alandel School & Clinic 1 - 
800-661-2099. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
INTERNATIONAL AGRI- 
CULTURAL Exchange 
Ages 18-30 with agricul- 
tural experience to live/ 
work with family In Aus- 
tralia, New Zealand, Eu- 
rope, Japan. Costs/de- 
tails: 1-800-263-1827. 
#206,1501-17 Ave., S.W., 
Calgary, AB, T2T OE2. 
GOVERNMENTASSIST- 
ANCE Programs (Federal 
and Provincial 1995) 
grants and loans. Money 
foryour new/existing busi- 
ness. Take advantage of 
the benefits available. Call 
1-800-505-8866. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood" 
Quonset-Stralghtwal l  
~l uonset, Structural Steel ulldlngs. B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satlsfa'ctlon 
guaranteedl Western 
Steel Buildings 1-800-565- 
9800. 
KARAOKE - MR. Enter- 
talnment, Canada's larg- 
est Karaoke dealer, has 
the larges selection of 
slngalong tapes and re- 
lated Karaoke products. 
Call now for ourfree cata- 
logues 1-800.661-7464. 
BUILDINGS FROM Fu- 
ture - Q20x40 or $20x30 
$4,780., Q25x40 or 
$25x32 $6,154., Q30x40 
or $30x36 $6,933., 
Q35x50 or $35x40 
$8,652., Q40x60 or 
$40x48 $10,699. Includ- 
ing ends, slidlng door, GST 
& freight call 1-800-668- 
5111. 
PROTECT YOUR Prop- 
ertyl Deterthleves warn- 
ng abels for home/bus. 
"These Premises Alarmed 
& Monitored 24 Hrs". 8 
Labels only $19.95 to: 
Assurance Security 365- 
46126 Yale Rd., 
Chtlllwack, B.C. V2P 2P1. 
SUNFREE VINYL Deck- 
ing: Canadian made 
oholceofcolors, .50/sq.ft., 
30ml overall thickness, 
easyto Install, Instructions 
supplied. Fill, Flashing, 
Cant extra. Dealer Inquir- 
Ies welcome. Warehouse 
outlet Langley (504)862- 
8783. 
HEALTH 
DIET CENTER: The Best 
Just got Betterl "Success 
to Go I" New long-distance 
program, Professional 
Counselling & more. Lose 
weight/feel great at mall- 
order prlcesl 1-800-431- 
9446. 
HELP WANTED 
HEAVY DUTY Truck Me- 
chanic Journeyman with 
mln, of five years experi- 
ence required. Fax 
resumes to: Gemm Die- 
sel (604)832-9101 
Salmon Arm, B.C. 
OPTICAL ONE Hour Lab 
Technician In Okanagan. 
Mlnlmum 2 years experi- 
ence. Medical benefitS. 
Send resume with refer- 
ence letters: Optical, 
2280-A Leckle Rd., 
Kelowna, B.C. VlX 6G6. 
POSITION AVAILABLE 
for experienced O.T.R. 
Tlraman. Experience on 
skldder, loader, etc. Sub- 
mlt resume & salary ex. 
pectedto: Box 39, Sechelt, 
B.C. VON 3AO or Fax: 
(604)885-2010. 
DISPENSING OPTICIAN 
for Pentlcton. Minimum 1 
year experience. Self. 
starter needed. Medical 
benefits. Send reference 
letters with resume to: 
Optical, Leokle Rd., 
Kelowna, B.C. VIX 6G6. 
KITCHEN CABINETS 
CABINETS IN Stock, 
countertops/Vanities also. 
Kitchen Cralt Factory out- 
let. Cash & Carry Cabinet 
Warehouses: 
**4278 Lougheed, 
Burnaby 298-9277 
*'19700 Bypass, Langley 
534-7273 
**800 CIoverdale Ave., 
Victoria 475.1159 
*'561-1 lth Ave,, Campbell 
River 267-8787 
*'1868 Spall Rd., Kelowna 
860-6638. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
ARE YOU a Cooperati~te 
Chlldcare? (Non-profit, 
50% parent board). Asso- 
ciation of Canadian 
Chlldcare Cooperatives Is 
conducting a suwey to 
Identify coops. Contact 
Susan Tychle 595-6742 
1885 St. Ann St., V ctorla, 
B.C. VSR 5V9. 
MOBILE HOMES 
FACTORY DIRECT. "The 
Ultimate In Modular and 
Single Wldes". Trades 
welcomed. Quality Manu- 
factured Homes 1-800- 
667-1533. 
BUY FACTORY Direct. 
Let Noble Homes team of 
architects design the 
home of your dreams, 
Unique In every wayl Top 
Dollar for Trades 
1 (403)447-3414. 
PERSONAL 
LIVE PSYCHICS, Police 
use. us.,.Harness your 
destiny. Your present and 
future revealed, *Love, 
*Success, *Money, Find 
out now. Call 1-900,451- 
4055, $2,9g/mln. 18+. 
GENERAL ASSIGN- 
MENT Reporter with pho- 
tog raphy skills required at 
Cranbrook Dally Towns- 
man. Fax resume and 
samplesto: D.Sands, Edi- 
tor (604)426-5003. 
OUTDOOR POWER 
Equipment Dealer F.V. 
requires full-time experi- 
enced mechanic for 2& 4 
cycle air-cooled engines 
and associated equip- 
ment. Reply with resume 
to Box K-83, c/o Chilliwack 
Progress, 45860 Spadlna 
Ave., Ohllllwack, B,C. V2P 
6H9. 
LOWER MAINLAND Lum- 
ber Company looking for 
experienced Individuals: 
Operations Manager (fin. 
chop saw operators. Send 
resume to: #359, 141- 
6200 McKay Avenue, 
Burnaby, B,C. V5H 4M9, 
ROMANCE WHY Not lGet 
to know someone now. 
The #1 Single's Dateline, 
1-900-370-0444 Ext.448. 
$2.00/mlnute, 18+ years, 
24 hours, T-Tone. What 
Sign Are You? Get your 
daily horoscope. The key 
to yourfuture. 1-900.288. 
6777 Ext.028, $2.00/ 
minute, 18+ years, 24 
hours T-Tone. Live Physic 
Reader. Get answers to 
your questions on ro- 
mance, money, health 1- 
900.420-2444 Ext.252, 
$2.99/mlnute 18+ years T- 
Tone. Avalon (305)525. 
0800. 
I Wl= practice spiritual 
e rcises, welearnto rec- 
ognlzelhepresenceofthe 
Holy Spirit In our lives. Into 
and Free Book; call 
Eckankar 1 (800)667- 
2990. 
REAL ESTATE 
SALMON ARM, B.C. 
House For Sale with fan- 
tastic lake view. Newly 
remodelled $159,000. Call 
(604)832-6143. 
RECREATIONAL LAND 
For Sale byOwner. Small 
lots to large acreages. 
Oceanfront, lakefront, 
streams, renchland - Io. 
cated throughout BC. 
Terms available. Free bro- 
chure. Niho Land & Cattle 
Company Ltd. 521,7200. 
MERRITTNICOLAVaUey. 
Affordable 10 acre coun- 
try estates $89,000 and 
up. Owner will carry low 
down, low Interest pay, 
ment. (604)378-4843. 
SERVICES 
WE TAKE The I=ear Out 
Of ICBC. Major ICBC In- 
Jury clalms. Joel A. Wener, 
trlal lawyer for 25 years. 
Call ree I-E 00-665-1138. 
Contingency fees. Simon, 
Wener& Adler. 
LEARN THE Secrets of 
chording on guitar. New 
home studycourse. Fast, 
easy method. Guaran. 
teedl Free Information. 
PopularMuslc Studio G45, 
103-1054 Ellis, Kelowna, 
B.C. Call 1-600.667-0050 
Ext-770, 
WANTED 
INTERNATIONAL 
GREETING Card com- 
pany searching for new 
authors & Illustrators, For 
submission guidelines 
send S,A.S.E,: P,W.J.  
Publ shlng, I Iox 33, IrvinG, 
AB, 'r'oJ lVO. 
i 
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CTI()N ADS 
25. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
WELL ESTABLISHED LOCAL lruck. 
mount carpet dleaning business for sale, 
Inquiries please phone Jackie 638.0743 
evenings $111 pm 
REQUIRED AN AMBITIOUS, ~ard- 
working couple or individual Interested h 
our environment. Position available, to 
person who would like to be self- 
employed in a fast growing franchised 
company. Exclusive opportunity will be 
given to the successful applicant from 
Hazelton to Burns Lake. No investment 
required, a vehicle and a good sense of 
smell are required. Applications and/or 
inquiries can be sent to 3514 CI0re Ave,, 
Terrace, BC, or call 635-1112 ask for Jan, 
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS: Call for 
information for free demonstration of 
Herbalife products that have created 
health and wealth for thousands. Call: 
845-2830 evenings. 
TRAVEL. TURN TRAVEL into profllable 
part or fulltime business. Many perks. 
Free seminars. Terrace, Smithers, Burns 
Lake, Prince George. Details Victoria, 1- 
800-919.0032, 
26. PERSONALS 
NEVER BE LONELY AGAIN. Call 1-900- 
451-3560 ext. 1285, $2.99 per minute. 
Must be 1B years: Pro Call Ltd. (602) 95* 
7420. 
PRIVATE INVESTIGATIONS (ALL 
TYPES), Business, Personal, crimirial, 
civil, personal injury claims, missing 
persons, appl icant screening, 
Government licenced and bonded (22 
years). Spectrum Investigations. Call 1- 
800-660-9188. 
PSYCHICS KNOW ALL. LeVEl Successl 
Futurel Moneyl 1-900.451-3530 ext. 
1185. $3.99 per minute, Must be 18 
years. Pro call Ltd. (602) 954-7420, 
FUN-LOVING 30 YEAR OLD couple 
Ioo~ing to meet an open-minded single 
female for outings, friendship, romantic 
encounters and travel. Reply to file #17, 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC, V8G 
1S8. 
WHITE MALE COUPLE seeks other 
males for discreet encounters. 635-3626 
WANTED 38 PEOPLE WHO want to 
loose weight, like crazy, Money back 
guarantee. Please call 567-4041. 
NORTHERN MONUMENTALS, 
SERVING your area with the monument 
of your choice, Any colour, shape, or size. 
Call us now for your spring order at 604. 
567-4933. 
MLM FINE JEWLERYI For work 
rewarding weeklyl No quotas, no 
inventory, flexible hours, training 
provided. Taxable deduction Call 635. 
6363. 
WELL ESTABLISHED PIZZA OUTLET for 
sale. Excellent location, high volume, 
Great owner operator business. Be your 
own boss. Serious inquiries only! For 
appointment call 638-0694 after 6 pro, 
DOUBLE YOUR CURRENT IMCOME? 
Short term, long term, no product 
handling, Proven plan. Work so simple 
why didn't I think of it? Fax toll free 1-800- 
933-5666. 
CALL FOR HOME DEUVERY of Watkins 
products, spices, extracts, cleaning 
products, personal care and more. Call 
independent Rep. June at 638-0560. 
FOR SALE: ESTABLISHED RETAIL 
franchise, Serious inquiries only. Phone 
635-9661, 
THR V NG, .TAX....BU.S N.ESS.' ,J~.,the,=~ 
beautiful Lakes District of Burns Lake, 
B.C. $85,D00 ~for 3-cars, or $75,000 for 2 
cars. Leave message at 1-604-692-7303. 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES IS THERE 
something about the Watchtower that 
makes you uneasy but don't know what it 
is? If so, you are notalone. Phone 1-847- 
4354 for recorded message, 
MEET YOUR MATCH TONIGHT. 1-900- 
451-4010 ext. 1394. $2.99/rnin. 18 yrs & 
over. 
NON DISCRIMINATING MALE enjoys 
outdoors, sports, music, recreational 
vehicle travelling. I coking for female with 
similar interests. Write to: P.O. Box 182, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4A6, 
"FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE", We have 
hundreds of beautiful Russian ladles age 
19-59 who are seeking Io meet a nice 
Canadian gentlemar for friendship and 
mamage. For further nfo. call our 
Vancouver office toll free 1-800-294-1596. 
PSYCHIC COUNCILLOR, ASTROLOGY, 
numerology, tarot card readings. Call 638. 
1519 for more information. 
PROTECT YOUR HOME WITH portable 
intruder alarm. $21.45. Send for free 
information, Keverricks, Box 833, Port 
Alice B.C., VON-2N0. 
IF ALCOHOL IS; THE problem many 
have found ~e p with ALCOHOL CS 
ANONYMOUS. Phone 635.6533. 
26. PERSONALS 
LOOKING FOR NORTHWEST STAMP 
collectors, to buy, sell, trade or just chat. 
Write to: Stamps. P.O. Box 673, Terrace, 
BC V8G 4B8 
IF YOU ARE happy with your 
investments, that's your business, If not, 
that's ~ our businessl Great Pacific 
Management Co. Ltd. 5133 Agar Avenue, 
Terrace, BC, VSG 1H9, Call 635-4273. 
I ATT ITUDE ] 
The pleasure you'get from your life is I 
equal to the "attitude" you put Into | 
living fit & loving itl I 
North Coast Health & Fitness l 
4550 Greig 635.6500 
Empower yourself 
with your own healing hands. Learn 
in loving workshop safe and fun 
healing with other people. Excellent 
for couples, parents, caregivers, 
singles and pet lovers. 
Reiki master Is willing to Initiate in 
your home, a group of 6 to 9 
people for Reiki I and 11/2 - 5 hr 
days. 
fo r  more information call 
627-8554.  
Phone after 8 prn, 
Lose Up TO 
10 Ibs ill 3 Days! 
With the 
Supplemental Diet Plan 
Try it//t works/ 
Using All Natural/ngredients. 
,~~,~ 
Available at: 
Northern  Drugs, 
4741 Lakelse, Terrace 
635-6555 
For Info. call 1-800-361-4720 
KEMAHO 
COMPLETION. 
PROJECT 
SHOULD PREMIER 
HARCOURT RETHINK 
HIS DECISION? 
WHAT'S 
YOUR 
,) 
[] 
OPINION 
1-900-451-5575 
EX'I" 149 
$1.98 PER MINUTE 
adult entertainment 
FED UP WITH 
HIGH TAXES? 
LET'S TELL THE 
GOVERNMENT HOW 
WE REALLY FEEL! 
WHAT'S 
YOUR 
[ ]  
OPINION 
1-9OO-451-5575 
EXT 149 
$1.98 PER MINUTE 
adult entertainment 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC  & 
HEAL ING CENTRE 
Inlroductory Courses in Meditation and Metaphysics tarting February 27, 1995, 
MONDAYS WEDNESDAYS THURSDAYS 
1:30 pm 7:30 pm 7:30 prn 
Creating Results Progressive Stress & Relaxation 
7:30 pm Meditation Creating Results 
Progressive Metaphysics 
Attitudinal Healing 
REGISTER - CALL THE CENTREAT 635-7778 OR 
IN PERSON AT 3611 COTTONWOOD 
I i I I I  
26. PERSONALS 
CHIQUITA: MEN MAY SEND flowers, but 
only a true friend knows Ule value of 
canned non-perishables. (And shnuggie- 
bug hugs from the rest of the froot loops 
here). 
YES R-G THIS IS YOU 
YOU LOOK HANDSOME 
AND IT'S TRUE 
TODAY YOU TURN SIXTY 
DON'T FEEL BLUE 
BECAUSE I WILL ALWAYS 
BE IN LOVE WITH YOU 
-"Papushka" 
30. OB ITUARIES 
~ DUNHAM, 
Margaret  Blanche 
1903-1995 
rgaret passed away suddenly in 
| |  the Prince Rupert hospital at the age 
| l  of 91. She was predeceased by her 
| |  husband Maitland Lsroy (Roy) 
| l  Dunham, mother, father, 2 brothers 
| |  and 3 sisters. She Is survived by her 
11|-2 sons, Darwin of Terrace and 
111 Dwight of Smithers, daughter-in.law 
111 iargle and 4 grandchildren, Tammie, 
111 Dean and Jason of Terrace and 
111 Dana Dee Dunham of Abbotsford, 
| |  B.C., and 5 sisters of Alberta. She 
| l  was a wonderful mother and loving 
|~ grandmother, she has left us all with 
I I many precious memories, her 
l I warmth and generosity will not be 
|~ forgotten. She will be sadly missed 
| [  by her family and many friends. 
May she rest in peae~ 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER 
Will do finishing, renovations, install cabinets, patio, 
painting. Also will build furniture. 
Prefinished Hardwood Flooring 
Maple, birch, ash, oak. Available in natural and vadous 
cdours. (No sanding required) Size 3/4=x 21/2" or 31/4" 
CALL 635-6277 (leave a message) 
D.J. Odor-Miser 
,Eliminating foul smells .Our products are organic 
based and environmentally friendly 
• Residential - Industrial - Commercial - Marine - Auto 
,Free Estimates • One call away for fresh air -Serving 
the great Northwest from Prince Rupert to Srnlthers 
Jan Sunberg Phone: 635-1112 
3514 Clare Ave. 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 3M4 Fax: 635-1193 
Harmony C lowns 
638-8608 ,Dpi~ 
Jake & Jacquie Terpstra ~,~I,~, 
987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C. ~.'~.~r~'~ ~ 
"Gyzmo"  and "Pebbles" '~ , t "~ 
BIRTHDAY PARTIES - PICNICS - SPECIAL EVENTS I ~/'/ 
BALLOON DECORATING FOR WEDDINGS & MEETINGS ~.:' 
Leave the Decorating and Clowning to Us/ "tO 
If you own a Home Based Business, be 
sure to have it featured in our 
Home Based Business LiSting 
To book our space, or for more Informa- 
tion call the advertising department a ] 
638-7283 i 
ARE YOU STARTING 
A NEW BUSINESS? 
Contact he Terrace Standard Ad Department before you open 
*You can't afford to start without aking advantage of 
our new Business Services package special 
Phone 638-7283 
..... -..~MOUN,TAI NRANGE,, 
.... : : : : ;7 .APpL IaNCE REPAIR/':., 
"Prompt seivice iri your horne for: " " 
• Major Appliances . • Refrigeration 
• Air Conditioners • Licensed Freen Recovery 
1"]  ::t ; l v l  [~] :E:~l l  ;7-'1 ; i lr,,."l[ .¢-.]. i#_,l ; t : l  ~ / / :~ :1,1t 
Nathan 
Certified Technician 635-9428 
FRESH CUT FLOWERS 
MAKING FRESH - Who lesa le  Pr ices 
CUT FLOWERS AN • Phone Orders  
k AFFORDABLE Welcome 
EVERYDAY - We De l iver  
) EVENTI  * F lowers  For  Wedd ings  
For Out Of Town Delivery. Canada Wide 
1-800-251.6888 
2907 Clark St. 635-1 863 
B e r n a d i n e s  
H e a l t h  ~ F i t n e s s  
Learn how to: Be energetic, Release stress, .f" r ' , , . . .= . . . _  
Calculate the rat percentage in food, ,['t. 
Burn fat and maintain muscle tone, 
Call today: Nutritional assessments, 
Brochures on healthy eating, Exercise pro- . / 
grams to suite your needs, 
Cal l  Bernad ine  635-9428 
Certified Nutrition Consultant 
Certified Weight Training Instructor 
Sandra Lenuik Business Service: 
Affordable & Reliable Computerized 
Accounting for Small Business 
• General Ledger • Subledger Maintenance 
• Monthly Financial Statements 
• Year End File Preparation 
• Payroll - Personal Income Tax 
635-4500 By  Appo in tment  
F,oe _ L&.G. 
~sti~ale" Re l toyat lo l I s  
11 Yr. Warranty on Labour & Workmanship I 
Carpentry ,,4vv~,l _ Flooring 
Framing • ~ 'No  Jol l 'Z j .  Carpeting &Linoleum 
Finishing "<, :00 Big or~" Duradeck &Ceramic Tile 
Patio Decks "-'p o__ .  x-" Marble & Slate 
Fencing ~ Preflnished Hardwood Floors 
638-0557 
Create Some Excitement 
----~,dt~, Craft Supplies & Accessories 
..... ~'~_ Plastic Models 
?=~_-' ........ i '~'v~ ~Radio Controlled Planes & Cars 
~~~-- . __~ ~ Tole Painting Supplies 
~ ~  ' Something for Everyone/ 
The Creative Zone 
Skeena Mall 635-1422 
NazL ' @ ,,v ,, cy 
Professional Nail Care 
_ j~  for t/rat .c 
picture ,. 
Manicures 
• Nail Tips 
perfect look, • Silk Wraps  
4615 LakelseAve, 638-8880 
Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
(~:'..'4 638.0877 
/ ~ ~ Business Image Design • Small Volume Putolishins 
/ / ) Computer Tutoring 
I,.""C/ ; 
Pizza & ~ub Mmp 
Pizza's 2 For 1 
Fresh Subs - Hot or Cold 
Eat In or Take Out ' 
638'1500 
Men, -Thurs, 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. Frl. & Sat, 11 a.m.-3a.rn 
Sunday 4 p.m,-1 a.m, , 
; ,  ~ ' ;  ,>  • •;: : i ; ¸ i ( 
! I 
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29. IN MEMORIAM 
CTiON D 
• i ~ i i: ~( i ; i : /  
i~ ii ~ • ~i'~i~ ~ i • : ~ i  ¸  !  : : 
' ' -MAE FYSH = 
loving memory of our mother,~ 
andrnother and great- ii 
andmother, who passed" away II 
acetul!~on I-ebruary 23,.1993. II : 
"I no sono is enaea II 
butthemeloclylingerson," ~ .  momherfatal+ m~ : T H A N K  Y O U  
30. OBITUARIES : The Terrace Ladies Curling Club would like to extend a ';Heart"y thank you to the many 
It IMi,s Memorm~ Hospital Serv=ces I = businesses and merchants who kindly donated merchandise, services and great 
II lheId February 18. 1995, St.I : discounts toward our annual Valentines's Bonspiel held February 10, 11 & 12., 
II TESCHNER IMathews Anglican Church. I Once again, with your help our bonspiel was a great success. We hosted curlers from 
/ Cremation, Terrace Crematorium. il ARTHUR I *****  I = Prir, ce Rupert, Smithers, Kitimat, Prince George and SalmonArm. : = 
II - ~9, passed ~ny on Ja..ary I HOIJMBERG, CurNs sla~r I II 16,1995 in Tucson, Arizona. Art ; I (49years) I ~ Your kind and generous donations and support helped us host a great weekend and 
II is sur,i,,ed by his daughter, = IDate of Death: February 9, 1995, I show our guests what a great place Terrace is. 
II Tracy and grandchildren ; IKitimat B.C. Services held Februaryl : 
II Karianna & Eric; 3 sisters - i /17. 1995, Kittmat United Church.. I Special thank you to Carters Jewellers who generously donated a diamond ring for a 
II Olga, Annechen, and Irma; 2 I Cremation, Terrace Crematorium. I 
II brothers-Ernst & Karl;'and I I * ****  I ~ special raffle for the ladies registered to curl in our Bonspiel. The winner was IVlarnie 
II their respective families. Art is I / BOYCE, Verna Louise I 
II also survived by his many / (48years) / ~ Matthews. 
I I  stepchildren. He was prede- /Date of Death: February 12, 1995, I Thank youto  Air B.C. for donating a trip for 2 to Vancouver. All of the ladies curling in II ceased by his wife, Lena, in /Kitimat General Hospital. Services I 
!11978. /held February 16, 1995, MacKays I the Bonspiel entered the draw when they registered. The winner was Evelyn Johnson. II Art was born in Romania on I /Funeral Chapel. Burial, Terrace I
II February 2, 1935. He lived in I / MunlcipalCemetary' I ~ Thank you to the following sponsors. + II Germany until 1964, when he I / ~r*** ,  / 
II moved to Edmonton. In 1966, I : / KAULBECK, (Ksul) Ormond / : " 
II ar~ moved to Terrace where he I / Archibald / Air B.C. Ashburys Bear creek Contracting : 
II tired till his passing. He I / (86years) / : Canada Safeway Carters Jewellers Clear Creek Contracting II worked at Sheens Sawmills for I /Date of Death: February 14, 1995, / 
Bill approximatelYretired in May, 1994.23 years and II I heldlMills MemoriaIFebruary .Hospital'17, 1995,Servicesst.// ~ Dairyworld : 'Daybreak Farms Douglas, Mrs .  Vesta  : 
II FuneraI Services were held in I I Mathews Anglican Church. / Dozzi, Mars. Bibbi + Elan Travel ' Elizabeth Fashions 
II Tucson, on January 19, 1995. A I IOremation, Terrace Crematorium. / : 4-Foot Curling Supplies K-Mart Kermodei Trading I I Memorial Service was held on I / ***  **  / 
IIII theSaturdaY'TerraceFebruarYsalvation18' 1995Armyat II /l SHARDA,(85 years)Karam Devl // : L inens  & Lace  Mohawk Northern  Motor  Inn  : 
II Church. I IDate of Death'. February 15, 1995,/  Northern Screen Pr ints Overwaitea Rose's Ladies Fashions II Art's family wish to express ] IKitimat General Hospital. Services/ = Rudon Enterprises Shoppers Drug Mart ' Sight & Sound • : I I  their tlmnks to relatives and I Ire be held in India at a later date. l
II frie,tds[ortheirsupFort, donations I [ Cremation in Indla at a later date. / :Skeena  Broadcasters Slumber Lodge Spee Dee Printers lie tocMr,tymtdflotuers. -tl II The preceding notices are The Terra  Standard& // = Subway , Tim Hortons Donuts Totem Beverages : 
I1 / ' 1 MacKay's FuneraI Services Ltd. I 
l l U l l l l i l  ~ i .  = z  . , ~  • I l i l l l l  I : " ' We would also like to express our sincere thanks to our men's club members  (and _~_ 
"_ •ave  i n l s  c ,oupon!  , ~ helpers), club manager Keith Melanson, with the assistance of Reg Beckly' and Scott 
" ~ 0 ~  S~t i~t  '- Easton. Canteen Manager Chris Padaluk, with help from Marie Beckly who cooked for , 
" D ~ ~  : ~ us, cleaned up after us, and helpedto keepthings runn!+ng smooth. : . , . ,  
: ' : ' ? : ~ Thank you to all who helped. - ' ~ '  " :'. " , 
: On double room for -= = ' ' " ' . . . . .  I I  
' 1 or 2 people for ; 
' 2consecutivenlghts • ~ 1995 Valentine's Bonspiel Chair Committee 
: (Advance Reservations Only) • • ~ 
II • 
Reservations only call: • ~1~ . , • ' llll~lllllll~llllqillllltll.~llll~llll~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ 
1-800-663-6620 , + . . . . .  
1 
28. CARD OF THANKS 28. CARD OF THANKS • 
i 
G.R.D. Automot ive  
FULL SERVICE 
Brakes • Tune-ups 
Front End Repair 
3504 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N9 
COZY CORNER 
FIREPLACE 
SPECIALTIES LTD. 
R~al & Barb LaFrance 
3756 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. VSC 3N9 
(604) 635-6477 
: +3+,  + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~:~+'"  
GARY R. HOLLAND 
635-9392 
• 98 Comfortable Units e 
• Non Smoking Rooms • 
• Licensed Restaurant. • " 
• Air Conditioning • 
• Kitchenettes • 
• Cable TV • 
, Frldges In every room e 
. Direct Dial Phones e 
• Nightly Movies • 
• Indoor Pool, Sauna & Swirl • 
I 
I 
I 
RCA18"  SATELL ITE  D ISH 
,,.=JyO Money Down! NOIntcrest! 
I N O  Payment Until Spring! 
W Available OAC • Visa. Mastercard 
-q T I  M H 
i : l l | . l ,  
Digital Quality Picture and Sound 
E,  UIIlIt + I . . . .  • 
U,;+~?~ • 
• • " "":~!~ r~ :` '~; ~: . . . . . .  ':+'~i NN +,5  
Installation & Texas not included Inslallalion &Taxes nol inclu&d 
TO Order Your System Ca l l . . .  
Don at 563-2991 or Paul at 962-2630 
Toll Free 1-800-479-9399 
25 Years Experience 
Specializing in Marble, Glass Blocks and Tile 
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL 
GARY CHRIST IANSEN 
Ph. 635-9280 
Site 41,R.R. 2, Comp. 18 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3Z9 
' -  n-V  0' • D ,  ANDj  
• ANO MO~,LE AA=Io LbUUUULI 
CANADA LTO 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
i! o Autotel Rental 
(!~1~ ,Marine Security 
. Home Automation/Security 
':'~'--"~-. ~ No. 4-5002 Pehle 638-0261 
Phone for experienced and Speedy Service • 
DEL IVERY & EXPEDIT ING 
Services 
Gtocofloe 
Prescriptions 
Appliances 
Ro$lautanl & 
Ref,eehmont 
Agents for; 
UPS-CANPAR 
Bonded Cofder 
Cargo Marls 
Cube Vend Ton 
Hot Shot SeNice 
638-8530 
Anytime 
Anything 
Anywhere 
,-)- A..po.T SE.V,CE 4-'" 
FIRST RESPONSE 
FIRST AID SERVICES 
First Aid Training 
First Aid Contracting 
Mobile Unit Available 
First Aid Supplies & Kits 
Keith Jams 
• (604) 638-1831 
Take a Professional First Aid Course - "Save a Life" 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL  F ' .EE  - -  1-800-661.2676 
VICTOR g HA WES 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
I 
f f , t 
29, IN MEMORIAM 
In Loving Memory of 
Dan Rockwell 
n loving memory of our 
husband,  fa ther  & 
grandfather. Born: March 
28, 1931. Deceased: Feb. 
5, 1995 
Dan is survived by his 
wife, Sue, his two children, 
& eight grandchildren. He 
was greatly loved and will 
be sadly missed by all his 
family. Though he left us so 
suddenly, his memory will 
live on forever. 
Sue Rockwell & Family 
Province of 
British Columbia 
OFFER TO 
PURCHASE VEHICLES 
Offers ~ust be received on 
"O.T.P." #2254 hy the Purchasing 
Commission (c/o Parliament 
Buildings), 4234 Glanford Avenue, 
Victoria, B.C., V8V 1X4, facsimile 
number 387-0386, telephone number 
953-4717, not later than 2:00 pm, 
Friday, March 3, 1995. 
Item 0001 Unit# P3040- 1987 Ford 
4x4 S/N 1FTHX26H7HK813290 
Item 0002 Unit# P3048-1989 Chev 
Pickup S/N 2GCGK39N6K1248026 
Item 0003 Unit# V3053 • 1985 Ford 
Van 3/4 ton S/N 1FTFE24H3FHB1273 
For further information and copies 
of "Conditions of Sale" please 
contact Ms. Marl Bottrell, British 
Columbia Buildings Corporation, 
Terrace, telephone 638-3221, 
i 
32. LEGAL NOTICES 
J----L~ TERRACE HEALTH 
CARE SOClEIY 
ISlfSR/ItES HEATH CARE SERVICES 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
invites tenders from licensed 
Painting Contractors 
for the painting of the exterior 
area of the hospital Contract 
specifications are available 
from 
Bruce Nicholls, Chief Engineer 
at 4720 Haugland Ave., 
Terrace, B.C 
635-2211 local 309 
Closing date for tenders will be 12 
O'Clock noon, Friday March 10, 1995. 
Province of Ministry of / ~  
British Colun~bla Forests ' ~  
ELIGIBILITY LIST 
For Snvlculture Worker Training Program 
(similar to the Forest Worker Development 
;~rogram) 
The Ministry o1 Forests, Kalum Forest District 
is compiling a list of pre-(;ualined sponsors for 
the 1995 Silviculture Worker Training Program 
which will be similar to the Forest Worker 
Devetopment Program (FWDP). Sponsors 
meeting the eligibility requirements will be 
informed of upcoming non-advertised 
Silviculture WorkerTraining contracts for 1995, 
EUGIBILITY TO BE A SPONSOR: Aspcnsor 
must have basic forestry knowledge and 
experience in supervising/managing a forestry 
crew. They must also have access to the 
necessary resources required to start up and 
operate a forestry crew. 
ELIGIBLE SPONSORS INCLUDE: Forest 
Companies, Silviculture Contractore, Forest 
Consultants, Regional Districts and other 
individuals or groups that exist as accountable 
legal entities and are considered capable by 
the District Manager. 
All Interested parties must submit their 
Corporate Resume to the elstrlct Office at 200 
- 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1L1 
no later than March 1, 1995. An eligibility list 
will be circulated by March 8, 1995. 
Ati inquiries should be directed to Pat Smith or 
Wendi Knott at 638.51 OO, 
Sim Gan Forest Corporation 
FOREST LICENCE A16886 
Request for Manaqement Plan 
Amendment/Extension 
Notice is hereby given that Sim Gan Forest Corporation 
has requested that the management plan currently in effect 
for Forest Licence A16886, Nass "timber Supply Area, be 
amended with information and commitments consisten* with 
the Management Plan Requirements for Forest Licences in 
the Prince Rupert Forest Region, January 1994. Sim Gan 
Forest Corporation has further requested that the term of 
the amended management plan be extended for two years 
to February 28, 1997. 
Further information with regards to the proposed 
amendments is available by contacting: Pacific Cascade 
Consultants Ltd., 33610 East Broadway Ave., Mission, B.C 
Attention: Greg Trainer, R.P.F., 820-3830. 
Any written comments must be received at the above 
address by March 31, 1995. 
PHILPOT FORESTRY SERVICES 
APPENDIX "B" 
NOTICE OF PRE-HARVEST SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTION OR SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
Notice: 
The following areas have a proposed prescription that will apply if 
approval is obtained from the Ministry of Forests and Lands. The 
proposed prescriptions will be available for viewing until April 7, 
1995 at the location noted below, during regular working hours. (6 
weeks after the date of the last publication under Section 3 of the 
Silviculture Regulation). 
To ensure consideration before any logging commences, written 
comments must be made to 
Fred Philpot, Forester at Kitwanga Lumber Co. Ltd., Box 40, 
Kitwanga, BC V0J 2A0, by the above date. 
Form of Ucense Cutting Cul Location Area Amendment 
Agreement No. Permit Block (NeareslCommun~ (Ha) (Yesor 
(eg, TFL) No. No, & Approx, ge~jraphic No) 
location). 
F,L A16833 023 1 Cedarvale 29 " No 
(Wilson Cr.)) (Clearcut w/reserves) 
EL. A16819 229 1 Kitseguecla 74 No 
(Kitsuns Cr.) ' (Selection/Clearcut) 
F.L A16819 230 I ~tseguecla 23 No 
(~suns Cr.) (Clearcuts wlreserves ) 
EL A16819 236 1 Kitwanga 82 No 
(Moonlit Cr.) (Seledion) 
F.L A16819 235 1 Kitwanga 43 No 
(UppefBurdick) (Selection) 
EL A16819 235 2 Kitwanga 12 No 
(Upper Burdick) (Selection) 
F.L A16819 235 3 -Kilwanga 8 No 
(Upper Burdick) (Selection) 
EL A16819 237 1 Kitwanga 70 No 
(Upper Burdick) (Selection Clearcut 
, w/reseNes) 
F.L, A16833 Hobenshleld Bros. Logging Ltd, 
F,L, A16819 Kitwanga Lumber Co, Ltd, 
Name of License HOlder 
CTION 
Prsvlncs of Ministry of 
Bdtleh Columbia Fotssts 
~IOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A45935 
Pursuant to Section 16 of Ihe Forest Act 
,sealed tender applications will be accepted by 
the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, 
Terrace, Brilish Columbia, up to 10:30 am, on 
the 2nd day of March, 1995, to be opened at 
11:30 am, on the 2nd day of March, 1995, for a 
Timber Sale Llcence to authorize the 
harvesting of 5800 cubic metres, more or less. 
of timber Iocate¢~ in the vicinity of 14 km 
Grease Trail Forest Service Road in the Kalum 
Timber Supply Area. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 5800 cubic metres. 
more or less 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 74%, EZalsam: 
2%, Spruce: 21%, Cedar: 
2%. Pine: 1% 
TERM: One (1) year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $25.30 
"timber Sale Ucsnca A45935 has saen 
engineered for a cable logging system with the 
following specifications: grapple with a 
minimum forty4ive (45) feet with a mobile 
backspar, 
Bidding is restricted to persons registered iv 
the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, 
Category One (1), 
If there is no interest from Category One (1), 
registrants on the auction closing date, then 
the sale may be re-advedised for offer under 
both categories. 
Particulars may be obtained from the District 
Manager, Kalum Forest District. at #200 • 5220 
Ke,th Avenue, Terrace British Columbia, VeG 
1L1. 
GUIDES 
1-800-565-8111 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MA'I'I"ER OF 
THE ESTATE OF 
RUTH MARGARET CHINN 
(formerly of KJtlrnat, B.C,) 
CREDITORS and others having claims 
against the above estate are required to 
send full particulars of such ctaims to 
Crampton, Brown & Arndt, #3- 4623 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V5, on or 
before the 1st day of April, 1995, after 
which date the assets of the said estate will 
be distributed having regard only to the 
claims that have been received. 
MARGARET STANVICK and 
GEORGE CHINe 
ADMINISTRATORS 
c/o CRAMPTON, BROWN &ARNDT 
Solicitors for the Estate 
Province of Ministry of ( ~  
Brlllah Columbia Forests 
ERRATUM 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A4593e 
Take notice that, n The Terrace Standard 
dated February 15, 1995, under the heeding of 
Timber Sale Ucence A45935, to be opened on 
March 2, 1995. reads: 
UPSETSTUMPAGE: $31,91 
and does not include the harvesting method 
information. 
Whereas it should read: 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $25.30 
"timber Sale Llcence A45935 has beer~ 
engineered for a cable ogglng system with the 
following specifications: grapple with a 
minimum forty-five (45) feet with a mobile 
backspar. 
Anyone requiring further information please 
contact the Dlstdct Manager. Kalum Forest 
Distdct, at #200 • 5220 Keith Avenue. Terrace 
British Columbia. V8G 1L1. 
GUIDE - SCOUT WEEK 
1, , , :  i * '  ~ . SCOU't$CANABA 
Province of Ministry of ( ~  
British Columbia Forests 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A50101 
Pursuant to Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tender applications will be accepted by 
the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, 
Terrace, British Columbia. up to 08:30 am, on 
the 2rid day of March, 1995, to be opened at 
09:30 am. on the 2rid day of March, 1995, for a 
limber Sale Licance to authorize the 
harvesting of 16,085 cubic metres more or 
less, of timber located In the vicinity of Arbor 
Forest Servce Roacl n the kal,'=m Titular 
SupplyArea., f :." . t / ' :  ~:'.!' 
TOTAL VOLUME: 16.085 cubic metres, 
more or less 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 73%, Balsam: 
27% 
TERM: One [1) year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $18.25 
limber Sale Ucence A50101 is to be harvested 
using an overhead cable system. Logging 
plans must reflect hls system to be approved. 
Bidding is restdcted to persons registered in 
the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, 
Category One (1) and/or Two(2). 
Particulars may be obtained from the Disthct 
Manager, Karum Forest District. at #200 • 5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace British Columbia, VaG 
1L1. 
February 19- 26, 1995 ' " - 
l td. 
NOTICE  OF INTENTION TO APPLY  FOR 
A DISPOSIT ION OF  CROWN LAND; 
In Land Recording District of Smithem and situated at 
Terrace B.C. Take notice that Pacific Northern Gas Ltd., 
Vancouver, B.C. natural gas transmission & distribution 
company, is applying for a License of Occupation for right-of- 
way purposes over portions of the following described lands. 
A. portion of DL2702 and in Range 5, Coast District 
and containing approximately 0.45 hectares. 
The purpose for which the disposition isrequired is for 
the construction of a replacement 6" natural gas pipeline-by 
directional drilling. ~The new pipeline will be constructed 
adjacent to Pacific Northern Gas Ltd.'s existing 6" natural gas 
pipeline crossing of Williams Creek, Comments concerningtiffs 
application may be made to the office of the Senior Lands 
Officer, Ministry of Environment Lands & Parks, 3726 Alfred 
Street, Sxtithers, B.C. V0J 2N0. Telephone #847-7331. 
Be advised that any responses to this advertisement will be 
considered to be part of the public record. For information, 
contact a Freedom of Information Advisor, B.C. Lands, 
Vancouver Island Regional Office, telephone (604)387-5011. 
, i 
i 1 !t 
i 
LOCATION PlAN for PROPOSED 
REPIACR  of 168.3mm O.D. 
REPLACEMENT PIPM2NE ACROSS 
YLLLL 8 CI¢M  
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 22, 1995 - Cl I 
DS 
( ~ )  Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Forests 
SMALL BUSINESS FOREST 
ENTERPRISE PROGRAM TOTAL 
RESOURCE PLAN TRP95RO9-O01 
A request for proposals for a total resource plan is being solicited for 
various areas within the Cassiar Forest District. Proposals will be accepted 
no later than 15:00 hr, on March 14, 1995. 
Eligibility for this contract is restricted to those contractors or consultants 
who have successfully completed two or more Total Resource Plans, Total 
Chance Plans, Total Integrated Resource Plans or combinations of the 
above within the last three years. 
All prospective applicants are to contact either of the contract coordinators 
below for complete details and/or contract packages: 
Nell Endacott RPF (Pre-Award) Mitt Moore (Pre and Post-Award) 
Prince Rupert Forest Region Casslar Forest District 
Bag 5000 Box 247 
Smithers, B.C. Dease Lake, B.C. 
V0J 2NO V0C 1LO 
847-7513 771-4211 
A fee of $50.00 (certified Cheque or money order) Is required to receive a 
copy of the bid package, which becomes available February 15, 1995. 
There will be an informational presentation held at the Smlthers Regl'onal 
Office, Bow Building, at 09:00 - 12:00 hr. on February 20, 1995, Projects 
are subject to funding avaitabllity. The lowest bid will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, LANDS 
AND PARKS - PARKS DEPARTMENT 
The Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, Parks 
Department invites proposals for the purpose of operating a 
campground and dRy-use area within Tyhee Lake Provincial 
Park. The Park is located 12 km south of Smlthers just off 
Highway #16 near Telkwa, 
Packages for this proposal will be available February 22,~ 
1995, at the BC Parks District Office in Smithers, 3790 Alfred 
Avenue #201, for a nonrefundable cost of $50 per package, 
cash or certiiied cheque only~ 
A mandatory site viewing, wil l  begin a t  10:00 a.m,~ 
Wednesday March 8, 1995, at the service yard of Tyhee Lake: 
Park. A bidder's meeting will follow at the BC Parks District 
Office in Smithers. 
The deadline for submitting completed proposals is 2:00 
p,m, Friday March 17, 1995, 
Further information may be obtained regarding this 
opportunity by contacting the Tyhee Lake Area Supervisor at 
846-5511 or 847-7320, or the Operations Officer in Smithers 
at 847-7320, 
P rov ince  Of  Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
M in is t ry  o f  Env i ronment ,  Lands  and  Parks  
NOTICE  OF INTENTIONT0 ~PLY  FOR 
A D ISPOSIT ION OF CROWN LAND.  
In Land Recording District of Smithers and situated at 
Terrace B.C. Take notice that Pacific Northern Gas Ltd.s 
Vancouver, B.C. natural gas transmission & distribution 
company, is applying for a License of Occupaiion for •ht-of- 
way purposes over portions of the following described lands. 
.> 
Unsurveyed Crown Land in DL3073 Range 5, Coast 
District and containing approximately 0.45 hectares. This land 
is imniediately adjacent . o the Pacific Northern Gas fight-of- 
way Plan crossing of Lakeise River. 
The purpose for which the disposition isrequired is for 
the directionaldrilling of a 8" natural gas pipefine, loop which 
will replace aPacific NorthernOas Ltd.'s existing 8' natural gas 
pipeline crossing. Comments concerning this application may he 
made to the office of the Senior Lands Officer, Ministry of  
Environment Lands & Parks, 3726 Alfred Streets S~ithers, B.C. 
V0J 2N0. Telephone #847-7331. 
Be advised that any responses to this advertisement will be 
considered to be part of the public record. 'For information, 
contact a Freedom of Information Advisors B.C Landss 
Vancouver Island Regional Office, telephone (604) 387.5011. 
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NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1995 
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NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
"One Stop Recreational Specialists" 
Recreational Sales and Service 
4921 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Welding Shop 635-4843 S~les 635"3478 
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